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Man is both a structural a¡rd
anti-structural- entity, who
conserves through structure
and grows through anti-structure.

- R. G. Paulston.



ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to assess how three

factors--fed.eral support for higher education, fluctuations

in college enrol-l-ments, and specified socio-political

events--may have influenced the development of general

ed.ucation in the United States undergraduate curriculum from

l35O-l-}B2. General education was tentatively described in

reference to two broad criteria: that some specific

parameters of knowl-edge or understanding (however defined)

be endorsed, and that at least part of the iustification used

to rationalize those parameters involve Some emphasis on

communal- (as opposed to individual) responsibilities of l-ife.

General education was thought to be articulated in the

curricul-um through core curricula, concentration and distri-

bution requirements, survey courses a-nd interdisciplinary

programs.

A generalization about "the" America¡ undergraduate

curriculum was suggested, and then made explicit. The land

grant university, as influenced by the private institutions,

was taken as representative of the "mainstream" of American

undergraduate education for the period in question. A

survey o.f selected literature was conducted as a basis for

the findings. The objective of this survey was not so much

to estabtish historical- factr âs it was to analyse'

criti cize, and synthesize historical- interpretation' Five

l-
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historical periods were then rationalized as a mearÌs of

distinguishing different phases in the development of the

curriculum.

The study revealed that few distinct and direct

rel-ationships can be posited between the factors examined

and the development of general education in the American

undergrad.uate curricul-um. Tentative suggestions' however,

were possible on the basis of the work done. Some factors

cited that coul-d have positívety influenced the development

of general education in the undergraduate curriculum were:

the IgI? request for a '!üar Issues' course at Columbia

University, the economic and. enrollment stagnation of the

1930's, certain ped.agogical sentiments congruent with i¡forld

War II a¡d the L9+? President's Commission on Higher

Ed.ucation. 0ther factors cited that might be thought to

have impeded the development of general education in the

und.ergraduate curriculum included: the Morrill Act of 1862,

the various federal involvements in research and development

during and after world war II, the launching of sputnik in

Lg57 and the college enrollment bulge of the 1960os.

The stud.y suggested that there was a deficiency in the

literature regard.ing the historical causes of general

education and that, therefore, more research in the area

must be und.ertaken.
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CHAPTER I

RATIONAIE

over the past several- years the united states has

witnessed an increase of interest on the part of universities

in what is commonly referred to aS "general education'."1

Articles, periodicals and books dealing with the topic have

become more numerous as has the variety of general education

projects undertaken. Even more significant is the accele-

rated interest on the part of funding agencies in the now

popular subject. Ernest Boyer and Arthur Levine describe

these developments aS representative of a third "revivaf" of

the so-ca}led "general education movement." (tne other two

revivals took place, they sa$, in I9l4-f9T, and L945-L957

respectively. ) Boyer and Levine further impty that these

revivals germinated during period's in which "the nation's
D

preoccupations Seemed more personal and less Social"' and

that the outcome of such germination was an outlook that

eventually came to be more receptive to " shared' values,

shar.ed responsibilities, shared governarlce' a shared heritage

and a shared. world vision."3 
t

Suchanhistorica]-propositionisworthyofcloser

rC nLet. E. BoYer and
(Washington,

2, Ibid., P. 13,

3, Ibid., P. 17,

Levine, A uest f
C. : Carneg 1

A.
D.

1

e Foundat ofl r
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examination, especialty in reference to the supposedly most

recent revival-. Of particular interest to curricular

historians would be an investigation of the specific factors

that might be said to have infl-uenced, or even directly

caused, the development of general education in the under-

graduate course of stud.y. Most of the l-iterature that deals

with general education evades the prob]em of specific

causality and ooncentrates instead on historical description

or general speculation. There is a1.l absence of critical

work that attempts to answer, in prec|se fashion, the

question, "What caìlses revivals of general educati-on in the

American undergrad.uate system?" The rationale for this

study therefore is that, in the midst of this suggested

third revival, such an investigation should commence'

ose o he Stu

The

(r)

(ii)

purpose of this studY is twofol-d:

To analyse the various definitions and formats of

general education during the period in question;

arld

To assess how such factors as federal support

higher ed.ucation, fl-uctuations in college enroll-

ments, and specified socio-political events may

have inf,luenced the d'evelopment of general

education in the American undergraduate curricul-um

from 1B5o -ltg}}.
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l,imitations of the Studv

In his preface'to The Emergence of the American

University (L965), Laurenee Veysey points out the limit-
ations of American educational- histories which are either

too broad or too narrow in their orientation. He claims

that broad studies tend not to appreciate the plurality of

interests to be found within :'facufty circles" (i.e., the

higher ed.ucation community taken as a whole), while narrow

studies obscure the overarching issues that might be

recognized. His solution, therefore' is to contrive an

historical orientation which focuses oll "middle-range

groupings," configurations larger than the individual

canpus, but narrower than the facuJ-ty as a whole'4

In the spirit of veysey, this study will likewíse

concern itself with a niddl-e-range grouping of a particular

type. specifically, the study will- investigate and.

hypothesize about those institutions which are thought to

represent the mainstream of ed.ucational d'evelopments for the

American und.ergraduate course of study. The theoretical

model is the tand grafrt university; one that, perhaps, began

as an agrieultural college, but later evolved into clark
(

Kerr, s ,,multiversity.") The significance, and utitization

in the study, of private institutions, like Harvard

f-, . R. VeYseY 
'(Chicago: Uni

e Ameri an Universi
VETSf o c cago Press, 19

+

5

T e Eme ence f

C. Kerrt The Uses f the Uni sl_
( Cambridge: arvard U vers ty Pre

, 3rd edition
ss, L?BZ) .
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University, occurs in direct relation to their percei-ved

influenee on the mainstream of educati-onal developments. If
it can be shown that such institutions did indeed influence

the development of undergraduate education, then it is
acceptable and, in fact" necessary to include them in the

assessment of the middle-range group so targeted.

The first limitation of the study, therefore' should be

reeognized. in the generalizatíon posited. In attempting to

describe and hypothesize about the "mainstream" of "the"

American und.ergraduate curriculum, particularly in reference

to general education, the study must practically onit arl

examination of most of the fragments and extensions of the

undergraduate curricul-um. Neither community colleges' nor

many of the more radicaL experimental collegesr cârI

appropriately be included in this work.

A second lirnitation of the thesis occurs in the factors

seleeted. for their potential- influence on the d.evelopment

of general ed.ucation in the undergraduate curriculum.
,,Federal support, " " college enrollments, " and " specif i-ed

socio-political eventS" were selected because they were most

prominent in the literature. Those factors Iess prominent,

however, were necessarily omitted. The Scope of the thesis

does not all-ow, for example, for an examination of the

effects that philanthropies, "great" university presidents,

or student perceptions might have had on the development of

the curriculum. Such fascinating questions âst "How did the

so-called knowled.ge explosion and the rise of academic
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departments affect the undergrad.uate course of study?"

likewise cannot be aÍiswered comprehensively here. The

advantages of clarity al:Id simplicity that arise when

consideríng only several el-ements must be duly weighed

against the disadv.antage of a selective artalysis.

ance f heS

The importance of the study is twofotd. First, it

exami-nes and hence reveals some aspects of the nature of

general education "revivals" in the American undergraduate

curricul-um. second, it assesses, bv virtue of the technique

made explicit in the methodolosfr the capability of the

selected l-iterature in addressing the questions posed' . The

cumulative importance of the study then, is that it not

only provides a reasonable account of what is thought to

have occurred, but also a critique of the historical-

treatment of the subject to date'

Methodology

Thisthesiswillexaminethetheoriesproposedbya

number of historians who have studied the development of

general education. The thesis is not, therefore' meant to be

a,,history,, of the development of general education in the

cufficulum, but rather an examination of various historical

treatments of the subject. The objective of the wor:k is not

so much to establish historical fact as it is to analyse'

criticize, afrd synthesize historical i-nterpretation' The

conclusions that such a study witl all-ow, are not ones
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capable of declaring facts, but rather ones that can suggest

relationships between factors as transcribed through the

eyes of a variety of commentators.

A diffieulty, and inherent characteristic, of this

technique occurs, of course, ín the subiectivity of the

Sources used. All historical conmentators write from

particular perspectives which must be taken into consider-

ation. A reeognition of the difference in orientation

between Clark Kerr and the team of Boyer and l,evine, for

example, is crucial for an und.ersta¡ding and criticism of

their various historical interpretations. It is for this

reason that the review of the l-iterature will include,

wherever appropriate and possible, background information on

the authors and critical reviews of their work. It is

suggested that by placing both the writer a¡d' their writing

in a biographical a-nd critical eontext, the problems of

subjectivity can be kept to a minimum'

Procedure

The proced.ure will- be to review the l-iterature (Chapter

II), define basic terms, iustify the historical- periods and

factors suggested (Chapter III), and then to engage in the

analysis. For purposes of manageability, the history of the

American und.ergraduate curriculum from 1850 to L)BZ has been

divided into five periods as suggested by a synthesis of the

literature reviewed. For each of these periods (chapters

IV through VIII ) an overview ed.ucational history will be
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presented as well- as sections dealing with each of the

three influential factors to be examined. A short summary

will then be drawn for each chapter. The findings and

conclusions of the study will then be summarized in the

ninth chapter, with suggestions for further a-nd extended

studies following in the tenth.



CHAPTER TI

REVIEI'IJ OF THE T,ITERATURÐ

rhis study depends on two types of sources¡ those that

provide a general history of the American undergraduate

curriculum, and. those that posit specific explanations of

why curricular changes occurred as they d.id, especially

with respect to general education. This review, then, will
cover these two areas by beginning with the most general and

ending with the more specific.
Before commencing with the review proper though, there

is an important lirnitation to the work which should be

identified a¡d, for the benefit of future researchers,

corrected. There has been no explicit method.ological

process applied ín order to. select particular works for the

review of the literature. As artyone who has studied general

ed.ucation will know, there are literatl-y hundreds of books

and articl-es on the subject. Ïn order to extract Some kind

of a reasonabl-e intellectual history from this myriad' of

sources, a certain d.egree of hit and miss must be initially

tolerated.. It is fronr this hit and miss procedure, a-nd

from the recolnmendations of scholars that the elements of

this review eventually took shape. The point is then that

this cannot be rightfully cal-l-ed a review of the literature

but should actually be titled a review of sone relevant

literature. The obvious extension of this, of course, is

I
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that the study as a whole cannot rightfully be called "!L9

Development of General Education in the United. States

Und.ergraduate Curriculum, 1B5O to LgB}r" but rather shoul-d

be described-as "A Perspective of the Development of General

Ed.ucation in the United States Undergraduate Curriculum

(ß50-l?B2) as based on selected Readings." It is for this

reason that the writer highly recommends that future

researchers attempting a similar sort of intel-lectua]

history devise, a¡d definer soilê methodological process by

which to exploit the literature for their own purposes. If

this could be done in a consistent fashion, then there might

be enhanced. opportunity to increase our systematic under-

standing of a much exPlored area.

lnlhile it has been indicated that this review represents

no explicit methodological attempt to cover the area' it

should likewise be mentioned that there were nonetheless

some minirnal criteria required of the components presented.

Ra¡ging from the general to the specific these works wæe

selected either because their mention occurred fairly

frequently in the l-iterature (thereby suggesting some

consensual significance, ât least) or because they dealt

specificalty with the topic at hand. The general histories

(e.g. Rudolph and veysey) came recommended by the liter-

ature, while the specific treatises of Boyer and Levj-ne or

Clark, Kerr were includ,ed because of their direct commentary

on the topic at hand. In the absence of any prescribed or

pre-ordained historical methodology, then, these procedures
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represent a tentative solution to the problem of reference

selection.

Two useful, albeit dated' general histories of the

American curricul-um are l,aurence Veysey's The Emergence of

the Americ Ilniversitv (1965), and Frederick Rudolph's

The American ColI se and Universítv (f968). They are

useful because they provide broad histories of Americart

higher ed.ucation, from whích to assess the more specific

histories of general education. Veysey's workr âS its title
suggests, concerns itsel-f with the emergence of "the"

American university and as such posits two periods of

development. The first is 1860-1890 when a debate raged.

about the purpose of the university, and the second is IBgO-

1910, during which questions of administration become

paramount. The outcome of this progression, for Veysey, is

that "the" American university emerged, for a time, âs a

coherent entity which took as its primary functi-on the role

of a servi-ce institutiotl. The service rendered in 1910'

according to Veysey, was not so much to inspire academic

excellence as it was to stylize social arnbition; that is,

to legitimize social " advancement" through a system of

degree granting. The university, in his eyes' was an agency

for socíal control but at the same tíme, and almost by

accident, a place where scholarly research eventually

flourished. The "bargain" of the situation in l9t0r âs

Veysey saw i-t, was that professors could ascribe to the

service-orj-ented rhetoric of the Progressive Era, and' at the
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same time experience an intel-lectual freedom to do what they

wa¡rted. fn a larger sense the distinction of purposes for

the university was seen as the difference between an oasis

and corununity service institution. Veysey's objective in

his work was to show how the American university developed

so as to pay homage to both these ideal-s.

Frederick Rudotph provided a similarly broad historical

overview, but extends his coverage past the emergence of

the American university to a point after hlorld ïrlar II. Like

Veysey, he identified a tension between differing purposes

of the university with respect to their make up a-nd

orientation. Rudolph made a distinction between the o1d'.'.

college ideal and the new university idea, implying that the

former was humanistic ar.ld slightly anti-intellectual, whil-e

the latter became more scientific and devoted to true

scholarship.o l,ike veysey, but to a greater degree' Rudolph

also mad.e elçIicit the role of electives as tra¡sforming

the face of American higher education. He declared that

The el-ective PrinciPle was the
instrument . . . that enabled colleges
tobecomeuniversities' ' ' It
transformed' the English College in

*The term can be used very ambiguously. The oxford
ãïãti"ãrrv-ïrpri"s that êcholarship rgguires knowledge
of the classiäs while Vrlebster's d.eêcribes it as "advanced
;1"ãt iÃ-à ri*itò¿ field." For the purpose of this
=t"Oi scfrof arsñip wiff adopt_ the modèrn connotation and

mean adva¡ceã-=tüOV empirical research or intel-lectual
inquiry, into anY academic area'
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America by grafting upon it German
ideals and ín the process created
the American university.l

He also made specifie reference to the general

edueation movement by deseribing it as a counter-revolution

to the new university ídeal. Presented as "a-n attempt to

capture some of the sense of a continuing intellectual and.

spirítual heritage that had fatlen victim to the elective

principler" Rudolph maintains that the general education

movement of the 1920's (as initiated at Columbia) "marked a

halt in the tendency toward speciali zatíon, âs well as a new

respect for the concept of educatj-on as the mark of a
2gentlemür."' In attempting to arrive at some generalizaT:l-e

conclusion, toward the end of his book Rudolph posited an

"America-n consensus'! whereby although growth in the univer-

sities was inevitabl-e after l)2O, it would nonetheless be a

growth "tempered by a university rationale that would be

philosophically characterized by consolidation, accommod-

ation and by a certain regard for the whole man."3

Although he then went on to discuss aspects of the university

through the Depression and. the Second Inlorld. Vrlar, one is left

with the impressi-on that Rudotph believed in this consensus.

While such a position might be somewhat acceptable until

hrT erican Coll-e e and nlversa :Af. F. Rudol
Historv

2 @., P.

Ibid. ' p.

New York: Al-

456.

t+64.

p
( p

3

e A. Knopf Inc., 305,
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I95?, after that point (i.e., the launching of Sputnik)

new descriptions of the university became appropriate.

Beyond these two foundational soìi.rces, there exists a

contemporary reference worth examining íf only by virtue of

its high profile. The Carnegie Council on Policy Studies

in Higher Education's three volume set on undergraduate

education in America--Missions of the Col]-egeCurricu]um bV

the Carnegie Councíl (L9??), Curricul-um by Frederick Rudolph

(I9??), and the Handbook on Undergraduate Curricul-um by

Arthur Levi-ne (Lg?B ) --is noteworthy firstly because of its
sponsor, artd secondly because of its apparent popularity as

evidenced by the reviews. Change magazine says that

Missions, for example, is "must read.ing for any academic

professional worth his or her name," while Choice is quoted:

"The rethinking of the concerns for general education in

Chapter B of Missions are probably the most significant

thoughts on this crucial area since the report of the Harvard

Committee eneral Educat n in a Free Soci (:1945) . "4

Vrlhil-e not al-l- would agree with such recommendations,5 the

apparent acceptance on the part of some schol-ars, at l-east 
'

makes an acknowl-edgement necessary.

Missions of the College Curriculum (L9?? ) is perhaps

4, c. Kridel, eral Education: Practi e ithout Theo
Paper presented a ê eet f Â er ca-n
Educat ]-onal Research Association, Mar iggo (ERrc

36L) .Document Reproduction Service No. ED 19

o
ch

5 rbid.

,
6
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best remembered by some for its contention that "general

education is now a d.i-saster area . . . it has been on the

d.efensive and losÍng ground. for more than 100 years."6

Such a judgemental quote is typical of the book because it
is organized and designed to offer recommendations for the

improvement of the college curriculum. Its usefulness to

the present study occurs j-n an historical outline that
describes the general development of the curriculum since

the founding of Harvard College. The years IØ6 to 1870 are

characterized as a time when liberat education dominated the

curricul-ar scene. This era is caricatured as the time of

the i-vory tower. The next period between 1B?0 to the 1960's

is then deseribed as a time when the production of new

knowledge, along with the notion of consumer choice,

gradually became important. The generalized 'type' for this
era is the "publie servíce" institution, a model- which

suggested that colleges and universities had begun to cater

to the social mobility needs of ind.ividual students, by

emphasi zíng training for the professions over general

education for the average citi-zen. A final- historical period

is presented beginning presumably around it|TB in which the

utilitarian trend appears to have extended itsel-f creating

the "new consumer" who partakes of "art academic shopping

centre." Vùhil-e these historical metaphors are not meant to

6. Carnegie Foundation for the Advartce ment of Teachi-ng'
( San Francisco ¡Miss ns f the Colle e

Jossey-Bass, j.977 r P. 11 .

l- um
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be precise, they do nonetheless offer a rough chronol-ogical

perspective.

A second component of the Mj-ssions book which requires

acknowledgement are the chapters dealing with external and

internal infl-uences on the curriculum. Of particular
interest is the fact that both Sputník (external) and the

rise of the departments (internal) are identified as factors

that influenced the course of the curriculum.

Apart from the reviews in Change and Choice mentioned

previously, there are at l-east two commentators that suggest

Missions leaves much to be desi-red. Craig Kridel-, writing in

a paper entitled, "General- Education: Practice ülithout

Theory" (1980), complains that the research find'ings of

Missigns are based too much on the mere tabulation of a

broad. historical philosophical understanding of the issues

add.ressed. He warns that such art orientation leads to what

he cal-]s "dust bowl empirieísm;" a tendency to deduce

definite principles from scattered and sometimes inconsequ-

ential d.ata,? Robert Hassenger, writing in Change (June-

July , Lg?B) , ma-nages to give Missíons two cheers for

attempting to persuade "tls" toward general education, but

then goes on to proclaim that nothing written to date

surpasses Daniel Bel-I' s The Reformine of Genera] Edu ati-on

(W66), Hassenger concludes his review by makíng explicit his

views on the limitations of a stud.y written as Mi-ssions was 
'

?, Kridelr oÞ. cit.
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by a committee.

History at lnlilliams Col-I
Civilization Program at
Mark ans
U vers H sto

ê
ü[hen it Li. e. , a study better thart
Danie1 Bell's-l does fappear'l it will
d.oubtless be îashiond¿ uy ahother
committee of one--a mind in self-
aqreement rather than a commission in
cãnsensus. B

lilhat perhaps cart be synthesízed from both the positive

and negative revi-ews is that Missions is a controversial

work that has as its greatest asset the ability to provoke

thoughtful questions about the curri-culum, and as its
greatest liability the tendency to províde premature

answers. In reference to this study, then, Missions can be

used most effectively in those- rare instances when it

di-scusses fact, a¡d. least effectively as a critical- source

of interpretation.
The next volume in the Carnegie series, Frederick

Rudolph's Currieulum, provides. a more substantial historical-

survey of the American undergraduate curriculum. Almost in

response to the imprecision of hi-s "American consensus" in
his previous historieal study, Rudolphx goes on to reaSSeSS

the twentieth century in a new light. Whereas in hís first

work the 1920's were characterízed as a time that had

B. Robert Hassenger, "The l,iberal Arts as a Disaster Arear"
review of Mi ns of the C 11e e Curri um A

c Y R w ns the arneg l_e

oundat r-ol1 or the Advancement o Teac i^g, Chartge 
'June/Juty, I97B
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reconciled the ideal of the college with the idea of the

university, ín Curriculurn Rudolph suggests that the earl-y

twentieth century curriculum was in "di-saruay" and that

educational d.evelopments for that century would be made in

reference to that faet.9 General education was Seen as but

one facet of the myriad of solutions offered. Rudolph's

description of general education was that it arnounted to an

"impossible dream" perpetuated by a minority "establishment"

masquerading as the dominant culture.10

It is difficult to derive from Cumiculum Rudo lph's

concise interpretation of factors or events. Although the

reference quoted at the end of the previous chapter would

seem to índ.icate a fairly straightforward interpretation

(a¡d hence, opinion) of general education, Rudolph implies

the counterpoint of these thoughts in other parts of his

book. As part of the concl-usion, in fact, he revitalizes

certain aspects of the 'impossible dream' by suggesting that

higher ed.ucation should. " stop rnaking technicia¡s and get

back to the busj-ness of making human beings."11 There is a

certain tension in Curriculum where Rudolph attempts to

document faithfully the unfolding of the American system

of higher ed.ucati-on, while at the sane time hinting at his

9, F. Rudolph' Curriculum: sto er]-
Und adu ourse of S

Franc sco ! Jossey-Bass, 977 0

l_0.

ll_.

Rudolphr o,Þ. cit., PP, 23?, 26L.

Rud.olph, Curr:lculum, p. 2Bg,
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personal preferences as to how things should have been. In
their reviews of the work, SoI Cohen (Chaneer lg?8), and

Jurgen Herbst ( Historv of Education Quarterly , t97B)

suggest that Rudolph had faint longings for the Yal-e Report

of 1828 a¡rd for 'counterrevolutionists' such as James Conant

arld Robert Hutchins. Such personal indiscretions on the

part of the author, though, are balanced, in Cohen's mind

at l-east, bv Rudolph's "impressive scholarship, d.istinction

of thought, artd uncommon wit. " 
12

Although most commentators might agree that evidence of

Rudolph's thought and wit in Curriculum is extensi-ve, there

i-s no simílar consensus regarding the level of scholarship

in the work. Charles Adams' writing in The Chronicl-e of

Hieher Education (reU. L3, L979), suggests that "the chief

merit of Curuicu1um is the wealth of references to primary

resource*."13' Jurger Herbst, however, describes the book as

"a cì.i.sappointment" partly because, as he says, "the book has

been constructed al-most excl-usivety of materials from

secondary works." He passes finat judgement by describing

T2, "Three Centuries of Random Revisions,"
iculum: isto of he l_

Und duate Co seofS
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1ILit as "not a scholarly study."*- One can see the difficulty

in attempting to assess which reviewer has described the

book more accurately. Charl-es Adams is a professor of
English at Cal-ifornia State University at Chico and Chairman

of the California State University and Colleges task force

on general education. Jurgen Herbst, from the Universities
of ltlisconsin-Madison is presumably an educational historian
as evidenced by his articl e in Persoectíves in Anerican

Historv entitled "The American Revolution and the American

University" (1976), In terms of historiography perhaps

Adams is the l-ess able to critique. But then again, it may

be that Herbst has an axe to grind especially since he

refers to his own work in rebuttal to Rudol-ph's. In any

ease, the controversy in the reviews about Rudolph's schol-ar-

ship, and the unanimity that he is at least slightly
sentimental about certain curricular ideas provide

qualifications for the use of Q¡ffqi_qglUm with respect to the

study at hand.

The third book in the Carnegie series is more a

valuable supplement than a primary reference. Arthur

T-,evine' sx Handbook on Under aduate Curri culum (r978)

I4. Jurgen Herbst, review of Curricul-um: A History of the
American Under aduate Course of Stu
Fre
!ûin

err- Ru ô solph,
pp. ¿lBter 1978,

Since 6 6 by
cat uarter

L-3.
*Arthur T,evine ís a senior fel-low at the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. His books
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contains a variety of resources applicable to the study

undertaken. Most obvious, of course, is the chapter on

General Education, which outlines some of the standard types

of general education and suggests when and how these types

were expressed in actual progra:ns. Also useful are Chapters

12 and 13 whieh provide an excellent account of curricular
highlights from l-900 to I9?8 as well as Appendix A entitled,
"A Documentary History of the Undergrad.uate Curriculum: 12

Salient Events."

Most (al-though not all) of the Handbook is objectively

d.escriptive of historical events. In his review of the

work, written in the Journal of Hi er Education (re79) ,

lewis Mayhew makes the following observation:

But thís is no mere ehronicle.
Levine describes in detail the chief
unresolved issues, and by impli-
cation evaluates the various
developments. l5

Be that as it may, the evaluative nature of the writing is
nonetheless kept at a minimum, making the book a reasonable

arbitrator of historical interpretation., 
,

The Carnegie serj-es as a whole, then, is useful to the

study only in the general sense of being able to provide

broad analysis of when and why the events occurred.

Prevision of understanding is best pursued through other

works.

l-5. Louis B. Mayhew, revi-ew of H
Curriculum by Arthur levi ournal o
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In an attempt to approach'such precision the writer
surveyed certain documents of one particular institution as

a means of gaining a clearer understanding of specific
educati-onal d evelopments . Charles Eliot's A Turníng Point

in Higher Education (1969) and the Harvard Corunj-ttee's

eral Educati 1n Free (1945) were both

examined as primary source statements eoncerning electives

and general educatíon, as they were construed in the

context of Harvard Universítyqs ed.ucational heritage. The

implicit assumption made here is that by knowing something

of Harvard, one can come to know something of the American

ed.ucational land.scape as a whol-e. If repetition in the

literature consti-tutes any kind of evidence, then this tacit
assumption coul-d probably be raised to a law. Many writers,
referring to a variety of historical instances, are blatant

in their suggestion that Harvard constitutes a "model-" which

lesser institutions'folIow. Daniel Bel-l, for example,

presents just such a view when he justifies the excl-usive

study of Col-umbia, Harvard and Chicago in Chapter 2 of his

The Reforming of General Education.f6 Frederíck Rudolph

writes, in reference to the changes of the IB70's, that

"everywhere l-ittle colleges taking their cue from Harvard,

introd.uced a-n etective curricul-um and waited to become

uni-versities ."!7 In the context of discussions about

L6. D. Bell-, The Reforming of General Education (lvew York:
Col-umbia University Pres s, L966) , p. 9 ,

17, Rudolph, The American Col-lege and University' p. 332.
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Harvard's most recent educatj-onal- reforms' modern commen-

tators are fond of reinforcing past perceptions of Harvard's

influence, and postulating a-n extended version for the

future. General Education in a Free Societv is g]-ven

particularly influential weight by suggestions that "it had

a ripple effeet across the country"l8 and that it became

"the Bible of general education particularly in smaller

colleges a-rìd state universities,"I9 The tra¡sition is made

from past to future with comments such as -the one from the

New York Times (¡'eu, 26, L97B), which stated:

Like the Red Book General Education
in a Free Society a generation â8o r

the report rel-eased this week is likely
to havé widespread influence throughout
American higher education,2O

or Stephen I. Makler and Robert J. Munnelly's contention

that:
Tf precedent holds, the shock waves
will be felt not onlY throughout
higher learning, but in the high
scñooI classroóm as well-.21

or finally, Susan Schiefelbein's assertion:

18. A. Chase, "Skipping Through College," Atlantic, I97B,
?42(3) , 33-t+0.

19,

20.
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If the Harvard reforms are successful
they wil-t exert a powerful infl-uence
on higher education for the balance of
the century,?Z

Perhaps the most telling confirmation about this
seemingly universal tacit assumption about the influence of

Harvard comes from an article by Baruy 0'Connell entitled

"hlhere Does Harvard Lead Us?" (Chanee, Sept. l-97B). The

article is a biting critique of Harvard's most recent

educational reform, and its illustration of the assumpti-on

comes not so much in its content as it d.oes in the fact that

it was written in the f,irst place. O'Connell- manages to

eonvey both his disappointment with the nature of the

reforms proposed and his acknowledgement of the influence of

the Harvard degree. Presumably 0'Connell could not have

written such a critique, with such conviction, about an

institution that he believed d.id not rnatter in the total
American scene. The eonclusion that one might come to,

then, is that although we cannot prove absolutely that

Harvard is an appropriate model from which to study American

higher education, we can acknowledge that at least many

commentators think it so, and write accordingly. For the

time being, then, oftê might be justified in doing the same.

The first document mentioned then--Eliot's A Turning

Point in Hisher Ed cation (1869 ) --was significant because

it represented the first time that a Harvard President took

a foreceful stald in support of electives. In this inaugural

add.ress, El-iot sought to tra¡sform Harvard from a college

S. Schiefel-bein, "Confusion at Harvard:
"Educated Man"?" Saturday Review, 4(I),

What Makes An
Lg7B, L2-20.

22,
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into a university. He proposed to do this by releasing

Harvard from the constructions of a classical- curriculum

and thereby increase the range of subjects that a student

could study.

This Uni-versity recognizes no real
antagonism between literature and
scj-ence, and consents to no such
narrow alternatives as mathematics
or classics, science or metaphysi-cs.
We would have thern all, and at their
best. 23

Along with this increased range of subjects to study went a

greater choice in sel-ecting the various subj.ects within that

raflge.

One significa-nce of Eliot's speech for this study is
that mairy historical commentators (Rudolph' and Boyer and

Levine) cite 1B?O as a year in which they perceive funda-

mental curricular shifts occurring. The inference is easily

made that Eliot's words had something to do with such

changes

The second historical statement to be examined within

the context of Harvard is General Education in a Free

Societv. Not only does this book give a¡ indication of the

Harvard situation, but it also suggests general recommend-

ations for the nation as a whole

The initial objective of the Committee on the Qbjectives

of General Education in a Free Society was to ínquire into

23. C. Eliot, Tu oint er ucation
(Cambridge: H Un versf

1
ess, 9
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the problem of general education for post-war America. 0f

seeondary concern was the development of a general education

proposal for Harvard. itsel-f . The one chapter that deal-s

with the Harvard propqsal- specifically, therefore, is
impressively surrounded by five other chapters that deal

with the theoretical and historical underpinnings of almost

the entire American educational system. The authors went to

great lengths to legitimize or rationalize general education

by discussing it in the larger context of history a¡d

philosophy. They identified their main problem as one that

tried to reconcile the social antinomes of "heritage" and
cls,"change"'*, while at the same time they acknowledged the

paradox that students themsel-ves were "both united and

divided; united, âs heirs of a common past and agents in a

joint future¡ d.ivided, as varying in gifts, interests, and
o(

hopes."') They concl-ud.ed that both "general" and

,,speciarized,, education were important126 and that in fact

their successful implementation epitomized perfect educatj-on

for demo""u.y.27 The elaborate a¡d. stylistic arguments

assembled to support such a position are' in themselves'

worthy of d.eeper consideration. For the purpose of this

study, however, it is enough to understand generally the

24, Harvard Committee' Educatio in a Free cle
(Cambridge: H

Ibid., p. f03.

Ibid. , P. 54,

Ibid. , p. 9).

25.

26.
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position advocated.

ltlhat is perhaps more specifically relevant to the study

at hand are the indications given by the authors of why

they thought the world--and the curuiculum--had changed..

They d.escribed, for example, the ninety-foId increase in the

high school- population from 1870-1940 as being "a convulsion

as powerful as an earthquake,"28 They also make reference

to the expansion of knowledge, and the increased complexity

of society as being impôrtant factors that influenced the

shape of the curricul-um. Perhaps more sígnificantly for
their era they pointed. to the now familiar shift of the

United States from arl agrarian to an industrial- nation as

being fundamentally important.29 Although these broad

references gi-ve some indication of the evol-ution of

education as they perceived it, they do not, of course'

provide a¡ explicit historical analysis. The key vaJue of

General Education in A Fre e Societv lies not so much in its

historical interpretation, then, but rather in the fact that

it is a significant primary document central to the study

undertaken.

Beyond these t
experience, a third
a background concer

educational reform.

wo historical statements of the Harvard

source was surveyed in order to provide

ning the institution's latest efforts at

Phyllis Keller'sx Gettine at the Core

28.

29.

rbid. ,

rbid.,
p. B.

p. t5,
*phyltis Keller is Associate Dean for Acad'emic Planning and
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(I9BZ) documents Harvard's most recent attempts to re-

institute a general education program through the vehicle

of a core curriculum. Of particular importance to thís

study, the Kell-er book includes a short but essentially

complete historical chapter, âs well as providing two signi-

ficant observations. The first of these is that the

post-war baby boom increased the number of college-aged

students in the 1960's. This resulted in a greater popul-

ation of potential college entrants, thereby allowing some

institutions to rationalize more rigorous admissions

requirements. lnlhat this in turn created--according to

Keller--was a gradual-, perhaps in some cases even an

unconscious shift, o¡t the part of the universities' away

from undergraduate responsibilities to a greater emphasis on

graduate and research *o"k.30 the imptication was that à

curricular shift eventualfy occurred, moving from the

general to the specialized.

The second significant observation had to do with

change agents within the university. hlhereas some

historicat commentators, such as Veysey, have posited the

idea of "great university presidents" (e.g. Eliot, Hutchins)

as being significantly instrumental in change, Keller takes

*a member of the FacuItY o f Arts and Sciences at Harvard.
She is author of Sta f Belo ermarl- erl_can
ntell aIs d orld l¡lar.

30, P. Kell-er' ti the C re
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great pains to point out that the political process of a

modern university precJ-udes much chance of such individual
heroism. Dean Rosovsky, the principal instrument of the

Harvard reforms, is typified not as a visionary leader who

carves out reforrn by the britliance of his rhetoric, but

rather as a wise facilitator who guides an endless series of
commi-ttees through an exeruciatingly long process of
consensus. The message of the modern unÍ-versity, from

Kell-er's perspective, seems to be that change occurs

cautiously, slowty, and with muph intermediate dilution.
This is a noteworthy historical- interpretation.

Tn an attempt to set a critical context for Keller's
work, it shoul-d be recognized that she writes from a

particular vested interest. Since she participated on the

Task Force on the Core Curriculum in I975 (planning the

core) a¡d sat on the "central committee" Ln L977 (impte-

menting the core), it might reasonably be concluded that she

had more than just a passing curiosity for the project. It

is also significant to note that she characterizes the student

reform movement of the ]960's as affecting a certain state

of "demoralization and confusion" on the part of the faculty

which in turn prompted " startling concessions" made in an

atmosphere marked. by physical threat, fear and guilt."3l

Both her involvement with the core currj-culum proiect, then'

and her particular interpretation of the student activism

3L. Kel-ler, oÞ. cit., P. 32,
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days suggest qualifications that have to be made of Dr.

K el-ler' s work.

The Harvard experience, as outlined by the three

references mentioned, provides a good case study from which

to get the perspective of a single institutiorl. As

suggested. earlier, the debates, proposals a-nd changes in
which Harvard became involved can apparently be said. to be

reflected in marry of the other institutes of higher

education throughout the American nation.

The next two selections have a slightly more theoretical

orientation and deal- more specifically with the overall

topic at hand. Daniel- Bell's* The Reforming of General

Education (1966 ), and Geral-d Grant and David Riesman's The

Perpetual Dream (1978), are helpful sources because they

offer both historical- frameworks for the deveJ-opment of

undergraduate education, and hypotheses about why the

curriculum changed as it did.

A simplified descript ion of The Reforming of General

Education woul-d render it as merely a proposal for general

+Danie1 Bell is a prominent sociologist who has taught at
both Columbia University and Harvard. His works incl-ude

The End ofMarxian Socialism in the United States
ciet

l_ t10ns o t ù Ite r-s
and
, or has1

been, e tor for The New Amer
and Toward the Year 2000. He is a Fell
Académy of Arts and Sciences. In 1966,

can R sht The Radical Right
ow of the American
The Reforming of

General Education was awarded the Borden Medal of the
American Council on Education as the best book on higher
education in the previous three years.

oThe Co
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education at Columbia ColÌege. But in the same way that

General Egucation in.a Free Societv is not just a proposal

about Harvardr so too does Bell's book transcend the bounds

of Col-umbia College. One of the most immediate practical

advantages of BelI's book to this study is that it outlines

a comparison of general education programs as they have

occurred at Colunbia, Harvard, and the university of

Chicago. This comparative history is helpful because it
puts the various projects and experiments of these

institutes in relation to one another. It is also helpful

because it conplements the theoretical premi-ses advanced

concerning the nature of eurricular change.

fn a chapter entitled "Social Change," BelI surveys the

rise of federal influence, the "knowledge revolution," and

the increase of technical-professional occupations as being

significant factors in post World lnlar fI United States. His

contention is that a "national- sòciety" emerge Ar32 a

society inereasingly regulated by the federal government' a

society that must be responsive to the exponential growth of

knowledge, and a society d.ominated more and more by

technical-professionals. His most engaging suggestion, of

course, is that the United States of 1966 was stowly shaping

up to be a "post-industrial soeiety" whereby the i-mportance

of cultivating huma¡ capital became more important than

procurement and. use of financial capital. This is a

32, BeItr oÞ. cit., p. 70,
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signíficant statement because it echoes clark Kerr, s

contention that the "knowledge industry', of rgso onward was

as importa¡rt to this era as was the automobire to the first
part of the twentieth century, and as was the railroad. to
the last part of the nineteenth century,SS

The ímportance of these trends with regard to the
college curricururn is that they help to explain why there
was a shift of interest away from undergraduate general

education to graduate and speciarized education. ctearly
what is suggested is that the knowledge explosion, coupled

with increased federal research aid during and after lrlorrd

l¡rlar Ir, created a greater emphasis on technical-profession-
al-ism which in turn caused universities to shift their foeus,

as Bell- maintains, from "schol-arship,, to ,,researc¡.,,34

(ln trris context BeIl uses the word schol-arship to connote a

traditional excell-ence in the humanities. ) The net result
was that undergraduate colleges became unimportant, in the
eyes of some students and administrators, beeause they

increasingly became regarded as "way stations,, to be

tol-erated as a means for entering graduate school. 35

Such an expansive historical analysis is matched by

rather extensive propositions concerning a theory of

33.

3+.

35.

C. Kerr, The Uses of the Universit¡¿,
Harvard U

Bell- r oþ. cit. , p. l-00.

Ibid., p. 103.

3rd ed. (Cambridge:
BB.
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knowledge. Although not directl-y related to the study at

hafrd, BeII' s epistemological orieritation provides obvious

indicators of his curri-cular suggestions that fol}ow. He

suggests that knowledge exists in three parts, and as such,

requires three different kings of acquisition skills in

order to be ful1y expJ-ored. Mathenaties and science, he

maintains, requi-re "sequential" thirrking (logicaI, step-by-

step reasoning), while the social sciences denand an

intellectual orientation that ca-n appreciate "Iinkages," the

fact that particular studies (e.g. economics) must be

understood in context to other, perhaps }arger, studies

( e.g. politics). The humanities, Bel-I claims, must be

understood in terms of "concentric" awarenessr that i=? an

awareness fine-tuned to different tevels of meaning evolving

around. the same "ot""pt.36 What fol-lows from this,
predictably, is the suggestion that all undergraduates

should. be exposed to these various kínd.s of thinking--"modes

of thought" --through the vehicle of a well articulated

"general education" program. This progran' BelI suggests,

consists of three aspects (methodological consciousness'

historical- consci-ousness, and individual self-consciousness)

which must be artfully integrated in order for the stud.ent

to come to understand the "grounds of knowledge;" not what

one knows, but how one knows. This understanding, it shoul-d

be noted, must be facil-itated according to a specific

36. 8e11, oÞ. gåt., p. I77,
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sequence¡ students must understand the conceptual grounds

for a-n area before they are permitted' to engage in inter-
disciplinary analysis. General- education for 8e11, then, is
not just a loose set of distributi-on requirements but rather
an organicalIy bound theory that aims to engender in
students a synoptic understanding of their modern world.

The significance of these theoretieal premises to our study

is that they have become implemented, atbeit in distorted
form, in many of the general education proposals that occur.

The critical context to be made explicit in Bell's case

is that he operates with a sociologicalr âs opposed to
purely hi-storical-, orientation. By studying currj-eul-um i-n

reference to a broad realm of social forces and philosophical
presuppositions Bell attempts a comprehensive treatment of
the subject. Some reviewers, however, have difficulty with

the approach.

Professor BeIl aims primarily at
revising Columbia' s famous'Contemporary
C ivili zation' a.nd 'Humanities' courses
but--l-ike many before him who have tried
to revise curricula--he soon finds
himself in the boondoggles of the new
high school programs, graduate studies
from linguistics to biophysics,
somethi-ng he calls the 'tension between
technocratic and apocalyptic modes' and
good old epistemology itsel-f . These
subjeets are, of course, in some walr
relevant to college offerings, but the
presumed expertise is unconvíncing. 37

37. P. 0. Beeching, rev. of The Reforming of General
Education by Daniel BeII,
May 15, 1966,

Library Journa] 9It 2483,
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The caveat to be nade, then, of a sociological

orientation like BeIl's, is that while expansi-ve and

intellectually engaging, its utility ín terms of strict
historical interpretation requires considerable qualificat-
ion.

Gerald Grant and David Riesmanr s The Perpetual Dream

(1978) is sirnilarly soeiologícaI in its treatment of curri-
eular change. The authors* have examined the area of

" educational reform" and have constructed a typology to

describe distinctions between the kinds of reforms that they

perceived. "Telic" reformsr âs they describe them, are

reforms which set out to change the very ends of the under-

graduate curriculum, while "popular" reforms are described

as those changes which seek to alter the process by which

the unchallenged end of higher education is transmitted

through the institution. lnlithin the telic reforms, four

types are identified: neo-cl-assical-, communal-expre.ssive,

aesthetic-expressive, artd activist-radicat. Examples of

colleges attached to these l-abels are St. Johns at Annapolis,

Kresge College at Santa Cruz, Black Mountain, and Antioch

xGeral-d Grant has been a researeh fellow in the Department
of sociology in the center for Behaviour sciences at
Harvard, art- assistant professor of education at Syracuse
University and. a member of the Department of Sociology at
Syracuse University.

iesman has been Henry Ford II Professor of Social
s at Harvard University as well- as a member of the
e Commission on Higher Education. His books
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respectively

The "types" refer to different philosophical and

ped.agogical orientations, so whereas Kresge College might

employ encounter groups in order to provide a humanistic

environment, Antioch on the other hand' woul-d use work

erçerience as a rnethod of implementing its philosophy of

the a1l-around practical ma-n. 0f the relic reforms only the

"neo-classical" is directly relevant to this stud.y because

it refl-ects a basic agreement with some of the tenets of

general education. l,ìIith respect to popular reforms' Grartt

and Riesman look, for example, to the cluster college

concept at Sa¡ta Cruz, and the operation of New College in

Florida.
The significance of this typology for the study at hand

is that Grant and Riesman posit the notion that tel-ic

reforms bega¡ to occur in the 1930's, whíIe popular reforms

emerged in the 1960's. They suggest, moreover, that these

telic reforms occurred in opposition to what they cal-led the

"university college mod.el-."38 Presumabty what they want to

itlustrate by such a phrase is the same kind of distinction

that Frederick Rudol-ph made when discussing the collegiate

ideal as opposed to the university ideal-. Whereas a college

could be described aS a place for pre-professional general

learning, the university was recognized as a place that

G. Grant and D. Riesman, The Perpetual Dream (Chicago:38.
University of Chicago Press, L97B), p. L7.
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promoted specialized. trairrirrg.39 The outcome of the

university, as opposed to collegiate, experience according

to at least one undergraduate at Yale in J923 was thatr

Instead of being a person . . . I
am now nerely a suit of clothes pínned.
together by four or five seat numbers.4O

ülhen Grant and Riesman refer to the university college

nodel then¡ they are probably trying to identify those

institutions that pur a greater premium on professional,

service-oriented training than they did on the intellectual
and. aesthetic or moral cul-tivation of the individual-. The

opposition that the telic reforms were seen to represent was

an opposition against this new, and presumably limited, Í-dea

of the university.
As far as a sociological perspective is concerned, Grant

and Ríesman differ from BeIl ín that they attempt to be more

emprical than philosophically speculative. After conducting

a multitude of on-canpus interviews and observations the

authors are in a good position to document how they bel-ieve

the curriculum changed. It is for this reason that while

Daniel- Bel-l can be appreciated for his expansive thinking

and. truly c::eative insights, Grartt and Riesman might be

better appreciated for the firm empirical foundation they

employ from which to hypothesize about the development of

39, Rudo1ph, The Arnerican College and University, PP. 35L,
355-6-, 44r.

40. rbid., p. 449.
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curricular history.
The final two references of this review offer what may

be considered prirnary sources on the topic of the historical
interpretation of the develop.ment of general education.

Although not d.ealt with directly, C1ark Kerr's The Uses of

the Universi-ty , implies that general edueation died for the

most part after L862, to be replaced by the evolution of the

"multiversity." Boyer and Levine' s A est for C

Learning prefers to adopt a different orientation and suggests

rather that general education has witnessed a series of

revivals, the most recent one being apparent now. These

two primary sources, then, examined in ta¡dem provide the

most specific basis for this study.

In The Uses of the University' Clark Kerrx suggests

that there are two i-mportant historic periods of transition

for the America¡ uni-versity. He names the first as the

period after the Civil- hlar with the land grants movement,

and the second. as the l-960's. He mentions that there were

"minor efforts at change aimed mostly at a return to general
lrr

educatio¡r'^|I in between these periods. Both transition

points, Kerr claims, had two things in common: a spurt of

*Clark Kerr is President Emeritus o

CaI ifornia and Chairman of the Car
C arne ctl e Council on Higher Educati
ntons ement e Pub1i

M ement o US a1
odern l-mes.

f the UniversitY of
negie Commission and the
on. His works include

4r. Kerr, oÞ. 9i!. , P. IØ.

c e M and
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growth in enrollments, and new surges forward in those

national efforts in which higher educati-on could partici-
pate. lVith respect to national efforts, Kerr typifies the

first period as one in which the country was interested in

expanded settlement, and the second as one in which the

country was shocked about Sputnik and consequently was keen

to increase the study of scienee and technology. A second.

intention of the l-atter era was to provide for more equality

of opportunity for l-ow-income groups, minorities, artd women.

Here, then, is an explicit historical model-.

In addition to this basic historical framework, Kerr

offers some specific explanations of why curricular change

occurred as it did. üthat should be initially recognized,

however, is that Kerr consid.ered the emergence of his

"multiversity" to have oecurred. not because of some "reasoned

choice among elegant alternatives" but rather aS a result

of what he ca}led. an "historical imperative,"42 To Kerr it

seemed inevitable that the multiversity would emerge simply

because of the historical facts that were unfolding; he

cites the.Morril-1 Act of LB62 and federal- support of

scientific research during World War II as being two "great

impacts" that molded. the contemporary Ameri-can multj-versity'

He, tike Daniel Bel-l-, especially singted out the federal-

grant system, artd the projects and institutes created from

it, for special examination. The final analysis, from both

42, Kerr, oþ. È. , PP. 6, 87.
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Kerr's and Belt's points of view, is that the contemporary

American university was significantly influenced by these

federal grants.

Perhaps the most significant background.'information

that might establish a critical context for Kerr's work is
the fact that when he delivered the Godkin Leetures (from

which the book is derived) in L96), he d.id so as the

president of the University of California. Presumably the

administrator of such a large educational institution would

have a decidedly different perspective on curricular change

or the role of the uníversity than would a-n ed.ucational

historian. Practicality, one might assume, probably held

sway over ideal-ism. Clark Kerr, in writing of the histori-

cal evol-ution a¡d role of the university could have, in one

sense, been searching for a way to make his university

"work," to have it explainable, within a modern context. D.

J. Boorstin wrote in his L9Ø review of the book,

Presi-dent Kerr's concluding survey on
'The Future of the City of Intellect'
offers a vivid, unsentimental, but
inspiring vision of the p1ace. of the
American multiversity in American Lq
society of the l-ater 20th centur¡r . . , ''

"Unsentimental- but inspiring" perhaps typifies best Kerr's

orientation. He rejected the ideal-istic configuration of

the collegiate instítution of the past, and replaced it

instead with something he considered more palatable' his

D. J. Boorstin' rev. of The Uses of the Universi-by by41.
Clark Kerr' Book Week p. l, No. 3, 196).
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"mul-tiversity." His analysis of historical- events then, is
one which tended to ernphasize the importance of factors

J-eading to his perspective of a university' while at the

sane time de-emphasizing the significance of other curricular

occurrences which might suggest an alternative to his descr-

iptions. The qualification that should be made of Kerr then

is that he should be read in reference to other, broad.er,

works.

C1ark Kerr's The Usesof e Universitv as suggestedt,

offers one-hal-f of an analysis for the period in question.

The second hal-f ís provided bY uest for C n e

lVhereas Kerr was desirous to demonstrate that the evolution

of the mul-tj-versity was an historieal imperative, Boyer and

l,evinex were concerned with emphasizing the signifieance of

what they saw as periodic revivals of the general education

movement. The first, they sâ$r occumed. from about t9l-þ to

Ig33, a-nd the second from Lg45 to Lgs?. They then go on to

suggest that a third revival is presently underway. lnlhat is

immediately interesting about the Boyet/t'evine framework is

the historical referent points that they use to mark off

their periods of decline and revival-. The re-emergence of

xErnest Boyer was formerly u.s. commissioner of Education
and is cuirently Presí¿elit of the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching

Arthur L
for the
Handbook

evine is a Senior Fellow at
Advancement of Teaching. He

the Carnegie Foundation
is the author of
(L978).on Under aduate Curr iculum
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general education, they sâ$r occumed in conjunction with
hlorld l¡lar r and l-asted until the effects of the D"p""ssion

became significant in L93). The second revival emerged

again in relation to ülorld ülar rr and then diminished., they

sây, with the demonstration of sputnik. They imply that the

third revíval oceurring since L9?8 has emerged as a latent
response to a social- nareissism propgated, in part, bV

Vietnam and l¡tratergate, and they do not speculate when it
will end.

Another interesting aspect of the Boyer/Levlne thesis
is the reason they give for these periodic revivars of the

general educati-on ideal. They put forth a Lockean-like view

of social- pendulum whereby a constant tension is waged

between the rights and freedoms of the individual, and the

responsi-bilities and concessions required by community.

They suggest that at precisel-y the tíme when a society

expresses itself through ultra-individualism the seeds for a

revital-ized general education movement begin to take 
"oot.þ4

In reference to their historical framework, for example,

they cite the 1920's and l-950's as times when citizens were

particularly self-centered, and hence propose that these

periods caused general education to surface once again. It
is almost a pendulum effect being suggested whereby when

society swings too far in one direction (i.e., individualism),

E . L. Boyer and A.
(lnlashington, D.C.:

l,evine, A uest for Commo

#f; /,¡rì,ii,1íiT:4.A
._i *r*.'^tÞ*.b^-_€

l
¡

¡1i:ìTi-$

44
Carnegie Foun t ]-on, L9
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the weight of the other pore (i.e., generarism) becomes

somehow stronger and eventually reinstates itself. hlhile
such analogíes may be somewhat entertaining, they tend not
to afford specífic understanding of the causes of curyicul-ar
ehange.

rn critieism of their thesis, it should. be understood

that, in A Quest for Common Learning, Boyer and Levine are

more interested in presenting a contemporary proposal for
general education than they are in doing justice to curri-
cular history. The hístorical coverage is scant; those

events that are mentioned are presented more to justify the

central thesis, than to provide a fair contextual

introduction. ïùhil-e the book might turn out to be popular

as a general conversation piece, the writer woul.d contend

that it has little cl-aim to being a serious curricular
analysis.

The review of the literature thus presented offers a

progression from general curricular history to specific
historical interpretation. Along the way, there have been

various historical frameworks proposed, as well as several

suggestions regarding causal- elements. The l-iterature is
roughly agreed upon what occurred in the development of the

American undergraduate currj-culum, but l-ess so about why.

It is not as though there are contentious battles fought

over what caused .what, but rather that most analyses refrain
from discussing causal issues either in depthr or at al-l-.

One is left, in the literature, with many compatible
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variations of what transpired in the development of the

curriculum but not much sense of the reasons for particular

occurrences; and with specific respect to general education

more information is provided about why it ceased to exist,

than about its apparent revivals.

)



CHAPTER TIT

DEFINITIONS OF TERIU.S

Coll-ege and University
There is an important distinetion to be recognized

between the American connotations of "colIege" and.

"university" even though in general usage the terms are

often employed. arnbiguously. For the purpose of this stud.y

college is a single institution, usually smalI, that
typically concerns itself with teachi.ng pre-professional

foundations knowJ-edge. The university, on the other hand,

is a conglomerate of various investigative interests and

therefore usually becomes quite large (e.g. 20,OOO-40'OOO

stud.ents). The collegiate ideal, historically, was one that

cherished the inculcation of good character over brill-iance

in research, James A. Garfield specified this preference

when he suggested that "the ideal college is Mark Hopkins on

one end of a 1og and a student on the other."l Presumably,

what Garfiel-d meant by this was that the epitome of college

education was to have to wrestJe these important problems

with compassionate, yet unrel-enting masters. The "important

problems" of course were primarily moral and philosophical

in nature, making the typical college curriculum somewhat

standardized. in its emphasis on the humanities. In

l-. F . Rudo1ph, The American Co e and Universi
(ttew York: Alfred A. KnoPf , 19

4t+

r P. 3.
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opposition to all this some would say that the idea of the

university emerged with the advent of Charles Eliot's
electives at Harvard in L869. The essential distinction
that occurred was that whereas the "coJ-Iege" was to be

devoted to the teaching of foundational philosophical

problems, the university would concern itself with the

training and educating of practícal nen of affairs.
Scholarship, along the lines of the German research model,

had gained. its own right in Ameríca. In the educational

development of the nation, most commentators assess

American higher education as evolving from the ideal- of the

college to the ideat of the university.
The uses of the terms "college" and "university" in

this study should be understood in light of this distinction.
The one excepti-on--an important one--occurs in the use of

the phrase " college enroll-ments. " The intended meani-ng here

ís the attendance of students at most mainstream institu-
tions of higher education. Inevitably, what the numbers

will include are students attending universities as well as

colleges. The statistics presented that identify how many

peopte were attending institutions of hígher education go by

various titles. "College enrollments" is the conventional

term most frequentlY used.

General Education

It is not within the scope of this thesis to advance al'ì

absol-ute and philosophically rigorous definition of general

education. The possibitity of producing such a definition
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is in arry case highfy doubtful. General education, as has

often been said, means what'whoever is describing it wants

it to mean. In a sense this thesis has as its purpose to

describe the definitíons of general education, by showing

how they existed in actual programs. Keeping this in mind,

it is nonetheless useful to have a general reference point

to begin with before engaging in the historical survey.

Boyer and Levíne illustrate well the first problem

encountered in d.efining the terrn by cataloguing a variety of
different usages.z They have A. S. Packard, a Bowdoin

College professor who they say popularized the term, define

general ed.ucation as "a prerequisite to specialized study."

They then have Alexander Meiklejohn describe it as arI

antidote to specializati-on. This is compared with John

Dewey's interpretation that general education is "an

integrative experience underlying the unity of knowl-edgêr"

and A. Lawrence T,owell-' s description of its being " a number

of general courses in wholly unrelated areas." To make

matters even more confusing, the :-9l+7 Presidentiat

Conmission on Higher Education defined general education as

education for publíc participation, while John Stuart Mill-

said it was education for a satisfying private l-ife. l^lith

all th-ese various definitions it is not difficul-t to see why

some people regard the term as totally ambiguous.

Part of the .confusion about defining general educati-on

earniCo2, E. Boyer and 1,. Lev
(lrtlashington, D.C.:

ine, A uest f p. 2.Carnegr_e Foundat ol'rr L9 t
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occurs because there are a number of different aspectsr or

components, of the term which are conceivably open to

various descriptions. Some people, for example, tend to

describe general education in terms of content, saying that

the study of particular kindsr or areas of knowledge

amounts to a general education. Daniel 8e11, bV suggesting

that students be exposed to sequential, linkage and

concentric "modes of thinkitgr" ind.irectly advocates

particular kinds of content. Other people, when describing

general education, do so in terms of the process that is
supposed. to take place. Stuart Marsee, of El Camino

2
Co1lege, r i-s only one of many who hold that general

education ca-n be described as education which requires a

student to "think critically." Critical thinking' then'

becomes a process description for the term, while alter-
natively such phrases as "to develop skil-Is for life-long
decision making,"4 emphasize more the objectives,/outcome

definitions. There are, then, ât least three different
aspects that could conceivably be used to describe general

education--content, process, and outcomes--which would

seem to make an understanding of it al-l that more

3 S. E. Marsee, "General- Educationl Not Agaín?"
unpublished paper, Ef Camino College, \?7? (ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. EA 1640¿11).

4. T. J. Ke11y, "R cturing the Academic Program¡ A
Educational Reform at Miami-Dade
Florida: Miamí-Dade Community

(ERIC Document Reproduction Service
Systems A
Community
College 

'No. ED 21
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difficult.
The third najor confusion that arj-ses when attempting

to define general education, ís the question of its associ--

ation with the term "liberaI" edueation. As stated earlier,
it is not within the seope of this thesis to advance a

philosophically rigorous definition of general education,

nor is it possible to argue a viable distinction between it
and liberal education. One can only poínt out, in passing'

an obvious problem, that many people consider liberal and

general ed.ucation to be the "u.*",5 
a¡d for good reason. Of

the three aspects used previously to describe general

education--specified content, critical thinking and skills
for lifelong d.ecision making--a11 three have been identi-
calIy used. to describe liberal ed.ucation.6 The result is

that, in many ways, when people refer to general and liberal

education, they are often meaning to refer to the same

thing. lnlhile some woul-d argue that although these similar-

ities between the terms do exist, distinctions can

nonetheless be made. Although this is, in itself' an

interesting proposition, the.scope of this thesis, again,

limits its investigation.

Bearing all of the above difficultíes in mind, there

is still- the possibility of extracting a minimal sense of

É. R. Beffettíni and H. Flexner, "General Education:
Concept and Practise." Paper presente4 tt the Annual
Meetiirg of the Association for the Study of Higher
Educatlon, Washington, D.C., March 3-4, 198+ (ERIC
Document Reproduciion Service No. ED 2038l-7)'

Re Specified Content, see P. I. Dressel-, "Libera}6
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what general education means. This can be done by.

suggesting only two broad criteria which encompass most

descriptions of general education. The first is that some

specifíc parameters of knowledge or und.êrstanding (however

defined.) rnust be endorsed, and the second that at least
part of the justification used to rationaLize those para-

meters involve some ernphasis on communal ( as opposed. to
índividualized) responsibilities of Life.7 Danie1 8e11,

then, outlines parameters of understanding when he would

have students exposed to various "modes of thought."
General Edu cation in a Free Societv likewise stresses the

communal aspects of "heritage," as well as the collective
responsibílities of democracy, in its rationale.

Perhaps one final way to understand general educati-on,

theoretieally, is to consider how some authors refer to it
in historical context. Dona1d R. Matthews describes the

"general education movement" as a "reaction to

Education: Developing the Characteristics of a
Liberally Educated Personr" Liberal Education, Fal-l,
r9?9 , 6í, 3L3-322.

RE: Critical thinking, see Bowman, T,eonard, Carnp et
al., "Five Colleges Look at General- Education," 1979
(nnfC Document Reproduction Service No. ED L6B+34).

Re: lifelong decision making, see G. Riley, "Goals of
a T,iberal Education: Making the Aetual and the Ïdeal-
Meet," Liberal Ed.ucation, htrinter, I9?9, Ø-, 434-444.

See especially, E. Boyer and A. Leviner "A Q-u.est for
Common Learning," Change, 1981, l-3, 28-35.

7
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specialization."B l¡lfrile such an observation is und.oubtedly

made according to a predetermined idea of general education,

it should nonetheless be recognized that general education

as a "movement" did emerge in partial opposition to another

movement, namely the rise of specialized intellectual
inquiry. Insofar as the emergence of specialized intel-
lectual inquiry, expressed in its varying forms from about

1B5o onward.s, was a tangible thingr so too it follows that

the opposition to this tangible thing, general ed.ucation,

also existed in actuality. This is why whereas speciali-

zation is acknowledged to meart a depth of understanding,

general ed.ucation--as cast in opposition--is often described

in terms of "breadth."9
Having dispensed with some broad theoretical-

assumptions about the definition of general education, what

is perhaps more useful, in terms of this study, is
to describe general education in terms of the variety of

ways by which it is translated into actual curuicul-ar

structures. Daniel Cobb has said that general education is

the "curricufar instrumentality" that serves to achieve the

goals of a liberal educatiorr.l0 ldhile restrictions do not

B. D. R. Matthews, "Perspective: General Education at the
Community College, L952-197Br" Graduate Paper Seminar,
University of Florida, L979 (ERIC Reproduction Service
No. ED L7BI27).

g. A. Levine, Handbook on Undergraduate Curriculum (San
Francisco;

10. hl. D. Cobb, "General Education: The Prior Agenda,"
l,iberal- Education, 1980, 66, 365t?6
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allow us to venture into the realm of the goals of a

l-iberal education, we ca-n nonetheless gain a clearer under-

standing of general education by considering, for a moment,

some of these "curricular instrumentaliti-es" to which Cobb

refers.
The Carneg ie Foundation's Handbook on Undergraduate

Curriculum provi-des a good outline of the various

curricular expressions of general education. Using this as

a guide, then, the following terms are worth exploring:

Core Curricula

Specifying a core currieulum is regarded as one way to

aehieve a general education. t{hat it means is that students

are required to take a designated number of "general

ed.ucation" courses ín order to graduate. This could

involve taking specified courses as only one element of the

university program--as suggested in the L945 Harvard

proposal--or, in more extreme cases, taking an entirely

prescribed four year course of study as exists at St. Johns

College in Annapolis. Ïn both cases, the point is that

actual prescribed courses have to be taken in order to

complete one's education.

Distr n e uaremen

The distribution requirement is regarded as artother'

slightly l-ess authoritarian, way to achieve a general

education. Its premise is that it cannot prescribe the

actual courses that must be taken, but rather only the
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kinds of areas that should be covered. Instead of requiring
a stud.ent to take a specific course, "Introduction to

Physícal Science 101-," for exampler the distribution
requirement will prescribe that a student must take at

least one science course out of a choice of (usualIy) marry.

The objective of the distributíon system is to ensure that
the students attain some "breadthl'in their stud.ies, but the

qualification is that there should be some degree of choice

within the parameters of the breadth intended.. Most

colleges in the United States that have general education

progranns, employ some form of the distribution requirem"tt.ll
Survey Course

A survey course is often just one component of a

general education program. Survey courses can be the core

curriculum, or they can be part of the distribution

requirement dema¡ded of a general ed.ucation. The idea of a

survey course--as the name implies--is to provide a broad

overview of usually a fairly broad topic. The cl-assic

example of a survey course is Columbia College's Contemporary

Civilization section which began in 19f9. It is significa¡t

to note that survey courses were not mea¡t aS introductíons

to particular fields, but rather as courses that provided a

contextual awareness for just about any study that woul-d

f oll-ow.

Interdis l_ ln c e

similar to the survey course, the interdisciptinary

course can also be described as a component of a general

I1. l,évine, g!.. cit. 
'

p. l-1.
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education program. The essential feature of an inter-
disciplinary course is that it brings together the

understandings of several- dífferent areas. Daniel- BelI's
"thi-rd-tier'i courses were meant to be interd.isciplinary as

is the "capstone" course (often called senior seminars) of
many contemporary general education progra:ns. A significant
aspect of the interdisciplinary course is that it is meant

to occur relatively late in the student's program.

Although there are other components used to facilitate
a general edueation progra¡n, the essenti al distinction to

make initially is whether a core curriculum, or distri-
bution requirement, is advocated. The various kinds of

courses--survey, interdisciplinârlr seníor seminar--are

then understood within whichever option is selected.

Having taken both theoretical and practieal consider-

ations into account, then, it would appear that a broad

definition of general education can be looked at from three

perspectives. Firstly, general education means what

whoever is describing it wants it to mean. SecondlY, its

minj-ma} conditions are that parameters of knowledge or

und.erstanding be endorsed, and. that part of the justifi-

Cation for such endorsement entail- Some form of reference

to the communal responsibil-ities of life. Thirdly, the

general education movement occurred historically in

opposition to specialized inte]lectual inquiry, and

expressed itself in the curricul-um j-n terms of either a core

curriculum, or prescribed d,istribution requirement' llrihile
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such a definition is only moderately useful, it at least

provides an initial referent point from whieh to begin.

Rationale for the Historical Framewo rk

For purposes of ma¡ageability the era under consider-

ation (1850-1980) has been divided into fi-ve historical
periods. These are!

IB5O-1914: The Emergence of the Modern American

University

L9L4-L9302 First String General Education; Survey

Courses and Distribution Requirements

L93O-L958z Second String General- Education; A Variety

of Dynamic Experiments

Lg5B-]t9?B: The Ascendancy of the Graduate School

Ig?B-1980: General Education Reconsid'ered.

In a study such as this, it became importalt to justify

these particular periods in reference to the literature,

for although manageability is one reason for their

utilization, there are also certain thematic distinctions

implied from such divisions. Ì¡lhat is therefore proposed

is that the five transitíon years (fB5O, 1914, L93O, L958,

and L9?B) will be rationalized in order to justify

the suggested "periods" that they bracket. hlhat must be

shown is that each of these years does mark a bona fide

transition, and that it is one of such significance to

carry the period on to the next transition point.

Before looking at these ind.ividual dates, though,

there is an important qualification to be mad'e. Historicaf

"periodsr"onecanassume'areusuallysuggestedinorder
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to highlight an emphasis on one or more particular
characteristics. lnlhile this is intend.ed to be helpful
from the point of view of understanding, it should'be noted.

that no "pure" periods are being suggested here. hlhen it
is stated, for example, that 1850-191þ saw a ríse in the

use of electives, this does not mea¡ that electives were

ín exclusiver or even dominant, use for the entirety of
that period. It simply highlights that is considered, .by

the literature. to be a significant trend..

lÀlith respect to individual transition dates, then, the

objective of singling out lB50 is to name a point when the

idea of electives in the curriculum became popular. As

with all these examples, the practice of naming an indi-
vidual year is not meant to suggest that it, in isolation,
marked the transition point, but rather that i-t was

more or ess centrally located in a transition period that

could conceivably span a decade or so. The 1850 date, for
example, is taken as a halfway point between f828, when

Yale gave its famous defence of the ctassical- curriculum,12

and LB69 when Charles Eliot argued for the continued and

greater use of etectives in the Harvard curri-culrr*.13

Ibid., pp, 5+4-556,L2.

L3. C. W. Eliot,
( C ambridge:

Turnin Por-n-E l_

Harv Press, 19
er Educatíon
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Somewhere between those two dates, a transitíon occurred

which made the classical curriculum less popular generally,

and the idea of electives more popular.

There is a second cornpelling reason why fB50 can be

argued as a significant date. It was this year that Brown

University underwent considerabLe curricular reorganization
'and, und.er President Francis 'tnlayland, came to endorse,

among other innovations, a greater number of free electives.

This is fairly significant because it represents the first
of a series of attempted reforms that sought to change the

American university fron the British-classical- model of a

community of scholars, to the German-research model- of
rlr

specialized and intensi-ve study.'- Even though the Brown

reforms turned out to be failures, this date has been

sel-ected. as appropriate because it nonetheless provides a

good rough indication of when perceptions were changi-ng.

The purpose in naning 1914 as a transition date, is to

signify some point when the el-ective idea became less

doni-na¡t, and. proposals for "general education" (survey

courses, specifically) came to the fore. l-,ike the previous

example, there is a considerabl-e range from which this date

could be selected and so therefore some reasonable argument

must be made to justify l¡9l+ as the choice. Mention shoul-d

perhaps first be made of Frederiek Rudolph's thesis that

14. F. Rudol h, Cu l- um A His erican
Under uate Cour nce a-n

Franc sco 3 JosseY-Bass t 977 pp.

fth
l-5.
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the twentieth century was comprised of "remedies" (presumably

for the excess of electives) in its curricular history.
This would indicate that Rudotph would name IIOO as

the approxirnate year when a transition could be identified.
The transition that he would want to identify is one that

saw the importance of trying to "mesh the liberal arts

tradition with German professionalism without danger to

either ."I5
A second important d.ate that occurs before IgL|, is

L909, when A. T,awrence T,owel-l- at Harvard back-tracks to

some degree from Eliot's stand, artd advocates "concen-

trati-onsl' as an attempt to ensure that a student study at

least one area in rel-ative Aeptfr.16 L,owel], âs it turns

out, did not approve of the idea of electives because he

saw them as allowing students to circumvent important

studies.lT The significance of 1909, ât any rate, was that

it truly marked a swÍ-ng away from the carte blanche elective

system.

Keeping in mind these previous indications' the year

1914 is stilt retained. as a representative date, partly to

pay due homage to the Boyet/Levlne thesis, and partly

because the period to which it is supposed to be arl

introduction does not get really underway, according to the

Ibid., p..20+.

Rudotph (1977), æ..

Ibid. , p. 227.

l-5.

L6.

L7.

cit., p. ?29,
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literature, until- after that time. Boyer and Levine hold

that their first "general edueation revival" occurred at

"about the time of lttorld ldar I."18 They then cite
Alexander Meiklejohn's survey course at Amherst College in
L9L4 as indicative of the beginning of the new trend.

Daniel BeLl then documents John Erskine's General Honors

course in ]]9L?, artd. finalty Columbia's famous Contemporary

Cívilization course in l)lp,L9 Since the thematic message

of the second period is one of atternpting a fusion between

the liberal and the German, or one of the "revitalization"
(as d.escribed by Boyer a¡d Levine) of general education by

way of the survey course, it is therefore posited that

L}LU provid.es as reasonable a date as any to be represent-

ative of'such a shift.
The objective of naming L93o as a transition date is

to signify a shift in approach regarding general education

programs. Trlhereas the second period rnight be typif ied

thematicatly as the rise of general education by way of the

survey course, this third period seeks to illustrate a

d.ifferent and varied attempt to express general education

within the curriculum. Of the five dates selected as

transition points, this one is the most vulnerable to

critici-sn.
There are three main reasons why L93O has been

Boyer and Levine, gp. É. , P. 9

of Ge Education (New York:
18.

T9, D. Bell,
Anchor Ed

The Refo
1 t l-ons, Double ay & Co., L9 , PP. 13-I5.
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selected as a reasonably representative date. The first is
to pay homage to the Grantrlniesman thesis; the second is to

acknowled.ge d.evelopments at the University of Chicago; and

the third to acknowledge the effects of the Depression.

Regard.ing the first, Grant and Riesman have suggested that

the 1930's were the time when "telic" reforms began to

occur. Here they would like to imply these these reforms

arose in opposition to the "university colIege" model,

whichr âS discussed., means an opposition to the modern'

and relatively impersonal institutions that seemed to be

emerging. From the point of view of this study what is

irnportant is that L93o ís identified as a point where

significant curicular change was thought to occur

The most visible of these curricular changes occumed

at the University of Chicago. In 1929 when Robert Hutchins

rnade his inaugural address, he declared that general

education, a¡d the college, were ends in them="1v"".20

These words were later to be manifested in actual proposals

that would change significantly the structure of the

Chicago undergraduate program. The Chicago Plan, âs it was

to unfol-d in L93?, would be representative of the kinds of

curricular changes that went wel-1 beyond the Survey courses

of the previous model. 
.

The third rationale for se]ecting I93O as a significant

d.ate has to do with an acknowled.gement of the effect of the

20, Þid., P. 29.
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Depression. Boyer and T,evine, in their historical frame-
work' suggest that the Depression "hastened the decl-ine,, of
interest in generar education because college enrol-l_ment

dropped so drasticaLLy,2t Frederj-ck Rudolph notes, however,

that of those students who did stay, the courses they
selected tended to be of a more generalized nature tha¡
they had. been taking previous Ly ,?2 Although it woul-d

appear that, in one sense, these authors disagree about the
exact effect of the Depression, they both agree that the

Depression had some sort of influence on the curri-culum.

It is for this reason, then, and for the Grant/Riesman

thesis, âs well as the Hutchins previews, that I93O is
selected as a significant date that marks a new phase of
the general education movement.

The fourth transition date is not dífficult to
justify because of the unani-mity in the l-iterature. Most

authors cite the launching of Sputnik in I95? as a very
important influence in the shaping of the curriculum for the

years to follow. Frederick Rudolph, for example, tells us

that "Russia's successful l-aunehing of its Sputnik in l-957

not only accelerated i-nterest in science and support for
curricular reform in the high school-s and colleges, but al-so

l-ed. to the National- Defense Education Act of Ig5B, which

2T,

22.

Boyer and Levine, qp.. cit. , p . 13.

248.Rudolph (L977), 9p. cit., p
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provided government funds for the support of foreÍ-gn

language stud.y and of area studies as well.23 Boyer and

levine wríter âs well, that¡
The 1957 Soviet space satellite was
viewed as a Russian triumph over the
technological and educational eapacityof America. The response was a wave ôf
academic specialization in the schools,
with an ernphasis on science, foreign ^,.l-anguages, and prograns for the gifted.z+

The most compelling justificatíon for advancing L958 as a
transition date, then, is that the Sputnik satellite had

been launched just one year previously.

There are a number of other curricul-ar-specific
reasons why this date was selected. The objective, after
al-l-, of suggesting a specific year is to

represent a shift away from general education experiments

and one towards the major/elective system. Both Columbia

Coltege and the College at the University of Chicago

provide good examples of this trend. In Jgst+ Columbia

required that its students take a "major" or "concentration"

in one department, and in L959 ít abandoned the second year

Contemporary Civilization requirem"nt.25 Meanwhile in

l-957-58 the Co]Iege at the University of Chicago underwent

reorganization that, agai-n, resulted in the requirement

that students major in one of four divisionr.26 Al-l- three

23,

2t+.

25.

26.

Ibid., p. 265.

Boyer and Levine, gL. cit. ' P. L5.

Bel-I, oþ. cit. , PP. 2OL-2O2.

rbid.., p. r94.
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of these events, then, are situated relativeJ-y close to

L958, and are therefore meant to support its validity as a

transition point. lrlhat should be expected to fol-low is a

period whereby the idea of "general education" becomes less

popular and the rise of "majors" and greater elective

choice becomes evident. The 1960's satísfy these

descriptions quite welI.

The }ast transition point suggested is 19?8, when it is
proposed that the idea of general education, once again,

resurfaces. The primary source for such a notion is Boyer

and ]revine who declare that a national debater ârI out-

pouring of books and articles, and a rash of curricular
experiments all- centering on general education, are typical

22
indicators that the revival i-s on in earnest.*' They also

citer ãs do others, the importanee of the recent Harvard

proposals ( for a core curriculurn) as being indicative of

efforts towards major curricul-ar reform. Although it is

probably too early to tell-, the L97B date is nonetheless

retained as a suggested transition point as supported by

Boyer and. Levine, and by the Harvard (and Princeton)

proposal-s. The suggestion, fof the tíme being, is that the

period to follow represents a time when a greater number and

variety of general education proposals came to the fore.

The five transition points suggested then are ' 1850 
'

1914 , Lg3O, Ig5B, and L9?8. Each of these points is

2? , Boyer artd I-,evine, qp.. cit ' , PP' 5-6, 9
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supposed to be representatíve of a significant curricular
shift- in the period to follow. For l85o the shift is one

away from the crassicar curriculum toward free eLectives.

The date of 1914 is supposed to represent a swing back to
general education proposals that occur mostly in the form

of survey courses. The Lg3O transition point acknowledges

the Depression and the RÍesman/Grartt thesis by suggesting

a new phase of general education proposals. lhe next shift
occurs in 1958--one year after Sputnik--when majors and

electives become increasingfy popuÌar. The l-ast transition
is suggested by i-g?8, whích Boyer and T,evine d.escribe as

the begínning of a third revival for general educatj-on.

I,ùith the understanding that these singl-e dates are

representative transition points, a rationale for the

historícal framework is now cornplete

ificat à rs be Considere

This thesis l-imits itsetf to an examination of only

three factors as they are thought to have influenced the

development of the undergraduate curriculum. The factors

considered are! federal support of higher education, the

effect of fluctuations in college enrollments, and

specified socio-political events. There are other factors

worthy of consideration (tfre effect of university presidents

on the curriculum, for example), but the scope of the work

intended. does not. all-ow for their inclusion.

The rationale for selecting these factors is that they

tend to be continuously mentioned in the literature. In as
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much as the literature identifies causal elements in the

development of the curriculum, these are the erements most

frequently described. Before proceeding into the a¡alysis
proper, it is appropriate that the meanings of these terms

first be clarified.
The phrase "federal support of higher education" means

those legal enactments, or direct funds, originating from

the federal government that are provided in order to
stimulate certain aspects of the college or university
operation. These supports include grants or enactments that
have the effect of assisting either a course of study that
emphasizes a major/elective aryangement, or one that
advocates a strong general education component. The

objeetive of considering such a factor is to attempt to find
a definite relationship between "federal support" and the

development of the undergraduate curriculum. 0f particul-ar
j-nterest, of course, is how f ederal support affects the

development of general edueation in the curriculum.

College enrollments, as mentioned earlier, refer to

attend.ance figures for stud.ents attending the mainstream of

higher edueation institutions in the United States.

Although the cultural and ethnic make-up of these popul-

ations are, of course, significant, the real intention here

is to attempt to assess the effect of quantity (as opposed

to quality, or consistency) of students on the development

of the curriculum. While one woul-d like to postulate, and

in a sense cartnot escape from postulating, on the effects
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of different denographic profiles on the development of the

curriculum, the limits of this thesis d.emand that such

specul.ations be kept to a minimum. The objective, for this
study, is to inquire into the effect of the fluctuations of

student populations as related (if related) to the develop-

ment of general educatíon within the und.ergraduate

eurriculum.

Socio-political events are those events, again

recurring in the literature, which are thought, by some,

to have had some specific effect on the development of the

undergraduate course of study. This thesis witl examine

the following specífied. socio-political events:

l¡lo.rId ülar I
The Great Depression

l¡Ior1d hlar II
The launching of Sputnik

tnlatergate and Vietnam.

It should be noted that the exclusion of the Civíl- War from

this tist does not indicate that the writer has assessed. it as

an ínconsequential event, but rather that it will be covered

by way of a dífferent heading. The most tangible educational

event congruent with the Civil War was the Morrill Act of

L862. The connection, then, between the Civil War, the

Morrill Act, and curricul-ar development will be d.rawn

beneath the heading of federal- support of higher educatíon.

Beyond. this qualifieation, the objective of consi-dering

the socio-political events so named is to attempt to find
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and test their relationship to general education in the

curriculum. Although there are other events worthy of
consideration (e.g., the effect of the progressÍ-ve era),

the limits of the thesis preelud.e their examination.



CHAPTER IV

1850-1914: TtlE EMERGENCE oF Tlm

MODERN AMERICAIV UNIVERSITY

Overview History

The nain contention expressed by many educational

hístorians who have commented on this period, is that the

modern American university "emerged" as a result of its
release of the classical curriculum and its purported

ori-entation toward the practical needs of an expanding

American society. trrlithin this context, then, the six events

presented are offered as a backdrop with which to consider

the effects of federal- aid, college enrollments, and

speeified socio-political events as they relate to the

development of the curriculum. This entire historical period

might be appreciated as a foil- from which the second

chronologicat phase might be erçected to compare against.

In 1850 the President of Brown University, Francis

Waytand, introduced (amont other measures) tfre increased use

of el-ectives into the university curriculrr.*.f Such a move

is generally thought to have represented yet another attempt

to transport the ideal- of the Germart universíty into the

American canpus. This ideal- was first advocated by George

Ticknor at Harvard (1820's) a¡d l-ater by Henry Tappa¡ at the

Under1 . A. T,evine,
Frartcisco:

Han
Jo ssey-Bass t

6Z

p
ate Curricul-um (San
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University of Michigan (I852-t863¡,2 hlhat was being imptied

by sueh manoeuvres, was that the Arnerican university should

abandon its exclusive emphasis on a limited classical curri-
culum, and move instead to a greater degree of flexibility
and. extension in its curriculum. Although, as Frederick

Rudolph tells us,3 these innovations were somewhat pre-

mature, they nonetheless signalled the way for sinilar
developments that were to follow.

The most significant socío-political event to erupt

during this era was, of course, the Civil lnlar. The

metamorphosis that this conflict effected on the nation was

such that one historical commentator claimed:

It was as though the old America
had been mel-ted down in a fiery
crucible and recast in a new'
uncertain shape.4

The most important educational- consequence of the Civil
lrlar, in turn, was the Morrill Act of 1862. This was a

federal act which authorized the sale of federal l-ands for

the purpose of supporting state colleges of which

The leading object shall be, without
excluding other scientific or

Curriculum A His of the erican2 F. Rudol
Course o

ph
f San Franc sco: Jossey-

ASS, 977 , PP. f

3, Rudolph' 9p. lit.' p.

4. F. Freidel and H. N.
of the United States

ILs.
Drewry, Ameríca: A Modern History
(Lexington, Mass. ¡ D. C. Heath

arrA Company, L97O), P. 310.
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classical- studies, to teach such
branches of learning as are related (to agriculture and the mechanie arts.r

The importance of the land-grant movement that
resulted from this Act is that it facilitated the needs of
the nation at that time. Clark Kerr maintains that the

land-grant movement reflected the "rapid industrial and

agricultural development of the United States," and that it
was also "responsive to a growing democratie, even egali-

Á,tarian and populist, trend in the nation."" I¡lhat presumably

was being required of the university by an emerging modern

American society, was training in the multipticity of
technical and professional skills required of a mod.ern

citizen. The Morrill Act, by allowing for the greatly

expanded proliferation of colleges and universities, was a

legislative action d.esigned to meet that need.

One of the first large universities to owe part of its
existence to the Morrill- Act was Cornell- which was founded

in 1868. Frederick Rudolph caIIs Cornell the first
American university because it found a way to fuse liberal
and practical education together in a manner that was

perfectly appropriate to the American nation of the time.7

Its benefactor, Ezra Cornell-, was devoted to a "democratic

and investigative approach to knowledge¡" "any person' any

5 , Rud.olph, oÞ. cit. , P. LI7 .

6 e SES the Univers 3rd ed. (Cambridge¡
46-42 .n vers ty Press, 19

C. Kerr,
Harvard U

?, Rudolph, oÞ. cit., P. l1B.

pp.
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studyr" calne to be the phrase most representative of his

intentions. Andrew D. V,Ihite, the university's first
president, sought to use his experiences at Yale, in Europe,

and with Henry Tappan to create the ideal American
.Buni-versity." By Rudolph's aeeount he was completely

successful.

The key descriptor of the cornell progra¡n was variety.

There were nine departments of instructíon which yielded

professional prograns' as well as five different ways to take

a general eourse of study.9 Theology was dropped al-to-

gether, promptimg smaller colleges to label the university

as ',god1ess.,'10 physical education became a requirement

white military training, although remaining in the program'

was not made compulsory. The rnost predominant element

though was " special" - proffessional--education, which

President l¡Ihite stiputated could not be " subordinated by

11
any other.',rr Frederick Rudolph illustrates that such a

philosophy met with some measure of public approval' bv

quoting from the IndePendent¡

Cornell- University strikes down at a
single blow that tyranny of-:classical
studies," which American colleges
ínherited. from the Ol-d English
universities, and which they inhràrited
from an age of monks, Priests and

pp. l1B.

pp.lf8-Ir9.
p. LZL,

p. 1l-B .

o

9.

10.

11.

rbid.,
rbid.,
rbid.,
I DaO. r
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bigots--?l age scornful of
scl_ence . r ¿

Rudolph then goes on to describe Cornel-l- as the first new

university since Harvard "to succeed in becoming a model-

for other institutions,"13 and to explain specifically the

consequence of Cornell on the American undergraduate

curriculum.

ltlhíte's success at Cornell University
moved the definition of the Aneriean
university away from the dominant
Tesearch interest that characterized
the universities of Germany toward
an emphasis on service to the material
and moral aspirations of the middle
class. This was an emphasis that the
situation of higher education in the
United States required and that al-so
explained Cornell' s great popuJ-arity.
Before identifying Cornell with
research and scholarship ' ltlhite
identified it with an educational
philosophy that helped poor but

;Î:il:Îttc vouns men and women to set

The next important event which contributed to the

development of the undergraduate curriculum, was President

Charles Eliot's inaugural address, entitl-ed. A Turning Point

in Hieher Education. This well-known speech, just one year

after Cornell opened, was given Ln 1869 at Harvard

University. [he most significa¡t aspect of the speech is

the fact that Eliot echoes the ideal-s of Ticknor, Wayland,

and Tappan, by advocating the free use of electives as well

l-2.

l-3.

1þ.

fbid., p. L26.

Ibid., pp, L27 -128.

rbid., p. L37.
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as an expanded and invigorating examination of knowledge.

This university recognizes no real
antagonism between lliterature and.
science, and consents to no such narrow
alternatives as mathematics orclassics, science or metaphysics. üIe
would then have them alI, and at their
best.15

ff one aceepts Rudolph's view that "everywhere litt1e
colleges taking their cue from Harvard, introduced an

elective curriculum and waited to become universities,uL6
then one can appreciate the importance of such declarations.

The move towards greater use of electÍves, as

expressed by El-iot, prêsllÍÌably represented his desire to
foster in stud.ents a more acute sense of scholarship. Eliot
did not believe that there was much point in forcing students

to take specified oourses; he wanted instead a more

fl-exible system which would cater to their enthusiasms and

therefore yield diligent study of high calibre. In this way

Eliot acknowledged "the individual traits of different
nind.s,'I7 and at the sa:ne time rejected the old. "discipline
of mental- faculties" psychology that dominated the classical
curricul-um. Such a stance is fairly significant because it
represents a fundamental shift in curricular thinking that

was occurring during this period. Previous to Eliot, I¡lhite

t.5. C. Eliot'
( Cambridg

16. F. Ru
York:

l-n r_n H]- Educ t_ nn
e: Harvard Un versl ty Press, L9 9

dolph, The American 1e and Universi
AIfre A. Knop

I.
(New

I?. Eliot, oÞ. cit.' p. 9

tg , P. 3

p
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at Cornell made sirnilar remarks about the disciplinary
faculty psychology!

Discipline comes by studies which are
loved, not by studies which areloathed. There is no discipline to
be obtained in droning over studies.
Vigorous, energetic study, prompted
by enthusiasm or a high sense oi the
value of the subject, is the onJ_y
kind of study_¡rot positively hurtful to
mental Power.Iö

Frederj-ck Rudolph also tells us that the increased use of
partial and parallel programs in the colleges represented

their a-[,e:npt to understand "how to move away from the

psychology of individ.ual- interest". " 19 El-iot' s and l¡trhite' s

endorsement of el-ectivesr âs wel-l- as Harvard and Yale's
increased use of partía1 and paralleI programs taken

col-lectively represent well the trend to do justice to what

Eliot called "the natural bent and peculiar quality of

every boy's mind. ,"20

The founding of Johns Hopkins University in LB?6, is
significant because it came to be the " first great Ameri-can

university dedicated to advanced learning and the production

of schol-ars."21 iirlhereas other colleges were predominantly

engaged i-n undergraduate and master's work, the trustees

who created Johns Hopkins decided that an emphasis on

Rudolph (L977 ) , 9.p.. É. , p. L20 .

Ibid., p. 113.

El-iot, "The New Education, Tts Organization,"

IB.
'lo

20.
Monthl-y , L869, 23, 2rB.

2L. Rudolph (1977) , 9L. cit. , p. 130.

Atlantic
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scholarship and scientifie research would be paramount.

Although they still naintained an undergraduate program,

their main concern was the course of stud.y that led to a

Ph.D. The model that President Daniet Coit Gilman tried to

emulate was, of course, that of the German research

university.
Frederick Rudolph, in Currieulum , makes much of the

fact that although Johns Hopkins was a "success," it was

nonetheless "out of touch with the basic directions of

American society ."22 Rud.olph seemed. to think that the

United States was not yet ready for an institute which

offered excl-usively pure and esoteric schol-arship without

attention to the practical needs of an emerging industrial
nation. He seemed to typify Cornell- as being more

representative of the American university because it did a
better job of fusing together the theoretical with the

practical. Rudolph concl-udes this analysis by suggesting

that part of the reason for Johns Hopkíns' decline after

the 1890's was because "Scholarship and research could not

easity be made the dominant purpose of an American
o1university,"" Although Rudotph's poi-nt should be well-

taken, there is some ambiguity about how a uni-versity can

be both a success and "out of touch" at the same time.

Perhaps our understanding can be made clearer by remembering

'D

23.

Lzg ,

13f.
@., P.

f bi-d. , p.
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that Johns Hopkins was but one of an increasing number

edueational institutions . ïts temporary ', success ,', then,

can probably be attributed by its relative individuality.
The suggestion that the university did not ,'fit into"
the current American society is perhaps justified, but one

would do well to remember that it cane to be a model for
projects to follow. As Rudolph says, C1ark University,
Catholic University, and Bryn Mawr, would not have developed

as they did had it not been for Johns Hopkint,24 The final
analysis of Johns Hopkins then might be that although it
was quite innovatíve (an¿ therefore slightly ahead of
its time), it nonethel-ess províded a tangible model- for
a university that America¡r society could eventually come

to accept.

The last in the series of events that typifies this
historical períod is the "lìtrisconsin Idea" advocated in t9o4

by Charles Van Hise. Simp1y put, the Intrisconsin Ïdea was a

plan whereby the University of lVisconsj-n would seek

actively to assist both the state government and the public

through.consultant service for the former and programs of

extension and correspondence education for the latter. In

regard to the first objective, university of wisconsin

professors would readily gíve assistance to government

commissions either by sitting on their committees, or by

providing them with the most recent research in their areas

24. rbid., p. r29,
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of inquiry. with respect to the second objective, the

University of l¡Iisconsin advanced one step beyond Cornell-'s

policy of "any student, any study" to one of "anybody-

anything-anywhere . . ,u25 The correspond.ence and

extensj-on courses of the University of lnlisconsin were quite

substantial, and surpassed arrything that state universities
had offered in the past. The cumulative significance of
the "üliscbnsin Idea" was that it illustrated the idea of
public service in the uníversity, to such an obvious

degree.

The backdrop progression of the Brown University
eleetives to the t¡rlisconsin ldea, should show that the

American university was undergoing a particular kind of

transition. The change was one that reffected a gradual

rejectio.n of the classical- curricul-um--artd faculty psycho-

fogy along with it--while at the same time, advocating a

greater understanding of individual abilities' and providing

a more flexible curricul-um with which to all-ow such

abilities to flourish. The metamorphosis is often described

as one that caruied the university from being an exclusive

institution reserved for an el-ite class, to one that became

a practical institution d.edicated to the advancement of

knowled.ge for the practical betterment of soeiety.

25. Levine, 9-P.. cit. , P. 589 .
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Factors for Consideration

Federal Suooort of Universities
The most obvious area of federal support for higher

education in the period between 1BJ0-1914, was the land

grant movement initiated during the Civil ülar. ülhen

Abraham Lincoln sígned the Morrill Act in 1862 he initiated
what Clark Kerr describes as one of the two most significant
forces to have nolded the American university "y"t"r.26
The Morrill Act, it wil-I be remembered, allowed the indivi-
dual- states to sell- off certain federal lands in order to

raise funds for the support of colleges offering instruction

in "Agriculture and mechanic arts without excluding other

scientific and classical studies and including military
tactics,'27 It was this Act, in conjunction with the

philanthropy of men l-ike Ezra Cornell that caused a

proliferation of great colleges a¡d. universities.28 l,rlhat

is important from the point of view of this study is why

the land grant movement carne into being, and what it

specifically implied for the curriculum.

Clark Kerrr âS already mentioned, points to the United

States' rapid. ind.ustrial and agricultural- development as

being the paramount cause of the la¡d grant movement.

26.

27,

28,

Kerr, .cp. ü., P. 46.

Leviner oÞ. cit., p. 5o5,

Rudolph (Lg77), gp.' cit., P 116.
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Presumabfy, what is suggested is that the nation was

becóming "consci-ous of itsetf ,'29 as a maturing modern

state, and hence required institutions that would better

fulfill- its process of self-actualization. The precise

institution required for such a task was not one that

reverted back to the stagnant classicism of the colonial

curriculum, but rather one that fused together Germart

intellectualism and American populism to create a uniquely

American university.30 This university must, ât once, be

both theoretical a¡d practical. Lincoln Steffen, writing

in reference to the University of lrlisconsin (L909) ,

describes the professors coming "into the classrooms of

Madison, like the Short Horns, with 'dung on their bootsr'

the dung of the farm, of commerce a¡d of politic"."3l This

is perhaps a close approxirnation of the kind of educational

atmosphere that the la¡d grants movement was supposed to

entice. This is a far cry from the elitism of earl-j-er

colleges

Beyond the Morrill Act of L862, there were three other

minor acts worth mentioning as also representative of

federal support for the universities. The Second Morcill

Act of 1890 added to the original Act by offering federal

grants to support college instruction in specific subiect

29.

30.

3T,

T,evine r oÞ. cit. , P. 59L,

Kerr, gp.. cit., P. 48.

Levine, oþ. cit., p. 59l-
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areas. The Hatch Act of 1BB7 al-lowed for the establ-ishment

of Agrieultural Experiment Stations, and the Smith-Lever

Act of I9L4 created the Agricultural- Extension Service.

Coupled with the Morrill Act of L862, these three pieces,of

legislation seem to point to a new kind of relationship
emergi-ng between the university and the state, whereby the

state demonstrates its first awareness of the true service

potentíal of the "ivory tower."

C oll-ege Enrol-l-rnents

Frederick Rudolph te1ls us that the colleges of the

1850-1870's were "plagued by unpopularity and uneertainty

of purpose," a-nd hence their enrollments were low. The main

reason for this, according to Rudolph' was that college was

not a requírement for participation in the professions' nor

did it respond, Vet, to the needs of an ernerging commercial--

ind.ustrial- society.32 The whol-e situation was thought to

change, though, with the appearance of men like Cornell,

l¡Ihite, Gil-man, and El-iot, described by Rudolph as "men for

whom the word large connoted a1r expansiveness, a sense of

the whole, an imagination capable of encompassing the entire

educational ]andscap","33 ÌJtIith the founding of Cornell

and Johns Hopkins, and Harvard's public endorsement of

el-ectives, the Scene was set for a redefined American

university ready and wílIing to accept the masses.

Rudolph (L97?), 9P. cit., PP, 99-100'

Ibid.' P. 99,

32,

)3.
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Clark Kerr describes the l_870's as one of two "great"
period.s of academic change where "a spurt of growth in
enrollments" o""lr"""d.34 There are two ways in which this
statement can be misinterpreted. and. hence lead. to a mis-

understanding of the relationship between college enroll-
ments and the curriculum. The first of these has to do

with the definition of a "spurtr" and the second with arl

understanding of cause and effect between student popul-

ation and the college program. With respect to the fírst
it should be recognized. that there was a considerable

increase in enro]l-ments from 1B?O to 1BBO. Frederick

Rudolph relates that in IB70 there were 52,286 students

between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one who attended

college. This amounted to 1.f per cent of all the eighteen

to twenty-one year old.s in the country. In 1BBO the number

inereased. to LL5,8L?, rnaking the percentage 2,?,35 ülhat is
crucial- to und.erstand is that while the population of

enrollments did increase substantially--allowing Dr. Kerr

to proclaim his " spurt" --the pereentage of eighteen to

twenty-one year olds attending college did not increase to

the sa¡ne extent. This is because, as Rudolph quotes from

the work of Edward Hitchcock, the country's population had

been increasing at twice the rate of coltege going.36 The

net effect was that while twice as many people did indeed

34.

35.

36.

Kerr r .oþ.. cit. , p. L63,

Rudolph (]rg??), gp. ü., P. I52,

.IE.' , P' l-01'
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enrol] in college from 1870-1880, there were more than

twice as many peopre who eould have enrolled.. This is why

Rudorph describes the colleges of the time as experieneing

a sense of " swirnming against the tide" with respect to
population. ft should also force us to qualify Dr. Kerr's
"spurt" by acknowledging that although the numbers did
increase, the percentage of college attenders in relation to
the potential number of college attenders did not i-ncrease

equalIy. I¡lhereas Kerr, in one sense, is justified in
deseribing the shift from 18?0-1880 as a "spurtr" so, too,

in another way, is Frederick Rudolph justified in typifying the

enrollment trend.s from 1B7O-I9OO as a steady "is".37
The second point in need of elarification has to do

with cause and effect between college enroll-ments and the

curriculum. The inference might easily be made that because

of j-ncreased enrollments, the colleges were forced to offer
a wider vâriety of services, and hence electives carne into

being. According to the literature such an inference would

be wrong. Although Kerr is somewhat ambiguous in his

designation of cause, he does acknowl-edge the land

grant movement and the efforts of Eliot, hlhite and Gil-nan

before mentioni-ng the increase of enrollments. Rudolpht

on the other hand, is more precise when he suggests that

electives "underwrote enrollment grow¡¡."38 That is, the

system of electives was one of the reasons for the

37. IE. , P.

38. I!!Q., p.

r52.

zLT,
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university to become popularr ând. hence populated. Gerald

Grant and David Riesman lend some credence to this view by

suggesting that at the tirne of enrollment stagnation (r85o),

some universities offered erectives as a way to "beat out

their competitors" and gain more students.S9 In both

Rudolph's and the GrantrRiesman analysisr thenr the point
is advanced that the installati.on of electives preceeded.

enrollment growth, and not visa versa.

The significance of such a position is that it places

a good deal of responsibilíty for eurriculum reform during

the 1B?0's on the shoul-ders of fühite, Gilman, and Eliot.
I.f one were asked. to suggest a " cause" for the curricular
shifts of the 1870's, these names would certainly have to

be mentioned.. To be more precise, though, they themselves

coutd not rightfully be described as initíators of some-

thing totally innovative, but rather should be understood

as expeditors of an idea whose time has eome.

A developing rationale for the college
made its appearance, not by some magic
wand's stroke, but because it could not
tonger be delayed. Ezra Cornel-l, Andrew
Dixon l¡Ihite, Daniel- Coit Gi]man, and
Charles Vililliam Eliot were not magici-ans;
they were magnificent organizers.40

Socio -Pol-itical Events

There are no specified socio-political events that

)9. G. Grant and D. Riesman, The Perpetual- Dream (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press' I97B), p. 366.

Rudolph (L977) , gp.. Ü. , P. 99,40.
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have been selected for this period. The literature does

make general reference to the notion of an emerging

commercial-industrial- nation, âs well as to the Civil !{ar

of J.860-65, The first reference is, of course, significant
becauser âs Kerr argues, it indirectly changed the shape of

the Anerican undergraduate curriculum. The second reference

to the Civil üIar is mentioned primarily as it relates to the

Morrill Act of L862. Aside from these two considerations,

there are no explicit references in the l-iterature which

suggest a direct relationship between a socio-political
event and the currieulum.

Summary

The objective in cl-assifying 1850-LgIl+ as a¡ histori-cal

"period" was to try and isolate the major features of à

curricular shift that occurred during those tirnes. Using the

examples of Brown Uníversity through to the "l¡lisconsin Idea,"

the shift that becomes evident is one away from the classi-

cal curriculum to a course of study considerably more

fl-exibl-e and serving a broader spectrum of people. Contained'

within that change also goes a de-emphasis of faculty

psychology to be replaced by a greater understanding of

individual differences. The net result is that whereas Yal-e

might have been consid,ered the most appropriate represent-

ative model of the essence of the American university prior

to 1850, Cornelt might hold reasonable claim to such a

description after 1868.

Vüith respect to factors to be considered in reference

to curricular change, it shoul-d immed.iately be recognized
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that the Morrill Act of 1862, was extremely ímportant. rt
ca-n justifiably be said that the land grant movement, âs

initiated by the Morril-l Act, was one of the major defining
factors of the modern American uníversíty. It, and. the

model of the German research university were, according to
Kerr, the two historical stra¡rds which were woven together
to form the eonventional notion of what an American university

should b".þ1

In regard to the increase of college enrollments, it
was recognized that they were the effect, not the cause, of

the elective curriculum. No specified socio-politícal
event (aside from the indirect reference to the Civil War)

was singled out as explicitly important.

4l-. Kerrr gp. É., p. 15.



CHAPTER V

L}T'-TI3OI FIRST STRING GENERAI EDUCATÏON;

SURVEY COURSES AI\ID DTSTRÏBUTTON RESUIREIVIENTS

The objeetive of this chapter is to illustrate that
the years 191þ-1930 contained within them significant

''-þeneral ed.ucation projects that took the form of either
concentr ation/aistribution arrangements or, more

pred.ominantly, survey courses. The purpose of arranging

these years into a "period" is firstly to contrast them

with the previous era of progran flexibility, and secondly

to distinguish them from future years that will embody a

diff erent kind of curricular change. The years LgLl+-L930

have been selected in diference to both the Boyet/Levine

thesis, and that of Gerald Grant and David Riesman. Boyer

and T,evine clain that the first "revival" of general

education occurred about the tirne of l¡lorld hlar I, artd ended

with the effects of the Depressio^.l Gerald. Grant and

David. Riesma¡ provide strong support to the notion that l-930

marks a good closing date of one era' by suggesting the

emergence of their "telic" reforms after that time.2

It should be mentioned. that since this is a thesis on

the general- education movement, the coverage of material

I E. Boyer and A. l,evine, A Quest for Common=],çarning
(lrtashl-ngton, D.C.: Carnegie Foundation' l9B1)' pp. 9-11.

2. G. Grant a-nd D. Riesman,
University of Chicago Pr

etual- Dre

85

ess, 197 rP.
( Chicago :
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will be limited to significant general educatíon proposars

onIy. There were a number of general ed.ucation proposars,

and indeed other curricular changes, attempted at this time

but not al-l of these ean be eovered r or even mentioned. The

objective here is to sketeh some significant exampres of
general ed.ucation in the curriculum, rather than to try and.

typify the curriculum as some sort of generarizabre totality.
Frederiek Rudolph, indeed, provi-des an ample warning about

the fol-ly of attempting the latter.
By l-900 the lack of articulation
between a late-blooming high sehool
system and an ancient but collapsing
college course of study was so great
that only arrogance or innocence woul-d
have permítted discussion of the eollege
curriculum. Since then much diseussion
has required a playful imagination and
a respe-ct for qüalifie¿ geñerali zation,S

The qualification to be made, then, is one that acknowledges

that "general education" wilf not be discussed, per s€r but

rather that examples of concentration/distribution arrange-

ments and survey courses will be presented as representative

of the kinds of ways in which general education was actually

expressed.

Overview His

Five signifícant events or programs will be presented

in order to il-Iustrate some of the kinds of general

education projects of the time. These events are significant

3. F. Rudol Curricul-um, f the Amer
d u e Cour f nce

ASAH
U

ancasco: Jo ssey-Bass ' 19 p
an



becauser âs apparent fron the literature, they provided

models for other colleges to foll-ow. This effectively
mearrs that while only five specific iterns wil-I be dis-
cussed, the read.er carr reasonably extrapolate from these a

certain extension of the id.eas presented into other

co1leges.

The first seed of significant curricular change was

planted in 1909, before the start of the period. suggested..

ït was at this time that A. Lawrence Lowell took over the

presidency of Harvard from Charles Eliot, and by doing so

managed to reverse many of Eliot's innovations. 0f
particular concern to T,owell was the misuse of the elective

system; he believed that it provided too nany easy alter-
natives to schotarly study.4 It is for this reason'

primarily, that Lowell initiated a seris of curricular
reforms, onê of which was that students be required to

"concentrater" or "major" in a particular areat of stud.y.5

This idea of concentrations had its predecessors in

Yale (190I), Cornell (1905), and Wesleyan in Connecticut
A(f9oA).' Its significance is that atong with the notion

of concentration, there often also went the idea of

distribution requirements. The premise enìerges that in

ord.er to be an "educated personr" or at least a

B7

4

5.

Rudo1ph, gp^. cit., P. 227,

P. Kell-er, Getting a! lhe Cofe (Carnbridge:
University Þiess, t-982), P. 9,

Rudolph, S.. 9Ú. , PP , 228-229 .6.

Harvard
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college graduate of the early twentieth century, ooê must

obtain a depth of understanding of one particurar arear âs

well as have been exposed. to a specified bread.th (distri-
bution) of particular kinds of knowledge.

This being the case, "breadth without superficiality,
and thoroughness without cramping rigidity"T beeame the

ultimate objective of a well-planned coll ege program. Of

the two of theser the latter, to many, became the more

important.

Critics of the lowel-I plan for coneentration and

distribution did not appreciate his attçmpts to foster

"intell-ectual and social cohesionr"B through the manipul-

ation of the eurriculum. Phyllis Keller quotes Eliot
himself as saying "that after devoting his life to turning

Harvard from a college into a unÍversity, Lowel-l was

devoting his to turning it from a university back into a

co1le$e. " 9 Clark Kerr, in The Uses of the Universitv , has

d.eveloped a fascinating analogy with which to distinguish

between Eliot, T,owel-l- (and James Conant) in this regard.

Kerr suggests that there are three models that the

university can util-ize, which can be said to take their
theoretical origins from ancient Greece. He suggests that

the German research university has its roots in Pythagoras'

IE', P' 23o'

Grant and Riesmarl, oÞ.

Ke1ler, .oÞ.. g!L. , p. 9

7.

B.

o

cit. , p. 366.
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that the Rritish "community of scholars" t.akes its cue from

Plato, and that the Arnerican public service institution
(the synthesis) can best be typfied by the Sophists. He

then suggests that a university shoul-d strive to be as

British for its und.ergrad.uates, as German for its graduates,

and as Ameríca-n as possible for the public at large. Using

this analogy, he suggests that Eliot was Pythagorea-n in his

educational outlook, Lowel-l was P]atonic, a¡d. James Conant

(Harvard President in Ig45, and initiator of General

Education in a Free Society) was Sophisti".10 Atthough Eliot
(and perhaps, Kerr) did not necessarily approve of l,owelI's

efforts to "concentrate" the curriculum, there were others

who saw a compelling reason for endorsing his prograJn.

Samuel- Eliot Morison said of Lowell-:

He proposed to put back into the
academic basket some of the things that
had fallen through the mesh during the
proeess of expansion. 0f these the most
important was education.ll

Alfred North l¡lhitehead, writing in retrospect, observed

that
Eliot opened the whole field of study
for choice, artd left it open for quite
a whole. Finally, in due season' came
Lowell, to give it some coordination.
He came after about the right interval.

l-0. C, Kerr, The Uses of the University, 3rd edition
(Cambriág ity Press, I?BZ),
p. 18.

11. Rudo1ph, .9p.. 9i!. , P. 229 ,
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hlhat he did was very daring and
difficuIt.72

The significance of the Lowell reforms--which included,

in addition to concentration and distribution, 
"orp""-

hensive examinations, a tutorial system, and honors

degrees--v¡as that they signalled the shift away from free

electives towards some form of structure. In Harvard's case

( an¿ that of many other colleges that followed suít ) tfre

answer was depth of study plus breadth of understanding. In
a seríes of specific programs it was thought that the. best

way to ensure the latter was through the vehicle of the

survey course.

It would be historically concise to be able to say that
the "first" survey course occurred in 1914 under the

direction of Alexander Meiklejohn at Amherst College.

Unfortunately, in the history of the currícul-um, particular

types of courses do not just appear immedi-ateIy on the

scene, but rather evolve from ideas of previous courses.

It is for this reason then that one cartnot say Meiklejohn's

"Soci-al- and Economic Institutions" was the first survey

course, but rather would have to refer to Reed College and

the University of Rochester in l-9ll- and acknowledge that

their orientation courses were similar "in spírit" to the

id.ea of Amherst's LgI| "orl""".13

12. L. Price, Dialogues of Al-fred North Vrlhitehead (Boston:
little, Brown , 1945) , p. l-10.

13. Rudolphr oþ, ü., p. 2)7.
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Having recognized this, it now becomes necessary to

describe what this "first" survey course entailed. Boyer

and Ï-,evine explain that it was an attempt to put the ideas

of John Ðewey into practice. They said that Dewey, ãs

early as L902, ad.vocated the equivalence of a survey course

as a way for students to gain an "orientation" in an

inereasingly confusing society.lln Arthur l,evine quotes from

Thomas (1962) to describe the survey course as

i"i"å ulSiTäi"t" 
*?nE 

"äJi 
" 
"Lå"* 

" 
i enc e s i

to provide students with the facts of
the human situation, and a 'showing
of intellectual method;' and to offer
instruction in ethics, Iogic, history,
economics, law, and government.15

Frederick Rudolph describes it simply enough by calling it

"an introd.uction to 'huma¡istic sciences'."16 Beyond such

definitions, though, what is important to understand is that

these courses were considered. (and cl-assified) as somehow

fulfitling the objective of a "general education."

Frederick Rudolph says that the idea of general education

was to try to retrieve that function of the curricul-um

which concerned itself with the "cultivation and trans-

mission of the intetlectual and philosophical inheritance

of the l¡lestern world as an instrument of man's under-

sta¡ding of himsel¡."17 Presumably the survey course--with

Boyer artd Levine, g!.. ü. , P14.

L5.

L6.

17.

o

aduaA. Levine t onU er
( San Francisco: Jo ssey-Bass '
Rudolph, cp.. É., P. 237.

Ibid., PP. 237-238.

Curri
p.

um
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Amherst's being a significant example--was the vehicle

which coul-d' convey such an objecti-ve

A second notabl-e "introduction to the humanities"

course that took on the characteristics of a survey' was

the General Honors course set up at Columbia College in

191?.18 John Erskine, its initiator, set out to operate a

course which would read a¡d examine one classie per week.

The purpose of doing so was to introduce students to the

"great traditions" of the l¡lestern world.. It is significant

to note that this course was coneej-ved, in partr âS a fOiI

to the professional orientation that was seen to dominate

the curriculum. The objective' it would appear' was to

balance professionalism with humanism in order to

prod.uce that ideal of the liberal culture, the all-round

r"rr.f9 This theme was to be played out in multiple

variations in the proposals that follow

The third, and possíbly most famous' survey course to

evolve in the America¡ undergraduate curriculum was the

"Contemporary Civilizatio.n" course offered at Columbia

College. Daniel- Bell related the origin of this course by

exptainíng that during the First World War the government

asked Columbia College to prepare a course entitled "hlar

Tssues" for its Student Army Training Corps which were

situated. on many American campuses. Frederick Woodbridge'

the dean of the Grad.uate Faculties at Col-umbi-a, complied

18. D. 8e11, The Re of
Anchor Books, L9 r P. 3.

Lg , RudolPh, S. cit. , P. 239 .

eral Edu l-on (New York¡
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and had his syllabus approved by ülashington. At about the

sane time that the "hlar rssues" course got underway, though,

other columbia faculty members made it their busíness to

construct a eourse on "Peace Issues." Eventually the

intentions of both these courses were fused together to
form, in I9l7, a course entitled "Contemporary

Civilizationr" which became required. for all freshmen.20

Some of the elements leading up to the emergence of
this course included., firstly, the Ìrrlar, secondly, the

abandonment of the pure classics (Greek and Latin) as

requirements for a 8.4., and thirdly--and perhaps most

inportantly--Co1umbía' s growing stand against profes-

sional-ism that eventually manifested. ítseIf in the post-war

years. The course that had its hunble beginnings in L9L7

grew, in only two years, to be of such significãrrce for the

program that Justus Buchler' in hís essay entitled
"Reconstruction in the l,iberal Artsr" nannes :.-91-9 as the year

that marked the birth of a new Columbia Coll-ege.21 Da¡riel

Bell- describes, as he saw them, the nature of the innovat-

ions so heral-ded:

. . . the new Columbia College was
dedicated firmly to the tradition of
the liberal arts rather tha¡ to
professionalism; (that) it sought for
social díversity in its student body;
and (that) unlike some l-ater schools,
it was committed to no doctrinal-
phitosophy of education other than
èxposing the student to major

20.

2I. @', P' 2L'
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intellectual ideas and expanding his
imagination.22

üühat is interesting about the evolution of the survey

courser âs derived from Columbia, is that it was an idea

that caught on. Frederick Rudolph tell-s us that following
the war, the popularity for such courses emerged to become

a kind of movement, resulting in the implantation of similar
courses in many institutions. By 1926, Rudolph relates,
for example, that over 100 courses of what he called "a
general orientation nature" could be identifi.ð..23 Daniel

8e11, by quoting from the Carman Committee Report of L946

suggests to what extent the idea of the course lingered on

through the years.

The introduction of orientation
courses in Col-umbia College, with the
establishment in L9L9 of the course
in Contemporary Civil-ization, was the
beginning of a quiet and gradual
revolution in undergraduate instruc-
tion throughout the United States.
Although a number of colleges are
stil-l weighing the idea of requiring
introductory courses so planned as to
acquaint the student with the frame-
work of Western cul-ture, yet the
dissemination of the idea has been
very wide, and its use as a basic
formula by many of our most

important colleges and universities
in the present re-exanination of
curricula is evidence of the depth to
which it has influeneed higher
education in ihi; country i , .2+

22.

23,

24.

Tbid.

Rudolphr g-P.. cit. ,

Bel-l-, 9-p.. 9!!. , P.

p. 238.

L2,
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The l-ast significance of the Contemporary Civil-i zati-on

course is that it previews the era to come. Contemporary

Civilization was a required course that l-ater would be

complemented by requirements of the "Humanities" and "the

Scíences" in the 1930's. Required courses are but a short

step away from the advocacy of a required core curriculum.

The justification of a core currieulum usually rests on a

premise which proclaims, in effect, that there are certain

minimums of intell-ectual and spiritual tradition which

people must experience and understand if they are to be

called. educated. Although such sentiments are typified in
the rationale for many of the survey courses, they are

typified even more by proposals that advocate not just a

single course, but a series of courses as being essential

to a program. Such proposals are among the educational-

d.evelopments that occur during the next era.

The final curricul-ar event worthy of note, in

reference to general education, was Al-exander

Meiklejohn's Experirnental College at the University of

lnli-sconsin. In 1925 Glenn Frank, the President of

the University of Wisconsin, invited Alexander Meikleiohn

to his faculty and asked him to sit on a committee to

review the educational program of the universi- ty ,2' 5

The result of that appointment, two years later' was

the found.ing of a college in Wisconsin that

proved to be the object of much controversy.

25, Levine, .W.. cit.
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Alexander Meiklejohn wanted to create a true community of

inquiry a-nd so proposed and operated his two'year

"Experimental College" wíth the intent of giving students

" a sense of the unity of knowled.ge and experience .u26 The

first year used a¡cient Athens as its primary reference

point (reading Plato and Pericles), while the second

atternpted to translate the lessons of Greece to contemporary

America. There were no courses as such, but rather

"dívisions based on dífferent phases of culture."27 As

Rudolph describes it, the objective of the program was "to

take young men on a trip of self-discovery. The mystery and

delight of being humart was its informing and orga¡izing

idea.',28 The ty?e of instruction that followed from such

intentions, was considerably d.ifferent from what had

traditionally been practised. Instead of going to classes'

students attended. informal lectures, individual tutorials,

and small- group instruction. The content of all three of

these episod.es was not predetermined, but emerged as a

resul-t of the needs of the various constituent groups'

There was a great emphasis on student writing; participa¡ts

were required to do many papers as well as keep a diary

containing their reactions to the readings. The final

grade came at the end of the second yearr âS the result of

¿o.

27.

28.

l,evine r gp.. .gÅ!. , p. 345.

rbid.
Rudolph, e. É., p. 277.
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an accumul-ation of projects and reports. Rudolph provides,

as he saw it, a precise description for the experiment

viewed. in its totality: "It was out of this wor1d.u29

The Experimental College lasted for five years before

"the d.epression and a coalition of politicians, faculty,
and fraternities"30 caused its closure. Fred.erick Rudolph

described the college as "a disaster for the curricuhlrr,"
because "Meiklejohn ventured too far beyond the

imagination of his constituency."3l Be that as it may,

Meiklejohn nonethel-ess provided a good example of a trans-
ition between periods whereby in the o1d, "general

education" was attempted mostly through survey courses and

distribution requirements, artd in the new, there was a more

dynamic effort to express "gerteral education" in a variety

of untested ways,

Factors for Consideration

Federal- Support of Universíties

The federal government was not a prÍ-mary influence on

the undergraduate curriculum from I9I4-l-93O. The most

doninant power nationally was the business community,32

and the most influential force with respect to the

universities directly was the philanthropie foundations'

29.

30.

3L,

32,

Tbid.

Levine r oÞ. ü. , p. 3+7 ,

Rud.olph r oþ. cit. , p. 277 .

Bell-, .9p. cit., pp. 7I-72.
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and the university associations themsel-ves.

As an illustration of this second point, Frederick
ae

Rudo1phrJ outlines the diffículties that the U.S. Bureau of

Education had in defining a college from 1870-1911. The

problem became so difficult, and so politically explosive,

that after 1911 the federal government refrained. from

attempting a classification system again. The task was

then shifted to the Association of American Universities

who, in turn, sought direction from the philanthropic

foundations.

As ít turned outr the foundations had already engaged

themselves in the business of classifying colleges (for the

purposes of fina¡cial- gra¡ts) in competition with the Bureau

of Education's system. One of the most inporta¡t concepts

to arise out of these individual- endeavours was the

"Carnegie Unit" established in 1906. 1o be regarded as a

college, according to this system, the institution had to

require for admission fourteen units of high school work.

One "unit" amounted to five recitations per week for a year

in one subject. In addition to explicit admission

standards, the effect of the Carnegie system was to require

of colleges an acknowledgement of the traditions of liberal

learning as well- as commitment to a heightened sense of

importance for íntel-leetual values. The culmination of

various stand.ardization proeedures being attempted among

33. RudolPh, oþ. cit., P '2220-227 '
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various foundations occurred in I9L9 when the National

Conference Committee and the American Council on Education

provided an explicit definition of an Ameriean college. Its
description included requirernents for graduation, staff
quotas and. professor-student ratios, as well- as stipulations
about annual operating incomes and the minimum size of the

library. Its most important effect, though, was to acknow-

ledge the academic department as arr organizing principle

and thereby prepare the way for eventual specializat:-on.

Vtlhat is significant, from the point of view of the study,

then, is the power and effect that these foundations and

associ-ati-ons (as opposed to the federal- government) had on

the development of the curricul-um.

There is, of course, one area in whieh the federal-

government can be said to have been involved with the

colleges a¡d univer:sities of the day; that is, in connection

with the war effort. There were actually two ways in which

the war influenced the curriculum; one, as might be

expected., was the ímplementation of the Resenve 0fficer
Training Corp (norC) in LgZo]4 and the other, âs perhaps

an unintended consequence, with the rise of the survey

course movement. In regard to the latter, it has been shown

how Washington's request for a Students Army Training Corps

Course on "war iSSueS" provided the incentive for the

eventual- emergence of Columbia' s Contemporary Civilization

34. T,evine, .9p. gr-þ. , P. 5o9 .
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course. As Daniel Bell quotes from Justus Buchler:

The men in hlashington whose responsí-
bility it was to conduct Amerj-canpolicy in ülorld hlar If coul-d hardly
have contemplated a new departure in
hígher education. Yet they had a
direct eonneetion with it,.35

trlhat is also interesting, and. significant for our study, is
the distinction that Bell makes between the Contenporary

Civili zati-on course, and John Erskíne's previous "General

Honors" progra¡n. In the l-atter the intent was to critique
the ütrestern world, while the formerr âs Bell says, was "a-n

open and frarrk acknowledgrnent of the direct responsibility
of the College to the state's democratic needs of society .'36

This is an important distínction because BelI suggests that
it can be applied to a comparison of the upcoming General

Education proposals at Chicago and Harvard, whereby Chicago

rnaintains the intent to "critique" and Harvard desires to

rearticulate, once aga.in, the meaning of democracy.

fn summary, then, it shoul-d be recognized that, with

the exception of certai-n influences occurring in connection

with the war effort, the federal- government was not a

dominant infl-uence on the universities from l-9I4 to

1930. It is almost as though 'the government, and business'

did not yet fu11y appreciate the malleability of the

modern university and instead preferred to regard it in íts

35.

36.

Bell-, gp.. {!., P. J-5.

rbid.
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classical form of the sole arbitrator of abstract truth.
Even such apparently utilitarian projects as the work-study

college at Antioch were still rationalized, according to

Rudotph, in terms of lofty ideals that implied "ed.ucation"

more than specialized training
The extramural phase of the Antioch
exp.erience, which had students
working for l-75 employers in twelve
states in I93Or mâV have been vocat-
ional and self -supporting in resul-t,
but in purpose President Morgart
thought of the off-campus experiences as
bringing students face to face with
"practical realities in all their
stubborn complexity" and as contributing
to the education of the whol-e mart artd
whole womart,37

Perhaps one reason why such an idealistic orientation still
held currency, was because the notion of old style scholar-

ship (i.e., scholarship measured in terms of ability in the

huma¡ities) still held sway over the benefits of practical

research. Dartiel Bel} suggests that before llrlorld lrlar II ,

the repute of a school bas based. on its contribution to the

humanities and. therefore colleges with a few brilliant
philosophers or classieists hold their own in the competitive

ranking of institutions.38 If such a¡ analysis is fair' one

can see at least one eource of ambiguity about the role of

higher education at the time. Qne should also anticipate

the consequences of that dilemma as they would show themselves

during the Second hlorld ltlar.

37.

38.

Rudolphr oþ. cit.,

Bell r oÞ. 9!t. , P.

p. 2I+2.

r00.
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College Enrol-lments

The most significant aspect of college enrol lments

during this period was that they increased considerably,

and beyond the proportion of that might be expected of the

age group. Danie1 Bell tells us that between 1900 and I9þO

the population of L8-2l- year olds increased. fourfold, but

theír enrollment in colleges increased sixfo1d.39 phyl-Iis

Kell-er, extends the tine frame slightly by relating that
from 19OO to Ig55 "co1Iege enrollments grew more than ten

times faster than the college age population."40 ïn both

cases we can be assured that college enrol-lments between

I9ir4-ir|3O must have increased substantially. The question

might well be asked, why?

Phyllis Kell-er provídes a clue when she describes the

early l-900's as "the Great Currícul-um Compromise of the

early twentieth century."4L The classical curriculum had

been put to rest, and now what was offered to the American

student was not the curricul-um, but rather a series of wider

choices wíthin a loosely defined model of a university.

Although the spirit of liberal education and. standardiz-

ation was revived. through the survey courses, and the

manipulations of the foundations' the identify of the

American university had changed sufficiently so as to make

it accessible to a greater number and broader variet¡r of

39.

4ot

þr.

@., P' BB'

Keller, qp. cit., P. 20.

Ibü. , p. 11.
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people. l¡Ihereas it has been previously argued that an

enrollment "spurt" did not initiate the curricurar reforms

of 1850, here it might be suggested that the effect of pure

numbers, and diversity of constituents, are begínning to be

a shaping force. Because populism and. egalitarianism have

actually found their way into the universities, the

potential now existed in earnest for college enrollments to
shape the development of the universities.

So cio-Political Events

The two significa¡t events sel-ected from the literature
are ldorl-d lnlar T, and the Great Depression. Since the first
was discussed under the auspices of "federal- influencer"

the second will be considered here.

The single, most important effect that the Depression

seemed to have on the curriculum was that it caused a shift
in popularity of the kinds of courses that students took.

Boyer and Levine say there was a shift (after I93O) "from

general to vocational" education, with increases towards

engineeri^g, business administration and 
"oro*"""".42

Frederick Rudolph writes, though, that "Collapse of the job

market in the l-930's directed students away from specialized

education of limited use to courses of a more general
Is"anature."-) He also relates that Yale seniors between 1929

and, I93? registered. a significant shift from English to

42,

43,

Boyer and T,evine, gp.. cit. , p

Rudolph, .qp.. É., p. 2+8,

13.
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economics and history in theír choice of majors. Although

somewhat difficult to synthesize, what can perhaps be

inferred from these authors is that students moved from

narrow specialization courses to broad., Vet practical,
courses which they assumed would provide them with a wj-der

range of emplo¡rment possibilities.
A second significant aspect of these inter-curricular

shifts, was the forced rationalization that occurred

because of economic retrenchment. Rud.olph teIls us that

At Ohio State University the Great
Depression J.ed in 1-932 to the chopping
of 337 courses, the bracketing of 6),
the consolidation of 33, and a
reduction in frequengy with which 30
others were offered.4¿l

This is interesting because Rudolph refers to the economi-c

retrenchment of the 1970's as playing a similar role in
lLÉ

trimming from the eurriculum ma-ny "frills and fadsr"-) and

Boyer a¡d Levine, in 1981, suggest that the same economj-c

retrenchments might yield a reasonable rationale,

adninistratively, for general education.46 Ït is on the

basis of these comments that one might rightfully conclude

that economic events--especially those of the magnitude of

a Depression--do, in fact, influence the development of the

curriculum.

44.

45.

46.

rbid.
rbid.
Boyer and Levine, S.. 9!!. , P. B
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Summary

In an effort to counter the excess of electives, two

curricular reforms found their way into the undergraduate

progran. One was the concentration (major) and distri-
bution (breadth) requirements, while the other was the advent

of survey courses. Both the "breadth" component, and the

survey courses represented, in their own way, elements of
what people have called the "general ed.ucation" movement.

This "movement" (to the extent that one can generali.ze

bout it) sought, bV a variety of mearrs, to rearticulate
some of the ideals of liberal education into the emerging

cumieulum. It is crucial- to keep in mind that while the

"general education movement" rnight be said to exist in some

highly visibte courses or colleges, it nonethel-ess occupied

a minority position with respect to the rest of the

curriculum. Although the elective system, pêr sêr was

etçeriencing somewhat of a "counterrevolution" against it
during this period, the spirit of individual speciali zation was

sufficiently ingrained so as to ensure its continued

survi-val.

It was found that fed.eral- support (or influence) with

respect to the curriculum during this period was not

immense, but rather that associations and foundations played

a significant rol-e. It was also suggested that the

rel-ationship between business, government and the univer:-

si_ties was such that none of the three parties fu1ly

appreciated the consequences of the cha¡ging tines about
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them and therefore had an ambiguous understanding about the

type of cooperation that could exist between them.

College enrollments, accord.ing to Rudolphr Brêw

steadily and substantially. It was recognized that for the

first time the consequence of greatly increased enrol-Iments--

pure numb.ers of students--could potentially have an effect
on the developnent of the curriculum.

The two socio-political events discussed were the

First Íùorld hlar and the Depression. Both, it can be said,

had some sort of infl-uence on the curricul-um.



CHAPTER VI

I93o-I95Bt SECOND STRING GENERAI

EDUCATION: A VARIETY OF DYNAMIC EXPERII\ÍIENTS

The objective of this chapter is to show that the years

L93O-L958 embodied a different kind of approach to general

education. The cue for a distinction between these years,

and the period previous, comes from Grant and Riesmarl when

they suggest that the 1930's saw the beginning of "te1ic"

reforms.l The inplication is that while l,owell-'s concen-

tration and d.istribution system and the rise of survey

courses were indeed significant curricul-ar shifts, they

nonethel-ess operated, accord.ing to Grant and Riesman, within

the structure of the university college model. The

curricular reforms inat occurred after L930, then' are

thought to be representative of ídeas, or movements that

went quite beyond the bounds of thís model

Perhaps a more satisfying way to legitimize the

characterization of this new period, and at the same time

incorporate elements of the Grantrlniesman thesis ' is to

acknowledge, as Abraham Flexner did in L930, that the

university had been transformed into a public " Service

I G. Grant and D. Riesman, The Perpetual- Dream (Chicago:
University of Chicago Preffi

L07
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station.,,2 Irthat he meant by this was that the university
had acquired a multitude of tasks that caused it to be many

things to many different people. Fle:<ner complaíned that
the universities were "secondarar schools, research centers,

vocatíonal schools, teacher-training schoolsr'uplift'
agencies, businesses--these and other things simultaneously."3

The key suggestion here is that in the l-93)'s AbraTram

Fle:rrrer identified what he considered to be a fundamental

change in the shape of the university. This observation

parallels Grant and Riesman's in that they too--from a

sociological perspective--see the 1930's as a time of
structural reorgani zation.

The rnost important factor about the universities of
this era then, is diversification; they began to serve many

masters. lrrlriting about the twentieth century generally,

Frederick Rudolph specifies how this came to be, and

provides another appropriate warning about the increasing

difficulty of generalizing about a curriculum.

In the twentieth century the curriculum
fell apart more comfortably than it did
in the nineteenth, when great battles
were waged and great social and intel-
lectual forces were engaged. The rise
of science, the death of Greek, the
emergence of the professions, the
ascendancy of a¡ arnbitious middl-e c1ass,
the resounding victory of intellect
over piety--these were events that
brought down into a thousand pieces the
old college and al-l- the certainties and

2, A. Flenrrer, Universitiese American, German, English
(London: Oxford Press, I97O), p. 45.

3, Kerrr o!.. É., p. 5
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practices that had held it together.
The death of the classical course of
study opened the way to a currictr-Ium
burdened with sueh divers,ity .of purpose,
style, and institutional form that the
word 'curriculum' became a concept. of
convenience rather than precision.4

The objective of this ehapter, with specifie respect to
general education, is to suggest that a variety of general

ed.ucation proposals occurred. within a diverse curriculum.

The distinction between this period and the previous one' is
that this period embodies a eonsiderably larger range and

expression of general education experiments. ülhereas Boyer

and l,evine's first "revival" of general education displayed

itself mostly in the form of survey courses, this second

"reviva'ì " is characterized by a variety of structural and

and curricular reforms.

One irnportant qualification needs to be made. Although

this chapter deals mainly wíth general edueation proposals'

other curricular changes were nonetheless occurring. It
should be remembered that general education proposals made up

only a small- part of cumicular history as it was unfolding

during this time. The observations made about various

general education prograns, therefore, are meant to refer to

a component of the American undergraduate curriculum, not its

generalized tota1itY.

4, F. Rudorph, urriculum A His of the American
Und e Course of S l_nce
Franc scos Jossey-Basst

tu
7 p

an
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Overview History

There are numerous examples of fascinating "general

education" experiments that occurred during this period.

Again, instead of presenting all of them, only seven will be

selected as representative of the kínds of proposals that
were implemented.. ft is suggested that the spirit of these

major examples were copied or translated throughout a variety
of other institutions.

The most comprehensive general education plan ever to

be implemented at a major university occurred mainly under

the stamp of Robert Maynard Hutchins at Chicago. At his

inaugural address ín 1929, Hutchins suggested that pursuit

of knowledge was a-n end in itself and did not neeessarily

have to lead to professionali zation.5 Such sentiments were

to be the underlying theme which woul-d eventually cause him

to restructure the undergraduate college so as to facilitate
a thorough and sound "general educatíon." fn 1937 r âs a

resul-t of Hutchi-ns' proposals, the faculty of the University

of Chicago voted to adopt a four-year program devoted. entirely

to general education.6 By 1942 this plan was fully
operational-. 7 Daniel- BeIl, in his The Reformin e of Gener a1

5 D. 8e11, The eformi of General Education (lvew York:
Anchor Books, 19

6. Tbid.. D. 2?.

7, Tbid., p. 30.

rP. 9.
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BEducation outlines five elements of the "Chicago Pla-n" as

it emerged from L937-I958. The first was Hutchins desire to
"break the loqk-step" of the traditional B-4-4 progression

through school to eollege. ülhat Hutchins wanted to replace

this with was a system whereby a stud.ent could combine the

last two years of high school with the fírst two years of

college in order to receive a good "general education" a-nd

henee a B.A. BelI points out that Hutchins' vigorous support

for the idea of general education was, in part, predicated

on his assumption that l-ess than 20y'" of tlne college graduates

would continue into post-graduate work. Clearly this
assumption has proven to be wrong. The second element of

Hutchins' plan was the four year prescribed curriculum.

Although at the tíme this proposal was considered extremely

radical, it is interesting to note that just several years

after being implemented, small junior colleges were adopting

its basic idea in order to try to achi-eve the measure of

"intellectual respectabi-Iity" that it conferred. The third
element of the "Chicago Plarr" involved the way in which

knowl-edge was aruanged. for consumption. Three large areas

were suggested as ill-ustrating the "organizing principles"

of most formal-ized. thought. These were the humanities, the

8. See The Ïdea and Practise of General Education: An
Account of the College of the University of Chicago
Present anA rofme¡ Memberlof the Faculty (ChiCagot
University of Chicago Press, ]-950).
See also
Arnerica

R. M. Hutchins, The Higher Learning in
(ttew Haven: YaÍe 6 ) .

by
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socíal sciences, and the natural- sciences (which were, in
turn, subdivided into physical and biological sciences).

Bell points out, again, that these were not transmitted

through survey courses, but rather were meant as actual
stud.ies in themserves. They were complemented by a capstone

coursecourse entitled Observation, Interpretation and

lntegration, whi-ch was supposed to integrate the integration
that had already been going on ín the general courses. Irl
L94B a third course entitled ltlestern Civilization was added.

to the prograrn. It utilized a chronological/thematic

approach to become, essentially, another survey course.

Another most interesting element of the Chicago Plan was the

installation of a complete college faculty devoted excl-us-

ively to the general education program. This was remarkable

because the standard responsibility of a professor was to

teach at both the graduate and undergraduate level-s.

General educatíon, in the Chicago PIan, confined itsel-f
exclusively to the undergraduate college. The fífth and

final element of Hutchins' operation was the establishment

of comprehensive examinations at the end of each year.

These were supervised. by an exterior examining group and,

because of the incredible range of information being

assessed, were more often than not short answer or multiple

choice. This latter factor often proved the focal point of

much critici-sm, accordíng to Betl.

The Chicago Plan, âs developed really by Deans
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Brumbaugh, Faust, and l¡lard and the Chicago faculty, but
personífied in Hutchins, was a comprehensive

attempt to provid.e an ed.ucation of substance for the under-
graduate clientele. It began in L93? and was phased out in
Ig58 with the advent of a system of majors a¡¡d distri-
butj-ons. fts sígnificarlce lies in the fact that a major

university attemptedr âs Rudolph says, to "create the lycee

or glrmnasium and give it eurrency in the United States."9

Partially as a consequence of the general education

progra¡n at Chícago, l,otus Delta Coffmanr the president of
the University of Minnesota, established a dean's committee

on admínistrative organizatíon j-n order to investigate
potential changes for his own institutior.l0 It was

thought that high attrition, plus the inability of the

university to meet certain students' needs were problems

that might be solved by curricular reform. The result,
after some revisions, was the establ-ishnent of the General

College at the University of Minnesota. Established. in L932,

it was designed as a two-year, open admission, lower-

division, general education college. Arthur Levine writes

that it was intend.ed for several groups of students:

. . . those not having time to earn a
four-year degree, those wanting a
broad general education, those
desiring courses not avail-able else-
where in the universitY, and those

Rudolph, .q!.. É., P. 279,

A. l,evine, S.. cit. r PP , 353-56.

o

10.
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not meeting the admission requirements
of other units of the university.ll

Rudorph, on the other hand, prefers to emphasize the last
eharacteristic, and hence imply that the college was

generally geared toward "l-osers ."I2
The program for the Genera] College is deseribed by

I-,evi-ne as consisting of "overview courses" designed to
capture the ínterest of the most capable students in the

university. "Bío1ogy from 0vum to Grave" is cited. as a-n

example of one sueh course. Ievine also relates that
Malcolm Mclean, the director of the General College,

"recruited the best teachers in the university to plan the

courses and to instruct in the co1lege,'I3 In a variation
of this description, Frederick Rudolph relates how General

College students--whom, he maintained "tested poorly,

laeked self-confidence, were badly prepared, or failed
elsewhere" --took courses in 1939-40 on such subjects as

"current reading, how to study, foods and nutrition, house

furnishing, and earth and man."14 Rud.olph also d.escribes

the college at Minnesota as "in its own way a magnificent

undertaking in general education and an outright rejection

of vocatrio¡alism¡" whereas l,evine relates that in the

l_l_.

!2.
L3.

14.

Ibid. , p. 351+

Rudolph, g-p.. É., p. .277,

Levine r oÞ. ü. , p. 354.

Rudolph, oÞ. gi!., pp, 277-78.
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1940's :'it enlarged its definition of general education to

incl-ud.e occupational programs." l¡lhat we can perhaps

synthesize from these apparently conflicting descriptions is
that the General College at the University of Minnesota

began with initial intenti-ons concerning a re-articulated
genbral education, and gradually transformed itself to

become primarily a utility-based "life skills" type of

institution. l,evine relates how all the "best teachers"

eventually left, while Rudolph passes final iudgement by

suggesting that the College "probably did not deserve to be

known as an intellectual community."I'

Probably the most amazing experiment in general

edueation occurred in L93? at St. Johns College in

Annapolis. It was there that Scott Buchanan and

Stringfellow Barr took over the positions of presidênt and

dean respectively, and proceed.ed to implement a totally
prescríbed. four-year undergraduate curriculum based entirely

on the reading of one hundred or so "Great Books." The

"Great Books" programr âS conceived by Robert Hutchins and

Mortimer Adter, was initiated at st. Johns with the

conviction that the only way for students to acquire a true

liberal- education was to read the great works of htrestern

civiti zation,I5 The range of authors studied included'

Homer and Sophocles through to Freud' a-nd Kafka. According

to Gerald Grant and David. Riesman, Plato dominated much of

Levine r oÞ. cit. , p. 354t Rudolph, .9-p.. cit. 
'

T,evine, op. cit. , pp. 356-359 .

l-5.

16.

p. 278,
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the ethos of st. Johns.fT The works were studied in rough

chronolory with little mention made of historicar context.
rn addition to seminars twice a week (two hours) on the

"great booksr" stud.ents were required. to attend tutorials
in mathematics, language and nusic three to four times

weekly. Friday evenings were reserved for formal lectures
usually given by outsiders.

Students were evaluated according to their ability to
write major essays yearly, complete comprehensj-ve examin-

ations, and. illustrate a profici-ency in French. The

attrition rate was high; only eight of the 20 students of
the program's first class conpleted the p"og"m.18 This,

apparently, did little to dampen student enthusiasm for the

programi many transfer students were willing to fil-l the

vacancies, even though they would thus be automatically

relegated to freshman status.19

ltlhat is perhaps even more attazing than student

expectations, were those required of the staff. All
faculty members at St. Johns were expected to be capable of

teaching the entire curri-cu1um from the language tutorials
20to the Summa Theoloqica. What's more, all staff were

considered to be of equal academic standing; they were al-I

17.

18.

t9,
20.

Grant and Riesman, .qp.. -ü.. , p. l+2,

., p. 46,

Levine, q!.. gi!. , p. 358 ,

Grant and Riesman, .qp.. ú. , p. 46.
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designated "tutors." SaIary was primarily dependent on

age.

st. John's still exists a¡d. has not chqnged. much over

the years. One exceptíon oecurred in L96Z when precept-
orials were added to the curriculum. This became the onry

elective element of St. John's, whereby students could.

undertake an in-depth study for nine weeks each year.

Another significant date was 1964 when a second college
noderred on the Annapolis experience was founded in santa

Fe. Apart from those two events, and a few alterations of
the "great books," St. John's has remained remarkably

stationary in a world fraught with change.

Frederick Rudolph called St. John's the "ultimate
design in general education" as wel-I as possibly "the first,
and. only intellectual communj-ty in the history of American

higher educatío n,uzL He also l-abelled it as " stubbornly

reactionary," and not persuasive as a viable alternative to
the American college."22 Gerald Grant and David Riesman

describe St. John's as being "the 'pure' experiment that
Hutchins had been frustrated from achieving at ChicaSa r"2S

and argue Rudolph's notion of reactionism saying instead

that the college was " a radical- neoclassical experiment

whose roots l-ie in cl-assical hurnanism--above all, in

2L.

))
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Rudolph, g-p.. É. , p. 2BO,

', P' ?BL'

Grant and Ri-esma-n, qp.. ü. , p. l+7.
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P1ato's Academy,"24 Perhaps, though, the best sense of
what st. John's purports to be can be extracted from Grant

and Riesman's concrusion to their chapter written about the

college:

St. John's is unique and remarkable.
Its eommunity is founded on a radical
faith in the ability of liberal
education to teach men and women to
think for themselves a¡rd to become
conscious of their social and moral
obligatiorls. It has embodied a vision
a¡d fostered a dialectic in the
culture because it has been there to
be eriticized. It has kept alìve a-n
ideal of the liberal arts and a concern
for the whol-eness of intellectual
experience in a pure form. It has
been a kind of conscience of the
liberal arts colIege, a goad to all of
higher education, and a dec-l-aration
abõut how men should líve.25

Boyer and T,evine, Ín an attempt to justify their cl-aim

of a second "revival" of general education occurríng "on

the heel-s" of the Second l¡lorld hlar, ci-te developments from

L939 onwards as indicators leading up to their proposed

curricul-ar metamorpho si s . The authors of A Quest for
Common Learning describe Stanford' s l¡lestern Civilization
course (t9)g), Denison UnÍversity's "Problems of Peace and

Post-ïüar Reconstruction" (lgLlz ) , and vtesleyan's freshman

general education seminar (post-I942), for example, ãs

being significant "harbingers of revival" for the second

wave of interest in general education. They also make

f,liê., P. 41.

Ibid., P. ?6,

2
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reference to a fifteen-year general education research
project launched in the Lgl+O's by the Ameri-can Council- on

Education, as being equally ind.icative of what they would

like to believe was a-n important curricular shift.26
Although such projects presumably díd occur, orrê must

question why other commentators have not given them equal

weight in their coverage. A partiar answer to this problem

is suggested when one remembers from which perspective Boyer
and l,evine are writirg; they want d.esperately to show that

"general education" has reoccurred throughout curricular
history. Just as desperately, bv the wayr âs Cl-ark Kerr

would like to show that the multiversity is an historical
imperative.

Beyond such a speculative transition, there is one

event that few authors, if any, would deny as being

sígnificant in the history of the undergraduate curriculum.

That is, of course, the release of the Harvard Committee's

report, in 1945, entitled General Education in a Free

Society,2T and commonly referred to as the "Harvard

Redbook." Arthur f,evine states that the report contained

"a history of education in America, a theory of general

education, and a prescription for the teaching of general

education in school-s, Harvard Colleger and in the

Boyer and l,evine, gp. ü. , p. 14.

Harvard Committee, Geqeral- Education in a Free

ú

27
Society ( Cambridge r lÍarrrard University Press , L9+6).
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community."28 Frederick Rudolph points out that it was

imitated. to a degree, 'bV Yale in 1946, and. by Amherst in
Lg4?.29 Boyer and ï,evine, typically enough, refer to it as

a "national symbol of renewâIr" whose plan was "adopted all
across the country."30 ürlhat one might at least
assume then is that the "Redbook" was a comprehensive

review of the American educational system which seemed to be

regarded at the time with a certain degree of respect.

The aetual proposal, as far as Harvard itself was

concerned, was fairly straightforward. The Committee

recommended that all students take three lower-1evel core

courses ("Great Texts in T,iteraturer" "Western Thought and.

Instítutionsr" and a choice between foundations in either

physical or biological sciences) as well as three upper-

level courses from a list provided. from the Cornmittee on

General Education. All six of these courses were meartt to

be "general ed.ucation" courses; that is, they were inter-
disciplinary in nature, and not meant to be regarded as

introductions to the disciplines. The committee also

recommended altering the English compositíon course' so

that it woul-d. become a requirement tied in directty with

the general educatíon Prograln.

Leviner oÞ. cit., p. 359,

Rudolph, g-p.. cit. , p. 259 ,

Boyer and LevÍ-ne, S. ü., P. 14.
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l¡ühat is perhaps more interesting than the specific

sol-utions that the committee proposed, were the original
general problems to which they addressed themselves.

Rudolph describes the process as an effort

' 
o i i ;r 13' "?31ä::*" lnfir å3 3 ååT"ff 

u

America and to write a prescription
for sustaining the liberal tradition
with a curri-cul-um that recognized the
legitimacy of individual interests
and tal-ents while it at the same time
established a common bond of general
1earning.31

Phyllis Keller deseribes the problem more succinctly when

she says the solution entails:

. . . how to endow the educational
systern with some common goal and
direetion while recognizing the
diverse needs, Ínterests, and
abilities of individuals in a large'
complex and heterogeneous society.32

The Harvard Redbook, itsel-f ¡ poSês the problem as one of

trying to reconcile "heritage" with "change."

The theoretical solution for this problem--over and

above the actual proposal for the Harvard curriculum--

became "general educatio n.")3 According to Rudolphr the

Harvard Committee saw general education as a remedy to class

divisiveness, as a thread throughout formal- education, and

as a common bonding device for high school students

3L.

32.

Rudolph, S.. 9i3. , p. 258.

Keller ' Getting at the Core (Cambridge: Harvard
UniversiFress; LgBz), P. L7.

Harvard Committee, .9!. cit. r PP. 42-51'33.
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d.estined for d.ifferent future".34 According to Boyer a¡rd

r-,evine's eategories of historical- justifications, general

education was seen as essential "to train citizens for
public responsibility, remind them of their common

heritage, promote tself-realizationr' and introduce non-

seientists to the world of sciencer" as well as help

returning veterans and immigtrants integrate thenselves into
Arnerican Life.35 But beyond these standardized. rationali-
zations, there emerged. a new emphasis that was specific to
this era. Phyllis Kell-er identifies it exactly when she

says that the Harvard Redbook "redefíned l-iberal culture as

the heritage of democracy."% Rudolph el-aborates when he

writes that, "in urging a revitalization of general

education, Harvard proposed to democratize what had once

been the education of a gentleman and an aristocrat and

make it the education essential to the responsibilities of
.) f')

every citizen.")( Boyer and levine provide the overt

rationale for such an emphasis:

Cutting through the familiar rhetoric,
a new, more urgent note was sounded:
the Vrlestern democracies were now
engaged in intense confl-ict with

, liworld communism" rooted in the Soviet
Union. This struggle was ideological

34.

35.

36.

37.

Rudolph r oÞ. ,cit. , p. 258 .

Boyer and l,evj-ne, 9p.. cit., p

Kell-er r oÞ. cit. , p. L6.

Rudolph, .q!.. eit. , p. 259,

L5.
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Boyer and Levine ' 9.P

Kel-ler, 9!.. ü., P.

iritual no less than political
litary. If the United States

cit., p. L5

15.

arld
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were to prevail, it was essential that
the central values of American and
üIestern civilizati-on be reaffirmed.
"Education for Democracy" became the
rallying cry. The authors of the
Harvard 'Redbook" defined their
purpose as "a quest for a concept of
general education that would have
validity for the free society which we
eherish.38

The aetual suggestions that emerged from this
rhetoric--the desire that students should learn to think

and communicate effectively, make rel-evant judgenents, and

be able to discriminate value--are specific enough

indicato rs of what the writers of General- Education in a

Free Society meant as their pedagogical objectives. The

literature suggests that one of the reasons why these

objectives were so easily tra¡sferred to the domains of

other institutions was because the Harvard Report remained

generously ambigUous about how to carry out its dictates.

"The id.eal of colnmonness must show itself chiefly in a

common requirement rather than in a common way of carying
?oit ovt,")Y the report declared. Part of the reason for this

fl-exibil-ity with respect to gener:a] education was perhaps

Harvard's appreci-ation for the limitations of the

society in which it existed. Frederick Rudolph intoned

that this was the era that "general education had' to make

38.

39.
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peace with specialization,"40 to which Phytlis Keller seems

to have replied that"unlike Columbia and Chicâgo," Harvard.

did find a way to reconcil-e with modern parti,culu"i"*.4f
Keller would have us believe that this Harvard approach to
general education was one of the reasons for its easy

aceeptance in other institutions.
It may well be that the greater
flexibility and pragmatism of Harvard's
conception of a "unifying purpose and
ide'a" accounted for the widespread
influence of General Education in a
Free Societv.+z

Flexible and pragrqatic or not' history shows that the

original proposal did not l-ast long. Interestingly enough,

one of the first plaees to reject or amend the suggestions

of the report was Harvard itself. Arthur Levine ind.icates

that in L949, "when this Redbook-based progran was

officially approved," the resulting course of study

departed. significantly from the original document.

Instead of required courses in
introductory humanities and social
sciences, siudents were given several
options; and as alternatives to the
advanced general education courses'
they coul-d subsþitute several depart-
menial courses. ¿13

Keller explains that this process of amendment and substí-

tution continued for some 20 years resul-ting in a "dramatic

40.

4r.
1+2,

43.

Rudolph, ibid., p. 256,

Kel-lerr GÞ. É., P. L6,

rbid.
l,evine, g-p.. ü. , p. 360 ,
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shift away from a common core of courses taJcen by all
students to a mj-nimally prescribed. distribution
requirement."44 Rudolph illustrates the extent of d.ecline

when he quotes Riesma¡r as describing Harvard's general
education requirements in lr9?5 as "minimar, not much more

than a mild expectation that a student wirr take severar

courses outside hiw own area of specialization,,45 Such a

fate wourd not seem extraordinary to Rudolph for his basic
historical analysis is pragmatic; he claims that those

features that survived were meant to survive.

YaIe in 1828 and Harvard in 1945 did
not speak the language of the country
which they addressed. They may have
been "right," but truth was beyond
authoríty. It was a function of pro;,
cess, investigation, and experience.ffi

0f the various curricular events that have oecurred in
the development of the American undergraduate curriculum,

the releasing of General Education in a Free SocieLy

commands a significant prominence in the l-iterature. From

this one might conel-ude then that the report affected, if
not real-, than at least perceived, consequences during its
period of potential influence. In addition to the examples

mentioned, Boyer and Levine point out that just two years

after its release a White House Commission on Higher

Education for Democracy enthusiastically endorsed general

4+.

45.

46.

Kel-l-er, oÞ. cit., p. 18.

Rudolph, .9p.. gl-!., pp. 26o-26L.

Ibid., p. 26L,
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educatio n.4? Irlhat they would. have us believe is that a

bona fide "revíval" of general education had sprung up

around the Harvard Redbook. lrlhat we can perhaps take at a

minimum, though, is that the Harvard Report did díscuss a

topic that was of at least some eoncern to the mainstream

of American higher education.

To follow up this contention, it might now be

profitable to take a closer look at the hlhite House report

mentioned. tn L94? President Truman charged what was

actually called "The President's Commission on Higher

Education" with the task of "defining the responsibilities
of colleges a¡rd universíties in Americart democracy and in
international affairs--and, Iltorê speeifically' with re-

examining the objectives, methods, and facilities of higher

education in the United States in the light of the sociat

role it has to ptay."þ8 ülhat this effectively mea¡t was

not an examination of small curricular questions, but

rather an inquiry into the larger problems of how higher

educatíon fitted in contextuallv with an evolvi-ng modern

society. Part of the motivation to take such a wide-a¡gle

look at the question was the government's realization that

the post-war world was fundamentally different than that of

the pre-war era, and consequently the entire rational-e for

+7.

48.

Boyer and Levine, .9p. cit., P. 14.

The President's Commission on Higher Educationt
Hi sher Education for American Democ : A Reoort
fth resident' Commission on
New ork: er& OWr
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higher education would necessarily have to be re-examined.

Part of the "solution" to the problem posed, was to end.orse

"general education" as an important element of the

curriculum which¡

. . . should give to the student the
values, attitudes, knowledge, and
skills that will equip him to live
rightly a¡rd well in a free society.
ft should enable him to identify,
Í-nterpret, select, and build into his
own life those components of his
cultural heritage that eontribute
rightly to understanding and appreci-
ation of the world in which he lives.
It should therefore embrace ethical
values, scientific generalizations,
and aesthetic conceptions' as well- as
an understanding of !hç purposes and
character of the political, economic,
a¡rd social institutions that men have
devi sed .49

Somewhat along the sa¡ne lines as the Harvard Redbook'

the President's Commissj-on also remained fairly ambiguous

about how the objectives of general education were to be

carried out in actual-ity. In a statement regarding method'

the report cited experimentation a¡d excellent teaching as

two aims that could lead to a fulfi]lment of the general

education ideal. The report also refused to adopt any

narrow prescription, preferring instead to leave the way

open for a variety of interpretations¡

The objectives of general education
are noÌ to be achieved by prescribing
arry single pattern of courses for all
students. Seeking to gain common
goals for all, general education

49. rbid.
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nonetheless approaches these goals
through different avenues of subject
matter and experience. These avenues
must be as numerous and varied as the
wide difference among students.50

Perhaps r âs Rudolph would imply, general ed.ucation was

so incongruous with the times such anbiguity was necessary

to keep if not its substance, then at least íts essence

alive.
The d.ecline of interest i-n general ed.ucation, at any

rate, can be evidenced by a number of events. As early as

LgUg Jerome Bruner at Harvard began to erode the Redbook's

intent by arguing that substitutions shoul-d be allowed for
the science requirements. Bruner took exception to the

"history and philosophy" approach to science and preferred

instead to use "general education" time to introduce students

to a specific scientific discipline, or to the contemporary

method.s of science.5l Such senti-ments herealded a

progressíon that was destined to continue until 195+ when

Columbia reverted to a major and distribution system, and

I95?-JB when the College at the Universit¡r of Chicago did

the sa:ne. Although the reasons for such a shift are

complex, it might simply be said that a post-war appreci-

ati-on for the use of universities (particularty in reference

to technological research) created an emerging interest in

specializatian, which in turn shifted the emphasis in

50. rbid.

9 , Levine, gp. É. , p. 36L,
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higher education from undergraduate to grad.uate school_.

This finally caused a reduction of interest, gêl,rêrâffy, in
the .undergraduate curriculum and speeíficarly with respect
to generar education. hlhereas before ütrorl_d tlrlar rr the
undergraduate program was stirl regarded as a unique entity
in its own right, after the war the perceptions began to
change so that undergraduate work was increasi_ngry consi-
dered as a "way station" to be endured in order to get into
graduate school. perhaps the significance of these deveJ_op:

ments will be better understood a¡rd appreciated. after
considering some specifics of the factors that were

operating on the curriculum at the time.

Faetors for Consideration
Fe der Suonort of Hisher Education

The most significant i-nstance of fed.er.al support (or
influence) on the development of the curriculum, for this
period, occurred. in congruence with lrlorrd l¡lar rr. Before

this time invol-vement was l-imited to primarily agricultural
and military matters. (During the Depression the univer-
sities played a part in both the hlorks Project Administration
and the National- Youth Ad.ministratj-on. Later on, in the

early I9þO's, the universities participated. in the

Engineering, Science, and Management ülar Training program,

as well as the National Defense Research Committ.".52 )

Towards the middle and the end of the war, though, the

52, Kem,.gp.. eit., p. 52.
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rel-ationship between government a¡rd university began to

change drastically in two specific ways.

The first was a¡ inereased utilization of the

universities, on the part of the government, for techno-

logical. and scientific research. Both Ctark Kerr and

Daniel Bell document quite clearly how the influx of
research grants to the university began to change the very

scope and nature of its operation. Daniel BeIl erçlains

that the Los Alamos laboratory (which produced the atomic

bomb) was probably the first model of eooperation that was

destined to grow between academia and the state. Vrlriting in
L966, he relates how the Atomic Energy Commission (an

outgrowth from Los Alanos) has come to be the síngle

largest patron of the physical sciences. A twel-ve mil-lion

d.olIar electron accel-erator was buitt for Harvard. and. M.I.T.

by the AEC. Along with this machine went a five milIíon

dol-l-ar a¡nual research budget, funded by the AEC as weII.

Similarly, a military accelerator was buil-t for Stanford at

the staggering cost of $f44 mi1}ion.53 This sarne pattern

of incredibl-e fed.eral support for scientific research

contínued through such agencies as the National- Science

Foundation, the Air Force, a¡d NASA. By 1960 Clark Kerr

estimated that federal support accounted fot 75 percent of

all- university expend.itures on research, and t5 percent of

53 . Bell- , 9.ip.. ci-t. , PP . 9O-9L.
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Ê,total university budgets.)4 PhylJ-is Kel1er, quotes from

Kerr to point out that between 1940 and 1960 federal
support for higher education (mostly in the form of
research grants) nultiplied a hundre¿fold.55

The second major currj-cular development to oecur,

partially as a result of the war, was the drastic increase

in the uni-versities of studies that concentrated on foreign

l-arrguages and culture. Tn L947, the President's Commíssion

on Higher Education proclaimed that "Owing to the

inescapable pressure of events, the Nation's traditional
isolationism has been displaced by a new sense of responsi-

bility in world. affairs,"56 Rudolph tells us that this
report, combined with cues from the Anerican Council- on

Education, the philanthropic foundatiorlsr and the Congress

created in the universities a broadening of the

cul-tural perspective of the curriculum. Phyl1ís Kell-er

likewise provídes many examples of the post-war

proliferation of foreign studies at Harvard. She catalogUes

a list of whole research institutes that were founded as a

part of the trend: Russian Research Centre (I9þB), Centre

for Middle Eastern Studi es (I954), the East Asian Research

Centre (]-:g5?), and the Center for International Affairs

54.

55.

56.

Kerr,.S.. cit., p. 53.

Keller, g.p.. ü. , p. 19 .

President's Commission for Higher Educationr oþ.
cit.
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(1958).5? Danie1 Bell- complements Kell-er's Iíst by

providing much the same sort of description for Columbia
(o

Universíty." In all of these eases the point is that
considerable intellectual effort (and federal funding)

went into the establishment of stud.ies that refl-ected the

United States aeknowledgement of its new role in the post-

war world.

As a partial consequence of the war, then, the

Amerícan system of hígher education became famil-iar with a

new type of currency between academe and the state, namely the

research and development grant. Not only did these grants

provide many universities with a good financial footing'

they also were instrumental in changing significantly the

whole purpose of higher education. Whereas classically the

role of higher education was to prepare the just and moral

man for society, in the post-war era,the emphasis seems to

have shifted to one of erça¡ding the knowl-edge base and

training professionals. The research and development grant

then, is at l-east partially responsible for the evolution

of the university of this time .

Apart from the research and development phenomenon, the

one remaining i'nsta¡ce of federal influence in this era

occurred wíth the National- Defense Education Act of l-958.

This act was established--after the launching of Sputnik in

Keller, g-p. cit. ' PP .20-2I.
93-94.

57.

58. Bell-, .oþ.. cit. r pp.
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L95?--so that government funds could be provided to univer-

sities in support of programs that emphasized the sciences

and foreign studies. Such an enactment rnight be thought to

be representative of eaution and determination on the part of

tegislators who d.rafted and. passed it. The caution would be

in reference to the Sputnik threat, while the determi-nation

would be one of gaining a better understanding of a

shrinking wor1d.

Collese Enrol-lments

College enrollments more than doubled from one mil-lion

in 1930 to over 2.6 mill-ion in 1958. The greatest increase

is thought to have occurred after L940 when gr:eater numbers

of the American population apparently became convinced that

education did. not necessarily stop at high schoo}.59 In L94?,

the President's Commission on Higher Education ctaimed. that:

the tendency of the American people
to seek higher education i-n ever
greater numbers has grown. concurrenlly
witfr an increasingly critical need for
such education.60-

l¡lhat this conveniently-phrased declaration Seems to

indicate is a commitment made, if not on the part of

Americans in General- then at least on behalf of the

Commission, to enhance the rol-e of collçges and univer-

sities as accreditors of the modern American citizen. It

59. ions of he Coll-e urrlcu
sey-Bass, l-97

6o, The President's Commission on Higher Educatio n, Higher
tion for can De Re f the
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Carnegie Commission,
( S an Franci- sco : Jo s p.

Harper & Row,
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is perhaps inconsequentiar or unsorvable whether or not
was a "criticar need" for increased higher education. hthat

is important ís that, for whatever reasons, more and more

people saw fit to attend college and university. rt is the
effect of this influx--this vorume and diversity of pure

numbers--which is of interest to the stud.y at hand..

One of the significant "spurts" that happened duríng

this era occurred because of the influx of veterans who

took advantage of the G.I. Bill of Right".61 ïn t94O

college enrollments were at 1.5 million while ín L947 they
jumped up to 2.35 million. Approxímately one nillion of
this Lg{? census were veterrns.62 Frederick Rudolph tel1s
us that "the impact of the veterans on curricular structure
and subject matter was relatively slight," but points out

how the influx caused the universities to have their first
"Iarge-scale experience with numbers ."63 ïnterestingly
enough, the uníversíties proved capable of absorbing the

masses, indicating to Rudolph at least that they could

perform the invaluable function of soci-al safety valve by

keeping a large number of people off the labor market.

The fear of "what numbers coul-d do to colleges" was

articulated through Conant at Harvard and Hutchins at

Chicago. Cona-nt, reacting to the G.I. Bill said, "hle may

6L,

62.

63.

Rudolph, 9.p.. ü. , p. 282.

Levine, 9.p.. cit. , p. 6L3,

Rudolph, g!.. É., p. 283.
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find the least capable among the war generation . . .

flooding the facilities for advanced education." Robert

Hutchins is supposed likewise to have remarked, ',Col1eges

and uníversities will find themselves converted. into
educational hobo jungles ,"64 phyllis Keller tell-s us that t
solution eventually applied to deal with such problens

was the tightening of'admission standards. With a greater

pool of applieartts to draw uponrthe larger universíties now

found themselves able to be more selective of stud.ents.65

The remainder of those masses el-ammering to get into higher

education were absorbed. by a relatively new phenomenon, the

community college.ø
Beyond foreboding public statements and fluctuations

in admission standards, perhaps the real effect of

increased college enrollments lay not exclusj-vely in the

number of students admitted., but rather in the diversity of

background and. purpose that they brought with them.

I¡lhereas the cotonial college might rightfully be typified
as having a fairly homogenous student body, the modern

university coul-d claim no such easy generalization. The

application of the d.emocratic principle to higher education

meant the very nature of the enterprise woul-d inevitably

64.

65.

66.

Ibid., pp. 282-283.

Kell-er, gp.. É., p. 20,

Rudolph, .cp.. 9LL. , P. 2BI+.
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change.

In summary, then, college enroll_ments more than

doubled from l-930 to L958. Before I9l+O the high school was

still in ascendancy but after that time the college was

looked upon as an increasingly essential component of a

modern society. After the war the G.I. Bill facilitated
veteran ed.ucation which provided the universities with
their first experience in dealing with large numbers of
students. Some institutions tightened up their admissions

sta¡rd.ards while others, like the community college,

welcomed students with open arms. The modern educational

system was finding a way to meet the needs of an ever-

increasing and diverse group of stud.ents. Although their
adaptability was noteworthy, they had not seen arrything yet.

Socio-Political Events

There are three sel-ected events that are contained

within the years L93O-I958¿ The Great Depression, ülorl-d l¡Iar

II, arrd the launching of Sputnik in 1957. The Great

Depression has atread.y been considered in the previous

chapter and therefore needs no revi-ew save only for our

acknowled.gement that it was an event that definitely did

influence the shaping of the curciculum. As Frederi-ck

Rud.olph writes, "The Great Depression was an event that

imposed on all- colleges and. universities the necessity of

allocating resources, establishing prioritiesr and

developing standards consistent with a-n evaporating
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finaneial support .'.67

t¡Jhile some aspects of the effect of vrrorrd !{ar rr on

the curriculum have already been discussed--namely, the
rise of scientific and foreign study institutes--there
still- remains one other element worthy of mention. Both

the Harvard "Redbook" and. the President's Commission on

Higher Education owe some of their content and tone to the

oceurrence of that war. Phyllis Keller, for example, tells
us that the scholars who wrote General Education in a f'ree

So c etv " inspired by the patriotism and rededication to
democracy stirred by tnlorld lrlar II--defined general

education as "that part of a student's whole educatíon

which looks first of all to his life as a responsibl-e humart

being and. citizen in a democratíc society."68 The

President's Commission on Higher Education, likewise, makes

specific reference to the l¡lar in outl-iníng its recommend-

ations for the curri-culum.

( i ) With ltlorld l¡iar II and its con-
clusion has come a fundamental shift in
the orientation of American forei-gn
policy. Owing to the inescapable
þressure of events, the Nation's
traditional- isolationism has been
displaced by a new sense of responsi-
bility in world affairs. The need for
maj-ntaining our democracy at peace with
the rest of the world has compelled our
initiative in the fornati-on of the United
Nations, and America's rofe in this and
other agencies of international-

@., P.

Keller ' SÞ

278.

. cit., p. 14.

67.

68,
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cooperation requires of our citizens
a knowledge of other peoples--of theirpoliticaÌ and economic systems, their
social and cultural institutions--such
as has not hitherto been so urgent,69

"Education for democracy" a-nd "education for international
awareness" became two cateh descriptions of the post-war

era. One car¡not help but wonder if a ülorld ülar had not

occurred, whether these same sentiments would be so

prevalent in the educational rhetoric.
The socio-political event that closes this period is

the launching of Sputnik in 1957. Most curriculum

historians eonsider this a fairly signifícant event because

it was seen to demonstrate to the Americans their scientific
inadequacies. The response by the Amerícans was to upgrade

considerably their high school prograrns, especially with

respect to the sciences and foreign languages.TO The

colleges quickly followed suit; honors programs' increased

budgets, a¡d. accelerated programs were at] rationalized

with Sputnik in mind.Tl l¡Íhat hund.reds of speeches and

articl-es on " excellence in education" could not do, a

single satellite did; the educationat community and. the

country became mobil-ized toward a particular end. The

National Defense Educatíon Act signed only one year later

attests to the degree of its influence.

T,evi-ne , .qp.. É. , p. 6l-0.

Boyer and Ïrevine, Q. cit., P.

Grant and Riesman' qp.. cit. ' P

69.

70.

7L.

j.5.
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Summarv

The overview history of this era has shown that the
general education proposal-s of the years rg3o-rg5} differed
in kind to those earlier proposals of previous years. This

was the era of the big, even bízarue, general education

sehemes. Ranging from Chicago to Minnesota, St. John's,

Harvard, and the President's Commissionr orrê gets the

i-mpression these grandiose propositions implíed more than
just survey courses. Frederick Rudolph, remarks, though,

that "where highly publicized general education requirements

reshaped the course of study in the 19þ0's and 1950's, less

publicízed erosion of those requirements took place in the

1960's and 19?o'".u72 As will be seen, the next chapter

bears out this point.

The most significant federal "influence" on the

curriculum, it was found, occurred j-n concuryence with

lnlorl-d ïriar II . First scíentific research, and then

foreign study became the currency in whieh the state and.

the university would trade i-n order to foster a mutual

retationship. It was an agreement destined to grow artd

shape the development of the curriculum as it did.

Apart from initiating a significant rel-ationship

between academia and government' the war was also

responsible for fostering in the curriculum (for a period

of time) tfre id.ea} of "education for democracy." Those

?2. Rudo1ph, q!.. Ë., P. 25).
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people who advocated general education as a key component

in the curriculum did so, in part, bV rearticulating the

ideal- of liberal learning so as to instruct about democracy.

To have a liberal education, they could arguer ol'rê must

come to see the significance of the dernocratic system. lo
understand democracy, in turn, requi.red the studyíng of

certain textsT3 and subjects. "General education" cou1d.

prescribe certain courses and texts therefore' by investi-
gating democracy which, in turn, meant teaching a líberal
education. The arguments were, ât times, forceful and

engaging but, as Rudol-ph would. tend to say, their
implernentation lay just outside the mainstream of the

times.

73. For a contemporary example see M. J. Adlerr.The
Paideia Propõsa] , An Educational Ma¡ilesto (New York¡

IgBz), P. 30,



CHAPTER VIT

L958-L97Bz THE ASCEI{DANCY 0F

THE GRADUATE SCHOOI

The objective of this chapter is to illustrate how the

rise to prominence of the graduate school in American

higher education tended to cause a reciprocal decrease of
interest (or activity, ât least) with respect to the under-

graduate eourse of study. Thi-s development, Ín turn,
tended to explain at least some of the reduction of support

for the idea of general ed.ucatÍon. The curricular history
of this period, then, is made up primarily of suggestj-ons

why general education did not flourish between l:g5} and.

L970. After L970 the pendulum appears to swing back again,

for "general education" eventually makes its way to the

discussion tables again.

Overview History

From 195B-L970 there were two dorninating forces that

can be said to have some influence on the development of

the undergraduate curriculum. The first was a post-Sputnik

increase of interest i-n advanced and specialized study

(especialJ-y in scientific and foreign research), and the

second an apparent demand for "releva¡.t" coursesr âs

prompted. during the student activism years. Both these

forces tended to devitalize drastical-}y the concern for

undergraduate programs designed to provide an element of

r4r
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"general education."

The effect of Sputnik on the curriculum has already

been mentioned in the previous chapter. There is arr

agreement among historícal commentators that the launching

of the satellite caused. a significa¡rt rise of interest on

the part of educators and society, with respect to the

teaching of scienee and foreign studies in the schools.

Rudolph makes reference to the National Defence Education

Act (LgsB), and the National Science Found.ation's support

of curri-cuIar reform in mathematics and physics, as being

caused, in part, by the message of Sputnik.l Arthur levine

d.escribes both Oakland University (Lg59) and New College in
Florida (196+) as being "post-Sputnik" institutions that

stressed "rigor, hard work, artd quality" in their programs.

(He also points out that during the late sixties, these

strict d.escriptions would come to be erod.ed.Z) Tn

both cases, then, there is art aeknowledgement that in the

late 1950's' a¡d early 1960's, the America¡ educational

scene took heed of the Soviet Union's technological

superíoríty. This factor, in itself, might hypothetically

have turned the whole nation into scientists if it were not

for the second major d.evelopment that occurred during this

1. F. Rudolph, Curricul-um A His f e ean
San

Franc sco: Jossey-Boss, L977 , P.
aduate Curriculum2. A. Levine,

(san Franci
b o

S ce l-

sco: Jossey-Bass ' r PP. 0.
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period.

The student activist movement of the mid., and late,
1960's was an extrenely complex phenomenorr.3 There will be

no effort made here to rationalize the movement, but rather
just an acknowledgement that it existed. and that it had some

bearing on the undergraduate curuiculum. Arthur l,evine

suggests that student dissatisfaction with the post-Sputnik

rnentatity centered on their perception that it " emphasized

the need.s of society but failed to eonsider the needs of the

individual- student.4 Alston Chase, in an articl-e entitled
"skipping Through College" printed in the Atlantic, outlined
her interpretation of what it was exactly that the students

wanted:

They demanded more participation in
college governance. They demanded more
relevance--i.e., more political--
courses. They demanded more social freedom,
better grievance procedures, and a
documentation of their "rights and
freedoms." They demanded veto power over
endowment investment decisions and the
abolution of grades a-nd "outmoded" course
requirements, including English essay
writing, foreign languagês, religion,
courses, 

"orp"ãrtensiiò 
ã"atiriÀ"iiãns. 5

Chase writes that the faculties and administrations

eventually gave into these demands because "they were

largely sympathetic to the students' political concerns,

3, See D. Riesman and V. A.
Transformation (lttew York :

Stadtman, Academic
McGraw-Hil1, I97)),

+, rbid., p. j7r.

5, A. Chase¡ "Skipping Through College, Reflections on the
Decline of Liberal- Arts Education," Atl-antic' L978,
2+2(3), )3-4o.
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and f ear ed viol-ence. " 6 phylli s K ell-er, in a somewhat

different tone, describes the Harvard faculty as being ,'in a

state of demoralization and confusion" when they agreed to
meet the demands of a¡ Afro-American students' organization.
She goes on to say that these startling concessions of
faculty authority took place in an atmosphere marked by

physicar threat, fear, and guitt.T Regardtess of the method.

used to obtain concessions, the overall result has been

generalJ-y agreed upon. Gerald. Grant and David Riesman

provide an il-lustration:

The most widespread and significant
impact of the educational upheaval
of the sixties was to bring about a
considerably greater degree of
autonomy for students.B

Autonomy for the student did not occur just because the

students wanted it, but rather because a whol-e series of
social elements came together to malce the request appear legi -
timate. The conscription issue that attached itself to the

Vietnam t¡Iar became a moral issue that called for an indivi-
dual-istic response, white the demographic bulge of the mid-'

1960's affected a diversification and consumerism such as the

universities had never seen before. The student body was far

more heterogeneous culturally, intel-l-ectualty and sociaÌIy

than it had ever been, which prompted a broad spectrum of

6 , Chase, oÞ.

7 P. Keller,
University

^; +U¿ U. )

Getting at ttre Cqfg (Cambridge: Harvard
Press,_-1982 ) , p.'jz .

Thr: Perpetual DreamB. G. Gra¡t and D. Riesman'
University of Chicago Press; l97B), p.1BB.

(Chicago:
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student expectations coneerning the role of higher education.

The net effect of both the Sputnik situation and the student

activitism movement, then, was to create a generation of
legislators and educators terrified about America's scientific
disadvantage, and a generatíon of students adamant to determine

the substance of their own ed.ucation. Both these conditions

did little to nurture new and extended schemes for general

ed.ucati-on. General educatíon, in fact, was on the decline

The first indicator of a changing emphasis occurred at

the College of the University of Chicago. In L957-58 the

college underwent considerable reorga-nizatj-on as a result of

the decision to modify its general education scheme.9 The

objective was to shift from a general education core curriculum

program to one that required a major and allowed for some

distribution. The result was the formation of a two-year

"l-ower college" which taught essentially "general education,"

and a two-year "upper college" which was structured to match

up with the four divisions of graduate school (social sciences,

humanities, biological sciences and physical sciences). The

message behind such an organization was to Some degree

"specialization;" general education wa.s nice and woul-d

therefore be retained in the lower college, but it woul-d' no

longer be the sole component of the undergraduate curriculum.

The need for concentration had finatly arrived at Chicago.

A secondr pe.rhaps minor, illustration of how ideas

were changing presented. itself at St. John's at AnnapoJ-is in

9 . D. Bell-,
Anchor B

The Reformi of Gene ral Education
ooks, 9 ' PP. 1 -r97 .

(tlew York:
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f96?. In that year St. Johns--that absolute bastion.of a

prescribed curriculum--admitted into its program the

"preceptorial," a nine-week free study period whereby

students could choose their own great books related thene

on which to worfJo One is prompted to imagine that if St.

John's had begun to demonstrate even just a little curricular
flexíbility, then the rest of the nati-on, in comparison,

must have been going wild.

A third example of the failure of the general

education idea during these times can be found in reference

to the various committees, at Harvard, that tried to revise

the spirít of the L945 Report. In L964 Paul- Doty estab-

lished a commission with the task of reorganizing general

education at Harvard in order to bring it more in line with

the original intentions of General Educa ion in a Free

Society. After much deliberation, the faculty rejected

Doty's proposal, preferring instead to accept a compromise

package that was put together one year fater by the Ford

Commission. In making their choice the faculty voted to

reduce the amount of general education requi-red and to

increase the amount of student course election within

general educati-orr. f I

10.

11.

levine, .qp.

l-,evine r oþ.
at the Core

cit., p. 358,

cit., p. 362. See also P. KeIIer, Getting
ÏCamUri-d.ge: Harvard University Press,

L?BZ), pp. 17-18.
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A fourth illustration of the trend away from general

education becomes apparent back at the College of the

University of Chicago in L964. Edward Levi, the provost of

the university, inítiated yet another curricular re-
orgarrization. His "f,evi Pfari" divided the college into

five divisions--physieal science, biolory, social science,

humanitÍes and "civilizational" studies (i.e. student

elective)--that would offer inter-d.isciplinary and

specialized sequences within each field. All students

would be expected. to take four core courses (which would

constitute their " general educati-oh" ) , and then spend the

rest of their tirne concentrating on the divisional area

that they had selected. Dartiel Bell suggests that the

message to be inferred by this curricular aruangement is one

that would have students learn the "structure of inquiry"

of a designated. subject matter rather than a prescribed

content. Bell realizes that these stud.ents would not

come to understand a spectrum of disciplines' but rather

would look to the "meta-meanings" of one specific field in

order to d.erive its operating prineipÌes. It was thought

that by appreciating the organizing principles of one

field, the student would come to appreciate the principles

of description, exposition and argument in other subjects

as well. This is perhaps a sophisticated way of saying that

depth in one area lead.s to a clearer understanding of the

basic structures (though not the substance) of other
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12areas.-- At any rate, we see in Bel-l's description of the

evolution of general educatíon at chicago, a transformation
which aeknowledges an increasing respect for concentration
and yet at the same time still tries to rationalize this
concentration within the realm of an organic theory of
general education.

Two final indicators for the deeline occurred at Columbia

and Harvard. In I97O Col-umbia College's second year of its
Contemporary Civilization course was dropped, and by I9?L

Harvard's general education "requirements coul-d easily be

transposed into introd.uctory discipline courses. General

education between L95B and l-970 definitely was not the main

ed.ueational interest of the day.

Alnost in defiance of this pervasive trend there

occurred. two notable excepti-ons, the first an experi-mental

prograrn, and the second a comprehensive book on the topic
of general education. In 196,4 Joseph Tussman of the Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley, decided that the experi--

mental college of Al-exander Meiklejohn should be

rejuvenated.13 After receiving the go-ahead from Clark

Kerr, lussman set up his college for admittance in I)6J,
Like Meiklejohn's earlier renditj-on, the purpose of the

program was to study such universal problems as war and peace,

freedom and authority, the individual and soci-ety,

L2,
l-3.

8e11, g!.. cit. , pp . I96-L97 .

See R. F. Suczek, The Best Laid Plans: A Study of
Student Development in an Experil¡e4tal Col-lege Pregram
(San Franciscò: Jõssey-Bass, L972), and J. Tussman,
E eriment at Berkele
Press,

(London: 0xford University
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law and conscience, and acceptance and rebellion. unrike
Meiklejorrn' s historicail approach that contrasted ancient
Greece with contemporary America, Tussman preferred a

thematic approach that utilized. four periods--ancient

Greece, :.-Ttl: century Eng1and, the founding of the American

eonstitution, and contemporary America--to provide a greater

theoretical breadth with which to assault the questions.

There were no courses as such, but rather a series of
lectures, seminars and conferences to attend. Also required

of students was the keeping of a journal which reflected
their reactions to the common list of great books that they

were expected to read.

The program had a two-year duration, a-nd was completely

prescribed. This was definitely an anol-omy in a-n age that
demanded student input into the curricul-um, as well- as a

broad choice of electives. It is for this reason, and

others, that Tussman decided. to discontinue the program

after only four years of operation. Atthough it had. only a

short lifespan, Arthur Levine tells us that "very few of

the program's faculty or alumni can be located who do not

highly praise its idea."14 Comments such as these ale

probably the reason why Frederick Rudolph has to concede that

although general education progralns may never be excessively

popular, so too do they never seem to aie.15

l-4.

l-5.

Ibid., p. 376.

Rudolph, gp.. 9i-[. , P. 260.
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The second apparent anomaly of the times was the
releasing, ín 1966, of Daniel Beltr's The Refo f

erai- E cati-on. !'Ihile the mainstream of higher education
seemed preoccupied with "relevance" coursesr op with
grad.uate school, Bell- focused instead on a comprehensive

semi-prescribed course of studies for und.ergraduates.

Although his specific proposars (for corumbia correge) were

not adopted, The Refo of General ducation has come to
be regarded as a basic reference for a study of the

American curriculum.

ltlith the two exceptions mentioned, the period from

L95B to 1970 was one that placed more emphasis on the

individualized study of science, foreign culture, and.

"relevance" courses (i.e., loosely defined social science

courses that deal-t with such topics as "The United States'

rol-e in Vietnam") than it did on general educatinn. After
this period, though, the literature seems to illustrate the

beginning of yet a¡other turn-around. It is commonly

asserted that the demographic ( and economic ) boom of the

l-960's, was followed by a period of retrenchment in the

l-970's. Rudolph points out that just as the Great

Depression caused a certain amount of course consolidation

in the tate Ì930's so too "economi-c retrenchment in the

I97O's played a simil-ar salutary role in trimming from the

curricul-um in many institutions frills and fads that had

attached themselves to the course of study in the affl-uent
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l:960rg."16 Levine suggests, in a similar vei^, that.part
of the impetus for change in the rg?o's was not attributed
to idealized educational goar-s, but rather to bread-and-

butter issues sueh as declining enroll-ments and reductions
of financial support.lT At any rate, the eventuar effect
of these conditions was to de-emphasize¡ oocê again, the
popularity (or perceived feasibility) of electives and to
shift attitudes towards curricura that were more consoli-
dated and definable and. hence presumably more eeonomically

and pedagogically manageabl-".18 Frederick Rudol-ph maintains

that by 1976 "concentratíon was in charge of the

curriculümr"1p while phyllis Kel1er, writing about Harvard

for the same time period, erçlained how " there was a

growing disposition--often no more than an unfocused

yearning:-to restore some degree of purpose and coherence

to Harvard undergraduate education, to bal-ance liberty with

ord.er."20 That "unfocused yearning" was to become formalized

one year later in L9?7, when Dean Henry Rosovsky of Harvard

presented his report of the core curriculum to faculty and

and students. The j-ssue of general education was, once

I ., p. 248.

lrevine r oD. cit. , p. 3?2,

See E. Boyer and A. Levine,
(Vrlashington: Carnegie Found

Rudolph, .cp. cft. , p. 248 .

Kell-er r oþ. cít. , p. 33.

l:6.

IZ.

18.

19.

20.

A uest for Common T,e
a ofl , 9 t P.
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again, back on the discussion table.

Factors for onsiderati on

ederal Su ofH er

The year l-945 has been identified as the point when

government and the state began to forge a new relationship

with the university. Beginning with the emphasis on

scientific research and extend.ing to a concentration on

foreign studies, the post-war years saw the utilization of

the research and development grant as the cumency that

bonded academia and the state together. Danie1 BeIl claims

that one of the most important reasons why the government

came to sel-ect the universities to do their research ( as

opposed. to private consultant companies) was because of

the "d.ispensability" of the staff . By "dispensability"

Bell meant to suggest that the structure of the university--

its emphasis on research accomplishment aS a measure of

achievement and promotion--was such so as to al-low

university professors the mobility to opt in and out of

various proj""t".21 Such a proposition is significa¡t for,

if val-idt it poínts to some interesting consequences for

the delivery of the regular university progrâ'Ill.

Related to those consequences were some new develop-

ments occurring with respect to federal grants. hlhereas

2L. Bel-l-r .q!.. cit. , pp. 9l+-95.



from L9l+5 to r95B the najority of fed.eral spending at the
universities occurred. through Department of Defense and

Atomic Energy commíssion contracts, after that time studies
related to the "life scienees" began to receive. a greater
share of the pot.22 The Nationar ïnstitute of Hearth, for
exarnple, received a steady increase of funds from r94?-r91g

and because of that managed, from L959 to L965, to increase

their research grants to universities from l-¿lo million to

538 million. Clark Kerr is able to write ín 1963 that
federal- support for university research concentrated not

only in defence and. scientifLc/technological progress, but

in the area of health as weIl. To illustrate he provided

the following table which shows the percentage of research

funds alloeated frorn federal agencies in L)6L.
%

Department of Health, Education and
hleifare CjZ-p"ü"""i *"" from the
National Institute of Health al,one ) . . 39

Department of Defense 32

11

B

6
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L9B2) ,

National Science Foundation

Atomic Energy Corunission .

Department of Agriculture .

National- Aeronautics and Spaee
Administration

0ther Agencies

From: C . Kerr, The Uses of the University 3rd ed.

a

3

t

( Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
p. 53.

2?, 8e11, gp.. cit. r pp. 90-92.
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The relationship between government and the

universities had become, through research and development

grants, euite extensive. The impact that such grants had

on the operation of the institution varied with each

particular case. Those universities that, for whatever

reason, received. no fed.eral grants felt, of courser rìo

direct repercussions. Those institutionsr alternatively,
that received the majority of the funds either had already

ehanged, or were in the process of changíng their admini-

strative structure so as to make the securing and

researching of such projects an integral part of their
operation.

The impact of increased federal research grants on the

universities can be appreciated in a number of ways. Danie1

Bel] made much of the fact that as the structure and

apparent purpose of the university changed, so too did the

rol-e of the professor:

Forty years âBo, a college professor
taught his undergraduate classes,
instructed a few graduate students,
and wrote some books and articles.'
Today, he will be a teacher,
researcher, project director, admini-
strator, and fund raiser' He will
have dozens of dissertations to
direct, and serve on countless Ph.D.
oral examinations. He will write or
feel- compelled to write articles
and research reports, edit compendia
and symposia and, with the growing
number of professional- journals,
join more èOitoriaI boards and. referee
more journal papers. He will be on
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departmental committees, university
committees, professional association
committees, attend conf erences, l-ocal-
and international; and serve on
government commissions, locaI, state
arrd federaI.2S

David Riesrnan and Christopher Jencks pick up on a-n

extension of this descriptíon when they define as an

"Academic Revolution" the phenomenon of modern professors

switching allegia-nces from their eolleges and universities

to connections in their professional riet¿.24 Clark Kerr

explains that the reason for this shift occurs, more often

than not, because financial backing for research comes from

federal agencies, and not the university. This createsr âs

Clark illustrates, some interesting consequences!

. . . some faculty members tend to
sh-if,t their identifieation and loyalty
from their university to the agency in
triashington. Their concern with the
general welfare of the university is
eroded and they became tenants rather
than owners, taking their grants with
them as they change their institut-
ional lodgings. The unÍ-versity ' as
Allen !üallis; president of the University
of Rochester, has remarked, becomes to
an extent a "hoteI." The agency becomes
the new alma mater. The research
entrepreneur becomes a euPhoric
schi zõphreni c,25

What is perhaps fundamental to reeogni-ze is that while

federal research support did indeed alter the role of the

23.

24.

25.

Bellr oÞ. "it.
Kerrr oÞ. cit.
Kerr, 9p.. cit.

r P.

r P.

r P.

101.

59.

5e.
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professor (creating an "academic revolution" if you wiII)
and did indeed significantly increase the quality of
graduate ed.ucation, the overriding consequent effect was, as

Harold Onlans concluded in his Brookings study of federal
aid to unj-versities, to accelerate the ',long-standing
depreciation of undergraduate education at large

universities,u26 Federal aid for higher education in the

form of research and development grants, therefore, might

be said to effect general education negatively because its
implementation tends to bring about conditions which

support an opposite ped.agogical extreme.

e Enroll-ments

There are two key elements that the l-iterature bears

out with respect to college enrollments. The first ís that

there was an incredible enrollment surge between L960 a-nd

Lg?O, and. the second. is that this surge caused, in part,

stiffer admission standards at establíshed institutions as

well as a national shift of interest to the American graduate

school. A third feature identified as important in this era

is that enrollments levell-ed off or'deel-ined throughout the

rg70' s.

The most obvious reason for an enrollment increase

between L96O and. L9?0 was the post-war baby boom. Grant and

Riesman suggest, for examPle' that

The post-World War II baby boom added.
to the growth ín the number of high

26, Kerrr oÞ. 9i!., p. 64,
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school graduates and of those
attending college, caused the number

, of undergraduates to double within
the decade--an unprecedented
demographic bulge which also, of
course, brought about a corresponding
tripling of faculty.27

Clark Kerr uses the effects of the baby boom to classify
the 1960's as one of his "spurts" in college attendance

figures.2S There is little doubt, then, that in the mind.s

of historical commentators, and. the statistics on enroll-
ments, that the demographic bulge coneeived after the war

made its impaet on the colleges of the 1960's.

Gerald Grant and David Riesnan have estimated that it
was not until the late I95O's that colleges could afford to
become sel-ective with respect to their admission

.29policies.-z Phyllis Keller seems to come to the same

conclusion in regard to her analysis of Harvard.30

Presumabfy, what both sets of authors have discovered, is
the beginning of one of the most obvious consequences of

increased enrol-l-ments.

The close of this era evidenced a significant shift
away from the economic and enrollment prosperity of the

1960's. As Rudolph says, "The J9?O's marked the end to

visions of limitl-ess growth for American colleges a-nd

universities, now faced with the day-to-day realities of

tight budgets and a ceiling or decl-ine in student

DOLl.

28,

20

30,

Grant and Riesman, .e. g!!., p. f9f .

Kem, .e. 9i3., p. 163.

Grant and. Riesman, gp. ú. , p. I94.

Kellerr oþ. É., P. 20.
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policies.29 phyllis Kel-Ier seems to come to the sane

conclusion in regard to her analysis of Harvard.30
Presumably, what both sets of authors have discovered, is
the beginning of one of the most obvious consequences of
increased enroll-ments.

The second consequence is equally as predictable. As

more and more stud.ents attend.ed colreges and. universities,
so too díd more and more students graduate from those

institutions. A greater population of first d.egree

students meant in turn a larger number apprying for and.

entering graduate school_. By pure numbers, ,then, the

Ameriean graduate school- got bigger. By virtue of the

large number of research grants that were being allocated. to
universities, the American graduate school also became

quite ímportant. Both these factors, then, wêrê instru-
mental- in shifting the emphasis of American higher
education away from undergraduate concerns, and hence away

from general- education.

The cl-ose of this era evidenced a significant shift
away from the economic and enrollment prosperity of the

l-960's. As Rudolph says, "The I9?0's marked the end to

visions of l-imitless growth for American colleges and

universities, now faced. with the d.ay-to-day real-itíes of

tight budgets and a ceiling or decline in student

29,

30.

Grant and Riesman, 9-P.. ei!. ' P

Kel-ler, .W.. cit., p. 20.

r9t+,
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enrol-lments. " 31 The inportance of such a decline with
respect to general education can only be speculative. A

survey of the curricular history of this period shows that
electives gave way to concentrations which in turn gave way

to Rosovsky's L9?? core curriculum proposed at Harvard.

From thisr orrê might tentatively suggest that declining

enrollments are conducive to general education, but such art

hypothesis is premature. It will be sufficient for the

time being to acknowledge the retrenchment of the 1970's

and to note the concurrent eurricular developments that

went along with it.

Socio -Po1itica1 Events

The two socio-political events selected for examination

during this period are the Vietna:n war, a-nd the Vùatergate

scandal-. They have been chosen really only in deference

to Boyer a¡d Levine who suggest that there is a connection

between them and a contemporar¡¡ "revitalization" of general

education. In ord.er to be true to the literature' then'

this proposition must be documented.

Arthur l,evine, in 1981, wrote a¡ articl-e for Change

magazine entitled "Today's College Students: Going First

Class on the Titanic ."32 Tn it, he describes college

31.

32,

Rudolph, .op.. É., P. 372,

A, Levine, "Today's College Students: Going- gtlt
Class on the Tit-anic," Change, 1981, March, 16-23.
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students of the I97O's as being "me-centered," politically
uninvolved, and cynical about civic life. Making reference

to student surveys conducted between L969-I9?9, he claims

that the two most important social or historícal events

that students say influenced their thínking were lnlatergate

and Vietnaln. The evident implication is that lnlatergate and

Víetnam contri-buted to the molding of a socially apathetic
generation.

The Chanee artícle is interesting because it comes to

fit in quíte well (as would be expected) with Boyer and

n Learnins. 3J rn the l-atter work ,

written in 1981, the authors quote Christopher Lasch as

commentating on the contemporary populus:

Amerieans seem to want to forget not
only the sixties, the riots, the new
left, the disruptions otl college
eanpuses, Vietnam, ülatergate, and
the'Nixon pfesid.ency, bul the entire
Past . . .34

The significance of this quote (and of l,evine's article in
Change), is that the authors would use it to support their
major premi se: that "revivals" of general education are

historically begun in times of relative social narci"si"*.35

Vietnam and l¡latergate are irnportant to Boyer and Levine

(although they don't say it explicitly) because they helped

33.

34 C. Lasch, The Cul-ture of Narcissism: American
ô f sh E ec NS New York: hl. hl.

Norton a-n ompany, I97

E. Boyer
(Vrlashing

and A. l,evine, A Quest for Common tearnine
ton, D.C. : Carn

ife in

35' @., P'l-8.

pp' -5.
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nurture a kind of social isol-ationism which, in turn,
províded a fertile breeding ground for the "revival', of
general ed.ucation. The rel-ative strengths and weaknesses

of this proposition will be exanined at the conclusion of
this study.

Summary

Tt has been suggested that the period between 1958-

I97B was not noteworthy for a rash of experiments in
general education. On the contrary, it wou1d. appear that
electivism and concentration can lay greater el-aim to this
era. Two forces contributed to this; the emphasis on

specialization advanced in the post-Sputnik era-, and the

demand on the part of students for "relevant" courses

during the 1960's. These forces fused together to create

concentration in the graduate schools, and elective

diversification in the undergraduate curricul-um during the

student activist years. Neither of these was conducive to

general education.

ït was recognízed that quite beyond Sputnik, the reason

for an increased emphasis on specialization and graduate

work, was the considerabl-e research funding supplied to the

universities by way of government agencies. Note was made

that whereas this funding originally (:-9l+5) took the form

of mil-itary grants, this era saw the extension of such

support in the "life sciences (e.g. Health and llrlel-fare)

studies. A consequence of this increased funding was

recognized in the changing rol-e and perceptions of
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professors. This "academic revolution" corresponded, in
turn' wíth a very signifícant d.everopment in American

higher education¡ namely, the committed shift .towards the
graduate school as being the centerpiece of the university.
The effect on the undergraduate curricurum of this shift
was that it increasíngty became perceived and. designed. as

a prerequisite for specialized grad.uate work. As such,

there was littl-e concern for, or d.evelopment in, prograns

in general education.

College enroll-ments were seen to have jumped consider-

ably from 1960 to Ig?0. This had. the effect of creating
tougher admissions standards at some large uni-versitiesr âs

well- as contributing to the growth of the graduate school.

tVatergate a¡d Vietnam were presented in deference to

the Boyer/Levine thesis as being potentially influential in
initiating another general education "revival." The

validity of such a notion has not yet been commented on.

The most significant feature of this period between

L95B-I978, then, was the aseendancy of graduate education in the

American university model-. The importance of this
ascendancy, with reference to general education, ís that

it seems the l-atter tended not to develop significantly in
the presence of the former. The period cl-oses with the

economic and enroll-ment retrenchment of the 1970's leading

to what Boyer and T,evine would like to imagine as the

contemporary revival of general ed.ucation.
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CHAPTER VTII

GENERAI EDUCATTON RECONSTDERED

The general premise posited for this period is that it
represents yet another "revitalization" of interest in
general education. Although a particul-ar "kind" of general

education cannotr âs Vet, be identified, the resurgence of

the abstract idea is hard to deny. The proposal- here is to

outl-ine some examples of this "renaissance" as they show

themsel-ves in articles and specific proiects.

0verview History

There are two reasons why it is reasonable to suggest

that a resurgence of ínterest in general ed.ucati-on has

occurred at least from L97B onwards. The first is the

outpouring of articles artd books, and the second is the

increase ín the number of general education progralns. With

respect to the firstr Boyer a¡d levine are fond of document-

ing this ascendancy by relating, anong other things, that

"between l9?O a¡d L979, the number of scholarly and profes-

sional- articles on general education increased by fJ percent,

while popular articl-es on the subject doubled."f Craig

Kridel- r âs d.o many others ' concur with the suggestion that

the l-iterature has inereased. sig¡ific antly,2

Beyond the periodical and journal articl-es, thou8h, it

A O.uest for Common Learnl-ngI

2

E. Boyer and A. Levi-ne ' .

(Washington, D.C., 1981) , P. 5

C. Kridef , "General Education: PractÍce ïrtithout

r63
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is perhaps worthwhi-le to recall that several of the books

mentioned in the review of the literature (chapter rr ) were

published during this period. of particular note would be

the Carnegie Foundation's triad, especially the volume

entitled of the CoII urrl_ (L978). rf rhe

nation's educators take heed of Change magazine's claim that
Missions is "must reading for arry academic professional worth

his or her namêr"3 then it might reasonably be said. that the

Carnegie studies wil-I have had some effect on the current

debate regarding general education. A second potentially
influential work is Boyer and l,evine's A Quest for Common

l,earni-ng (1981). It is not so much the content of the book

that can be imagined as fostering change, but rather the

status of the authors that might be the telling factor.
Ernest Boyer very recently was the U.S. Commissioner of

Education and. currently is the President of the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. Arthur Levine is
also a Senior Fell-ow of the Carnegie FouncÌation. Cl-ifton

Conrad and Jean Vrlyer in an article entitled "Seven Trends in
l,iberal T,earning," (L}BZ) maintain that one of the major

reasons for the current resurgence of interest in general

education is the generous support that the government and

foundations provide for the operation of general education

'Theory." Paper presented at the Annuai Meeting of the
American Educational- Research Association, March, I9BO(nnfC Reproduction Service Document No. ED 19636I).-

Cha¡ger February, 1978,3
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+pro j ects . If this is the case, then it might follow that

Boyer and Levine have some potential to be influential in
this regard.

Apart from the onslaught of titerature produced on this
subject, the second reason for affirming the renewed interest

of general education occurs because of the number of actual

proposals that appeared on the edueatíonal landscape. Two

articles from Forum document this rise.5 ltrriting in L9?? and

in L97B the editors identify a list of colleges that experi-

mented with core curricula, íntegrated studiesr or "general

education." The list ineludes

Saint Joseph's College, Indiana
Los Medanos College' California
University of hlisconsin, Green Bay, I¡Iisconsin
Morehouse ColIege, Georgia
City Colleges of Chicago' Illinois
Boston University, Massachusetts
Pacific Lutheran University, Vrlashington
Brigham Young University' Utah
North Texas State University' Texas
St. Anselm's College, New Hampshire
Bowdoin College, Maine
Gustavus Adolphus College, Minnesota
I llinois C entral- College , Illinoi-s.

There is also reference made to some 10 other colleges wi.th

eneral Education."
ngton, D.C.:
). ERrc
65660.

4 C. F. Conrad arid J.C. Wyer, ".Seven Trends in Liberal-
Learníng," AGB Reports, Jan./Feb, L982, 21+(l), 1o-l-4.

K. Mohrman (ed. ), "Core Curricul-llllìr" The Forum for T,ibera1
Education (blashington, D.C.: Association of American
co'iieges, Ig?7 ) nñfC Reproduction Service Document No. L656+5.

K. Mo
The F

hrrnan ( ed. ), "New Approache
for Liber Education

stoG
(l¡lashi

Assoc at ono Amer can Col eges, I97B

5

Reproduction Service Document No. ED l-
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projects in the making of which Forum had become aware. As

a supplement to these, Boyer and levine (1981) point out

that Stanford University and the Universíty of Massachusetts

are currently reintroducing their hlestern Civilization
survey courses, and that Columbia--long a champion of
required courses-¡nias in the process of " sprucing up" its
survey p"og"u*".6

Perhaps more irnportant than this panorama of indívi-
dual projects, though, was the one that originated from

America's oldest university. In fg?) Derek Bok, the

President of Harvard, appointed Henry Rosovsky as Dean of

the Faculty of Arts and. Sciet""=.7 As a resul-t of that

appoi-ntment wheels were put in motion that eventually caused

the faculty to engage in a comprehensive examination of the

undergraduate course of study. In J-975 Rosovsky appointed

a series of task forces that were to investigate separate

issues of the undergraduate progran. Among the areas

examined was the topic of general education, or "core

curricul-um" as it was phrased. The task force dealing with

this issue was watched closely because obviously the make-up

of the curricul-um concerned the vested interest of many.

After much d.el-iberation a preliminary report was rel-eased

to faculty a¡d students in January of I9?7. The response

on the part of the faculty took the form of more debate,

6. Boyer artd Levine, gp.. É. , P. 7 .

7. P. Keller, Getting a! lhe Core (Cambridge:
UniversitY Press' L}BZ),

Harvard
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and more amendments until finally, in May of L97?, a

resolution was passed agreeing in principle to the idea of
a core curriculum having as its basis the study of five
different areass (f ) l,etters and Arts, (2) History,
(3) Social a¡rd Philosophical Analysis, (þ) Mathematics a-nd

Science, (5) Foreign Languages and Cultures. Phyllis
Keller points out with precision the essence of what she

interpreted the faculty had agreed to:

Itlhat the faculty approved by a
resounding voice vote was not a set
of statements describing in detail
what every student should know' but
a set of general principles commítting
it to depart from more than a decade
of educatíona1 laissez-faire by a
reasserting educational- paternalism. "

Included. in the core prograJn were expository writing and

quantitative reasoning requirements. i¡lhat the net require-

ments eventually came to be then, were one year's study in
four of the five areas mentíoned. previously, plus the

e)çpository writing and quantitatíve reasoning elements

listed above.9 The "core" was restricted to eight courses'

andconsequently occupied one-quarter of the student's four

year progran.

The significance of the Harvard core program, of course'

lies in the number of institutions that will try to emulate

it. Maxy of the sma]}er colleges mentj-oned previously in

Ibid.' P. 79.B

9 S. J. Makler and R.
19B0
L,ead

:A
shir¡

Question
| l-980, J7

J.
of
(4)

t^

er

MunnellY, "Harvard in the
adaptauiiity, " Educational-
, 3-O4to6,
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the Forum articles, ín fact took their cues frorn the
discussion fermenting at Harvard in Lg?5-??. What is also
interesti-ng about the Harvard proposar (impremented in
september L982) is the kind of generar ed.ucation that ít
attempts to facilitate. Instead of confining their
definition of general educati-on to the teaching of pres-
críbed content, the Harvard faculty sought instead a broader

apprication of the term. They opted. to convey to students

"the kinds of knowledge that exj-sts in certain important

areas, how such knowledge is acquired, how ít is used, and

what it might mean to them personally."10 The difference
here was that instead of teaching survey courses that would

span a general historical heritage, the Harvard system would

offer students a variety of more particularized., even

specific, subjects (e.g.,'Great Novels in the 19th and Ea.rty

zoth Centuried) from which they could choose. The

selecti-on would not have been wholly arbitrary, however,

because the range of choiee was l-imited according to the

five study areas mentioned. "Great Novels of the 19tn a¡d

Early 20th Centuries," therefore, could have been a choice

that a student made within the requirement to take at least

one course from the "Arts and literature" section. It was

reasoned that exposure to al-l five study areas (literature

and the arts, history, social and philosophical analysis,

mathematics and science, artd foreign fanguages and cul-ture)

Ì0. Kellerr oþ. É., p. f09.
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would al-low students to become acquainted with five
fundamentally different ways of thirrking; critical,
historicalr analytieal, scientific and linguistic. Some

commentators, such as Conrad and ülyerrll tend to think that
this kind of approach ís unique to tine I97O's and B0's. Such

a claím is difficult to make in view of the fact that
Danie1 Bel-l suggested the same sort of configuration back

in L966. From the wríter's point of view, it does not seem

possible to speculate usefully about a new "type" of general

education until more study can be made of how the programs

turn out in actua-lity. As a-ny curriculum planner knows,

thse is a consid.erable difference between the rhetoric of

an idea and its inplementation in reality.
t/tlith Harvard leadíng the way, and a host of other

institutions following suit, it seems apparent that somq

kind of resurgence of interest has been sti-rred in general

educati-on. The question to be considered now ís, "Why?"

Factors for C ons ideration

Federal Suonort of Hisher Edu atc l-on

At this point there is little information in the

literature about the potential- infl-uence of federal support

on the development of general education in the curriculum.

One carL, at best, cite a few examples of recent developments

and then speculate.

clifton c. conrad and. Jean c. wyer seem to think that

11 . Conrad and lnlyer r 9-p.. É. , p. 12.
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there has been an increaseå.tendency on the part of

government agencies and. private foundations' to fund

curricular experiments having to do with liberal education.

They cite the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary

Education and the National Endowment for the Hurna¡rities as

being noteworthy fed.eral agencies in this ,"g"rd,.Lz

According to an article in Forum (Lg?8), it would appear

that Gustavr,rs Adolphus College would affirm this

claim seeing as it received a five year development grant

from the }atter.f3
The problem, of course, in locating a couple of

examples of federal support, is to be able to tell when

there are sufficient enough of these examples so as to

constitute a trend. At the moment, it is impossible to

proclaim from the data available that a-ny such trend

exists. If it could be shown that the federal government

overwhel-mingly supports general ed.ucation, then there would

be some basis for identifying it as a significant factor.

since no such data presently exist, olle can only speculate

that federal support "might be" a factor if it increased'

A second, and more fundamental, problem concerning

federal- support has to do with causation. Even if it coul-d

be shown that a majority of government agencies and' private

&!É', P' 10'

Mohrman (ed. ),
Forum, L978, P

L2.

L3. "New Approaches to General Education"'
7
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foundations were supporting general education, the real
question would then be, why? Boyer and l,evine would.

probably apply their social pendurum and. posit that the
time had come. But unless one carr come up with something

srightly more tangibler the problem of causation with
respect to general ed.ucation will remain unsolved..

Collese ollments

Again there are few conerete data that illustrate a

definitive relationship between enrollments and generar

education for this period. About all that one can do is
identify some relevant conditions and, as before, speculate.

The United States has, from irg?B to the present,

undergone eeonomic retrenchment and a concurrent enroll-ment

ceiling or decline. Both these factors have contrj-buted. to

the "financial woes" that most American institutions a.re

presently experiencing, and both can therefore be thought to

affect, in some as yet und.efinable wâV, the development of
the eurrículum. Possibly the most interesting suggestion

about the relationship between d.eclining enrollments (and

economic retrenchment) and the rise of general- education is
that they exist in inverse proportion to one another. As

enroll-ments go up (for whatever reason) rnore money is made

available to the institutions' more staff are hired, à

greater breadth of student population must be serviced, and

hence a greater variety (and choice) of courses are offered.

As enrollments decline, however (again, for whatever reason)
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the money becomes tight, "frills" must be abandoned and,

most important of al-l, the institutions must re-examine

what ít is they are offering to students. It is sometimes

thought that in this process of re-examination nany

university adninistrators take a second look at general

ed.ucatiorr.13 A tentative suggestion then, based. on the

barest of examples, ís that the eeonomic retrenchment and.

enrollment stagnation of the late 1970's and early 1980's

may have stimulated some of the debate on the topic of
general education.

Socio -Political Events

No socio-political events have been selected from the

literature as none has been identified as being signifi-
eant for this period. It is simply too early to evaluate

any particular event as being important because the

analysis requires a certain degree of retrospection.

Summarv

The period from I97B to lgBZ has been described as a

time of revitalized interest in general education. Evidence

of thís revitalization is offered in the number of books

and articles emerging on the subject, as well as the

number of general education projects actually underway. Of

the former, the Carnegie triad was cited as being

l-3. Conrad and lltrYerr pp.. cit.
4.' É', P' 8'

See al-so Boyer artd Levine '
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noteworthy and of the latter, Harvard's core curyiculum is
probably the most importartt.

It is really too early to tell what kind of "revival"
is presently occurring with respect to general ed.ucation.

T,ikewise, there is not much evidence to evaluate the

probable causes of this latest resurgence save for certain

shifts in federal fund.ing, a¡d decliníng enrollments. This

period, like those previous to it, must now be a¡alyzed in

the context of an historical framework. Perhaps thenr one

can offer some viabl-e suggestions about the causes of the

occuruence and disappearalce of general education in the

undergraduate curriculum.



CHAPTER TX

SUMMATION, ANAIYSTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this thesis was to analyze how such

factors as federal support for higher education, fluctuatj-ons

eollege enrollments, and specified socio-political events

influenced the rise and faII of general education as it
existed in the American undergraduate curriculum from 1850-

1980. A range of historical and. curricular studies were

surveyed as a basis for the study. Five historical periods

were then suggested as thematíc divisi-ons in which to

examine the factors mentioned. The purpose of this chapter

is to summari-ze briefly the find.íngs, a¡alyse them, and draw

appropriate conclusions.

Summation

The single most irnportant point to acknowledge is that

from roughly 1850 onwards, "general education" was a minor

component of the undergraduate curriculum. hlhile this

thesis centers on the study of general education, it is

crucial to real-i-ze that the bul-k of currícular developments

from that date onward consisted of erratic increases of

programs that emphasized the securing of a major with a

consid.erable elective component. The rise a-nd fa]I of

"general educationr" therefore, must be considered against a

T?+
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backdrop of emerging specialization.l
A second point worthy of note is the difficulty

encountered in trying to generalize about rrtherr Amerícan

undergraduate curriculum. The practice in this thesis has

been to accept tacitly that the land-grant universities
represent the "middle-group" mainstream of American higher

education. The influence that private institutions (e.9.,

Harvard) had on these land-grant universities was also taken

into consideration.

Bearing these two qualifications in mind the curricular

history will now be briefly summarized. From this hístory

it will then be possible to analyse and conclude.

A common, and. useful, general-ization with which to

begin is that before 1850 the classical liberal arts

curriculum was dominant in American higher education. l¡ihat

shoul-d be pointed out though is that decades before this
date, a serious debate had been raging about the validity
of such a course of study. Yale's famous defence of the

liberal arts in 1B2B would probably not have been necessary

if it were not for the exj-stence of a formidable critique

of such a curriculum. Moreover, before 1850 it was

not generally necessary to go to college or university

in ord.er to secure a place in the professions.2

l- . F. Rudolph, Curriculum A f the Am rr_ c
nder aduate urse o fS

Jossey-Bass, l-977

t_

2, Ibid. ' p. l-00.

r PP.
S nce I San Franc l_ sco :
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"The collegesr" as Rudolph wrote, "enrolled all for whom

the curriculum was designed and for whom, given the nature

of American society, the currieulum made sense."3 The

curriculum made sense to the elites, for it was to them

that the eolleges were designed to respond.

By 1850 bona fide curri.cular alternatives begin to

appear in opposition to the classieal. course of study.

Francis Irüayland at Brown Universíty set the stage for Eliot
at Harvard to herald in the age of electives. From tB69 to

L909 the concepts of individualized scholarship and student

choice held sway at Harvard. The assurnption has been that'

to a certain degree, the natíon followed suit.
. Lawrence lowell's insistence oll "concentrations" at

Harvard is generally thought to have signalled a curricular

shift towards some form of structure in requirements. This

desire for structure apparently became rearticulated in a

series of " survey" courses that emerged. from IgL|-LgT? . The

combination of concentration (and distribution) requirements,

along with the rise of survey courses, has prompted

commentators such as Boyer and Levine to characterize this period

as a "revival".of general education. Apparentty the

" commonality of experience" that is sought in distribution

requirements and survey courses is thought to coincide with

the objectives of general education.

3. Ibid. ' P. 100.
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The Great Depression is then presented as occasioning

another curricul-ar shift. Gerald Grant and David Riesman

posit the 1930's as marking the beginning of their "telic"
reforms. t{hile Grant and Riesmart have suggested a variety

of these reforms in their typolog¡ (e.g. communal-expressive,

activist-radical), the ones most relevant in terrns of

general education are those labelled "neo-classic^1." The

reforms of the University of Chicago in 194?, a¡rd the program

at St. John's at Annapolis can' in varying degrees' be

thought of as such neo-classical expressions. They, along

with developments at the University of Minnesota artd

Harvard, represent what has been suggested as a second

"revival" of general education. l¡trhereas distribution

requirements and survey courses were thought to charactetize

initial efforts towards general education, the projects at

Chicago, St. John's, Minnesota and Harvard (to name only a

few), are now described as a different kind of revival which

is characterized bY vari-etY.

Central to this second. so-called resurgence of general

ed.ucation is the occurrence of Vrlorld War II . Three results

seem to have occunred in respect to higher education as a

consequence of the war. The first was the increase of

federal support to the universities for scientific

(especially rnilitary-oriented) research. The second was a

similar increase of fed.eral aid for foreign studies, and

the third was a desire, oh the part of somê, for the

rearticulation of " li-beral- eduCation" to mea.tr " education
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for democracy." The last desire is ílJ-ustrated, in part,
in the rationale of General Education in a Free Societv râS

well- as by the President's Commission on Higher Education.

From Lgt+s to L95? the colleges a¡rd universities might be

thought of as trying to reconcile the liberal education that
was perceived as necessary for "education for democracvr"

with the practical education that was imagined as crucial
for ttre education of a modern American nation. Advocates

for "general education" would tend to employ the former for

their rational-es, whil-e advocates for speeializatj-on would

tend to emphasize the latter. During this períod of

curricul-ar history, both proponents had existing models to

support.

The launching of Sputnik tn I95? is generally thought

of as marking the beginning of another curricular shift
towards, firstlJ¡, a specífied concentration and then

second.ly, toward greater use of electives. The specified

concentration referred to is, of course, the sciences (and

then later on the study of foreign cultures), prompted

presumabty when the nation was shocked into realizing its

technol-ogical inferiority to the Soviet Union. This concern

for specializati-on in the sciences, and the ¡espectability

of specialization in general that it evoked' was a highly

significant shift that had important repercussions for the

entire system of higher education. Vrlhat has been' suggested

is that the increased emphasis on specialized research (and

the fund.ing provid.ed for it) caused the graduate school- to
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become. the centerpiece of post-secondary learning. hlhat

this, in turn, seems to have effected' according to Phyllis

Kel-l-er and others, was a consequent shift in the orient-
ation of the und.ergraduate course of study:

As research and the training of
graduate students became the focal
activity, the norms of graduate
education calne to Permeate the
undergraduate curriculum at many
Ameriõan uni-versities . 4

This process did not, of course, occur spontaneously in the

late I95O's but rather evol-ved as a result of both the

knowledge explosion and. the rise of academic departments.

The effeet in the late l95O's was to legitimize speciali-

zation and thereby devital-ize most cl-aims about the

comparative importance of a general education.

The concentratíons of the post-Sputnik era were

followed by a period of increase electíves in the 1960's.

The student activism movements succeeded in challenging the

curricular structure of the colleges and universities to such

a d.egree that many core requirements for degrees were dropped'

'i¡Ihat Some commentators now point out, though, in looking back

at the l-960's, is that it was the faculty who gained the

most because they became excused from having to teach courses

outside of their own specialti"*.5 Ri-esma¡ and Jenck's

4 . P. Kelrer, ett the Core (Cambridger Harvard
University Press' 9 , P. 2L,

B. 0'Connell-, "hlhere Does Harvard Lead Us?"
såpiem¡"r, Lg?8, PP, 35-þ0, 6L'

Change r
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"academic revol-ution" meant, annong other things, that
university faculty were now enamoured of specialization and

pursued i-t, some would sâVr at the expense of teaching and

the undergraduate curriculum. This loosening of the

undergraduate curriculum, then, coupled with the unmistakabl-e

shift towards specialized graduate education, eharacterizes

the years 1958 -L978 as not being very conducive to general

education.

The 1970's are typified, by Boyer and T,evine, as

comprising a population of sel-f-centered, career-oriented,

and cynical college students. Vietnam and ltlatergate are

presented as events that are thought to have contributed to

a sense of political- non-participation among these people.

l¡lhether one would agree with this analysis or not, it must

be conced.ed that the l-ate I9?O's saw a significant increase

of interest on the subject of general education. It is
generally reported that the numbers of books and ar.tieles on

the topic have íncreased, as well as actual general

education projects. The most significant indication' to

many, of the third "revitalization" of general education is

Harvard's L9?? core curriculum proposal-.

Analysis of Factors

The literature reveals that there are ma-ny factors

that have infl-uenced the development of the curricul-um, and

hence might be said to have influenced the rise and fall of

general education. Qne tine of evidence suggests that the
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so-called "knowledge explosion" prompted the emergence of
academi-c departments which, in turn, countered the

inplernentation of general education programs. Another

eonsideration is admission standards and how they could have

directty influenced. the development of the curriculum. Yet

a third question is the role of university presS.dents in
molding the currieulum, while a fourth might enquire into

the power of philanthropies in determining the course of

study. The point, âs evidenced in the literature, is that

no single factor can best explain curricular developments'

but alternatívely that a conglomerate of ínfl-uences (some

known, others only speculatíve) is needed to provide a

reasonabl-e account. lÂIith this in mind it becomes almost

trite to consider a l-imited number of factors without trying

to place them into context with each other.

The purpose, however, of carrying on with such a

practicer âs has been done here, is to try to isolate

faetors--albeit artificially--in order to make their investi-

gation ma.r.lageabl-e. Although particular "findings" are often

the result of such manipulation, the qualifcations required

of such conclusions shoul-d be borne in mind.

Federal Suooort of Universities

The l_iterature has made constant reference to the

effect of federal support of universities on the curriculum'

and hence it has been selected as one potentially

significant factor. By "federal- support" is meant those
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enactments, financial grants, a-nd recommendations made by

the government that directly infl-uence the development of

the curriculum. In the historical periods examined there

are seven types of involvements of the federal government

with the universities. Although all of these had some

amount of influence on the curriculum in general' the degree

of impact for each has been varied. The seven types of

involvement might be described as follows:

1. Agricultural/service
2, General- military
3, Scientificr/militarY
4. Scientif ic/teehnological

5. Foreign studies

6. Life sciences

?, Official- recommendations.

The agriculturaL/service involvement was initiated

with the Morri]} Act of 1862, and the various agricultu-

rally-oriented. enactments that passed after it (ltatcfr

Act, 188?; Smith-Lever Act, IILU).6 The general

significatlce of the Morrill- Act, as typically portrayed'

is that it set the precedent of defining the modern

American university as an institution devoted' to public

6, c. Kerr, SES f the Univ l_ ,3t
êcUn

d edition
LgBz), p.( C ambridge:

52.

ô

Harv vers ty Pre
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service. Various authors have drawn the distinction between

the British, German' a¡d. American unj-versities as institu-
tions that emphasízed. culture, scholarship, a-nd service

r)

respectively./ Many of them characterize the Moruill Act as

being the crucial legislation that affected the validity of

such a generalization. The significance of the Morrill Act

with respect to general education is indirectt by setting

the preeed.ent for the kind of institution that the American

university would bg it might be said to have inadvertently

biased the America¡ educational- community against compre-

hensi-ve generaÌ education.

The involvements that the federal government had with

the universities in general mil-itary matters are confined

to such examples as the ínsístence that colleges keep

military eompanies of students during the civil war' the

establi-shment of the ROIC in 1920, the ldashington request

for a ,,[¡1lar Issues" course as developed at columbia, the

establishment of the Engineeritg, Seience, and Ma¡agement

I¡Iar Training Program a¡d the National Defence Research

Committee in the early t94Q's, and the G.I. BiIl- of Rights

passed during the Second l¡Iorl-d Vrlar. hlith the excepti-on of

the Washington request for a "hlar ISSueS" course' all of

?, Kerrr oþ. ü., P. lB.

The er ence of the Ameri naversl-Veysey, T,. R. ,
(Chicago: Uni tyo r-cago Press, L9

e Amerl Coll- nl_

ver

F. Rudolph'
(new York: Alfre A. Knop

ean p. 3
ersi

r P.
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these are thought to have effected minor changes in the

in the curriculum and hence cannot be said to have had. much

influence on the development of general education. The

bontemporary Civilizatiorì course established at Col-urnbia

can only be regarded as an unintended consequence of the

ütashington request. ft would appear, thereforg that federal

influence on higher education with respect to general

military matters had littIe or no direct effect on the

d.evelopment of general ed.ucatíon.

The most significant federal involvement with higher

educati-on, i-n terms of this study' occurred with the

scientifier/military enterprises of the Second hlorld War

and the scientific/technological, foreign study, a-rrd life

sciences involvements continuing from l-945 to the present.

The importa¡ce of these four types of involvement with

respect to general education is measured. not in terms of

how much they supported the concept, but rather how their

implementation had the effect of limiting its popularity.

The premise has been advanced that fed.eral invol-vement in

the four areas menti-oned helped to facil-itate the rise of

the graduate school in America¡ higher education, which in

turn tended to rle-emphasize the rol-e of undergraduate

education. This lack of purpose and interest in the under-

graduate course of study is then held partially responsible

for a consequent lack of wholehearted interest in general

education from at least Lg45 onwards'

Thefinaltypeoffedera]-involvementwithhigher
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education has been Iabell-ed "official recomnendatiotls." The

best example of an instance of official recommendation

occurred in 1947 with the "President's Cornmission on Higher

Education." As has been shown, one of its suggestions was a

renewed commitment to general ed.ucation. On a superficial

level it might be hypothesized then that one specific way

that the federal government influenced general educatíon was

icial recommendations. Unfortunately, there is

no way of knowing whether the reconmend.ation itself led to

a¡ increase in general education programs' or whether there

are other factors that could be considered even more

infl-uential. If the writer were to speculate he would

choose the latter, and if he were to speculate further he

would suggest that official reeommendations increase their

potential to influence the curiculum in direct proportion

to the amount of structural support (i.e., financial aid)

that accompanies the recommendations. In reference to the

President's Commission of l-!47 it would appear that littl-e

structural support accompanied the recommendations and so it

might, therefore, be tentatively suggested that its true

influence on the development of general education was

limited.
t¡lithin the confines of this study then, there are

three essentially indirect ways in which federal- support of

higher education infl-uenced the development of general

education in the curriculum. The Moruilt Act of 1862

ind.irectly afld inadvertently biased American higher
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education against comprehensive general education, by

establishing as a precedent the principle of " service" for
the emerging modern American university. The ülashington

request for a i'hlar Issues" course played. a smaII, indirect
part in initiating, for a time, a rash of general edueation

survey courses between L9L9 and 1930. After ütrorld l¡trar II
the federal involvement with the universities in such areas

as scientif ic/niLitâr$, scientif ic/teehnological, foreign

stud.ies, and life sciences was the partial cause of the

ascendancy of the graduate school-, which in turn had the

effect of devitalizing the undergraduate currícu]um, and

hence delimiting the interest in, and support of, general

education.

The presid.ent's Commission on Higher Education (L9Lt'7)

is known to have made recommendations proposing a renewed

commitment to general education, but the literature does

not conclusively demonstrate whether these recommendations

actually caused such a renewed interest.

Colleee Enrollments

The examination of college enroll-ments, ãs derived

from the literature, eoncerns itself only with numbers of

students and not with their ethnic or social character-

istics. Although the latter can indeed have signifícant

effects on the development of the curriculuffi,S the

B Ï,aurence Veysey, for example'.provides an interesting
;;;;;fáiiot"wrrän rre suggests that one of the reasons
for the fegitlmization-õt iñe university degree (and



limitations of the thesis preclude its discussion. Some

reference, of course, must necessarily be made with regard.

to the effect of diversity of student population, but this
wil-1 be phrased in the most general terms. The purpose of
this seetion is merely to try to assess the relatíonship
between numbers of students enrolled. j-n collegês, and. the

concurrent curriculum offered in colleges.

One of the most immediate concerns with respeet to

eollege enrollments is in trying to discriminate between

cause and effect. One must, if possible, decide if an

enrol-lment change was the function of curriculum or if a

change in the currieulum was caused by an increase of

enroll-ment. It must be made clear from the beginning, of

course, that cha¡ges in either enrollment or curriculum did

not oecur solely in direct response to each other' but were

the results of other factors'as well 
,

With these qualifications, three developments with

respect to enro]lments, a¡d the curriculum, can now be

identifíed. The first is that college enrol-lments increased

substantíally from 1850 to L982. Tabl-e 9.I shows that from

a college population of 52,OOO in 1B?0, the figure had risen

to over seven mi:llion in L979. l¡lhereas less than one per

rB7

nl-ve

hence, academic boom) of the.lB90's, was because newly
arrived immigrants regarded it as their "insurance
policy against downward mobility."

LSee . R. Veysey,
(Chicago: U

f the AmeriheE
sitv
266.
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cent of college-aged population was attending institutions
of higher learning in the mid-nineteenth century, now it is
claimed. that over JO per cent of L8-24 year olds attend.

The claim made by the President's Commi-ssion (L947 ) of the

"tendency of the America¡r people to seek higher education

in even greater numbers"9 would appear to be true. ülhat is
also apparent, in terms of the curriculum, is that the high

school is no longer considered the terminal point for the

average citizen' s edueatíon.

l¡Iithin this confirmed growbh of college enrollments are

contained two enrollment "spurts" that must be accounted.

for. As has been identifíed, the first occurred in the lBfO's

and the second in the 1960's. In reference to the problem

of cause and effect, it is reasonable to posit that the

1870's enrollment expansíon was "caused" by a change in

curriculum, whereas part of the change in curriculum of the

1960's was "caused" by art enrollment expartsion. Such an

assertion requires some clarification.
Clark, Riesman and Rudolph all- suggest that the

enroll-ment increase in the 1870's was, in part, a resul-t of

a change in the curciculum. C}ark and Riesmanr âs noted,

have suggested that enrollment stagnation at the tirne caused

universities a¡d colleges to offer wider services in an

attempt to capture their share of the student market.10

The competitj-on was particularly tight, especially âs¡

9 A. Levine 
'

Hand ok on nder aduate urriculum
( San Franci sco: Jossey-Bass 

'
9 r P.

10. G. Clark and D . Riesman, The P etual Dream (Chícago:
University of Chicago Press' 97 , P.3
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Table 9.L
College Enrollments (IB-ZL year 0lds)

Frorn 1870 -1979(x 1000)

Year
18-21
Census

CoIlege
Enrollments

fi EnroLL
(18-2r)

EnroII-
ment
Growth (/")
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C ensus
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(/"')
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according to Hitchcock's statistics, the nation's population
la

was growing twice as fast as college enrollm"rrts.fl Part

of the attraction that some universities offered to students

was the chance for them to choose freely from a wider variety
of courses. Frederick Rudolph concludes that ít was the

existence of these "electives" that.was partially respon-

sible for the enrollment growth of the times.l2 lrlhat can be

concluded, therefore, is that the enrollment growth of the

1B7O's was a resul-t, not a eause, of the curricular shift
to electives.

The popularity of eleetives from 1B7O onwards shoul-d

reveal something about the state of the American nation.

l¡Ihereas in colonial times attendance at college was not

required of a citi zen oT a professional, after 1850 this
situation seemed to change. Egalitarianism' the "knowledge

erçlosion," and the shift of Arnerica from a1r agraria¡ to an

industrial-ized nation are all cited as trends that might

have been instrumental in causing a greater number of people

to attend college. Whether one would l-ike to accept these

sweeping theses or not, it is evident that between 1B?O and

]1960 more and more people saw fit to enroll- in institutions

of higher learning.

The net effect is that by 1960 the purpose of the

Rudolph (L977), 9p. cit.,
Ibid. ' p. zIL

11.

L2.

p. 101.
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university had been changed from one of educating for an

elite few, to one of providing ed.ucational services for the

many. The second "spurt" of enrollments in the Lg6O's was

not caused by a significant change in the currículum, nor

initially by wider accessibility (for the evolution of arr

egalitarian university had alread.y guaranteed, to a degree,

such accessibility), but rather by the baby boom. The post

l¡lorld Vrlar II children had now grown up and were ready for
college. Between 1960 and, L97O college enroll-ments

increased. from 1.2 million to ?.1 million. One of the

effects of this massive influx of such a broad variety of

individuals was a diversificatíon of undergraduate courses'

and a lessening of core requirements. In this second case,

then, it can reasonably be stated that it was the enrol-l-ment

increases themselves, to an extent, that shaped some of the

curricular expressions of the 1960's.

ltlithin the confines of this study, and with respect to

the history thus far examined, it would appear that no

definite rel-ationship between fluctuations in college

enrol-l-ments and the development of general education in the

curriculum can be suggested. Alt that cart be identified'

ratherr ârê two tentative relations. The first is that

population stagnation, in Some caseS, provided an occasion

for the possible re-examination and revital-ization of

general education (1930), while in other instances it

prompted an expanding of the curriculum to lure new students

(IBZO). The second is that the population increase ín the
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colleges caused the diversifying of the curricul-um and

thereby }imited. the implementation and. acceptance of general

education. Both of theser âs stated, amount only to
historical obse.rvations and do little to suggest any useable

pattern for the future. It would appear then that the

emergence of general edueation within the undergraduate

currieul-um is not direetly dependent on changes in college

enrollments but exists only in somer ãs yet unspecified,

relation to such changes.

Socio -Political Events

Six socio-political events were selected from the

literature as being potentially influential on the

curriculum. These were: l¡lorld l¡lar I, the Great Depression,

ülorld tnlar II, the launching of Sputnik, ïtlatergate and

Vietnam. All- six examples were selected because a number of

authors suggested various connections between the events and

the development of the curuicul-um. Unfortunately, in some

caSeS d.if f erent authors posited diff erent analyses, making

a clear understanding of the rel-ationship between the event

and the cumiculum difficult. A classic example occurs in a

consideration of Vrlorld War II. lnlhereas Cl-ark Kerr (a¡d

Daniel Bell-, to an extent) emphasized the research relation-

ship that emerged. between academe a¡d the state because of

the war, Boyer and. T,evine pref er to illuminate the sense of

moral reconsid.eration that such an ordeal must have evoked'13

L3. E. Boyer and A. Lev
(Vüashington, D.C.:

ine, A est for C n earni-
, P. 1Carneg e Foun t l_on, T9 I 4.
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The objective of Kerr's interpretation, of course, is to

show the evolution of the nul-tiversity, while Boyer and

Levine, alternatively, are desirous to prove that the

Second tnlorld l¡lar was a stimul-us for educational thoughts

about community and global responsibility. The point is
that for some of the socio-political events selected,

variations of interpretations occur in the literature with

respect to theír potential influence on the curriculum.

This makes a-n assessment of their potential connection to

general education in the curriculum very problematic.

There are, however, degrees to which the different
events might be assessed as being signifícantl-y influential-.

On the basis of the consensus in the literature, one can be

reasonably confident that the launching of Sputnik, for

example, did indeed. have the effect of rejuvenating in the

United States the study of the sciences. Qne has to be

s]-ightly more cautious i-n extendíng the effects of that

particular situation to suggest something like "the

launching of Sputnik created the graduate school which in

turn killed general education."

It woul_d appear that of the six events selected' the

launching of Sputnik yields the most consistent interpret-

ation as to its effects. The effects of the Great

Depression are deseribed variousty by Rudolph, artd Grant

and Riesma¡:l; the influence of war on the currículum, as

discussed, is open for interpretation; and the thesis that

lnlatergate and Vietnam might be tangentially related to the
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latest revival of general education rests only on the
affirmation of Boyer and. Levine. such a situation irru-
strates two points: that the influence of a soeio-politicar
event (i.e., especially something as complex as a world. war)

on the currieulum is diffieult to generalize ínto one or two

"effects¡" and more important, that the literature thus far
reviewed provides no comprehensive analysis of the

relationship between speeified socio-political events a¡rd

the development of general educati-on in the curriculum.

Tt is for this reason, then, that the writer must

concede that within the confines of this study ( and

excepting some minimal connections that cart be mad.e between

the launchíng of Sputnik and the rise of science) no

definitive relationship has been found between the socio-

political events suggested, and the emergence of general

education in the currieulum.

C onclusions

!üithin the confines of the factors examined, there are

two kinds of findings that this study yíelds! suggestions

as to why general- education occurred within the under-

graduate curriculum, and suggesti-ons as to why general

education did not occur within the undergraduate curriculum.

Of these two, the latter makes up the greater part of the studv.

Some tentative suggestions of factors that eoutd have

influenced the development of general education in the

curricul-um are as fol-l-ows!
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(i) The request from Washington in I9L?, that Columbia

College teach a "l¡trar Issues" course played a smal_l_

part in helping to initiate the 'Contemporary

Civilization' course at Columbia which, in turn,
played a part in establishing the " survey course,, as

one method by which to facilitate a general educatj_on.

(ii) The economic and enroll-ment stagnation of the 1930's

may have caused some university administrators to
re-examine their course offerings, which may have in
turn, prompted some of them to advocate general

education programs.

(iii) There may be a tenuous link between Vrlorld l¡Iar II ,

and. the development of general education in the

eurriculum. The link occurs through various

publications (e.9. the Harvard Redbook) suggesting

that " education for democracy" entails a certain

degree of general education.

(iv) The lg4? President's Commission on Higher Education

may have influenced some university administrations

to adopt programs, or elements, of general education.

Boyer and Levine's implication about the connection

between lnlatergate and Vietnam and the development of general

education in the undergraduate currícul-um cannot, âs Vet,

be included in this list of tentative factors. The writer

woul-d contend that there are few specific data in the

l-iterature which woul-d substantiate such a general
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.,! l¿lpropo s].taon. -
Some suggestions of factors that might have impeded the

development of general ed.ucation in the currieulum are as

follows:
(i) The Morrill Act of 1362 rnight be thought to have

biased the American system of higher education

against eomprehensive general education by estab-

lishing as a precedent the principle of " service" as

a prirnary goal for the American university.
(ii) The various federal involvements in research and

development during and after lrrlorld ltlar II might be

thought of as aiding the ascendancy of the graduate

school in American higher education and thereby

limiting both undergraduate and general education.

(iii) rhe t_aunching of sputnik in l-957 might be thought of

as being tangentially related to a pedagogical

movement in the early 1960's which endorsed speciali-

zation (especially in the sciences) and therefore

tended not to appreciate or support general education.

( iv) The college enrollment bulge of the L960 's might be

thought of as contributing to the increased diversi-

fication of the curriculum at that time, and hence a

pedagogical extreme at odds with general education.

14. For a sampling of the kind of treatment that th1S

' The
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Within the confines of this study, the findings are

rather sparse. One is left with a serj-es of tentative and

tenuous suggestions about why general education was, or was

not, in vogue during particular historical periods, but

with littLe else. Part of the reason for this deficiêocl,
as already implied, is because only a limited number of
factors were selected with which to investigate the history,
and beeause the literature reviewed did not analyse even

those few factors comprehensively. In ad.dition to the few

findings already suggested, the writer must therefore also

concl-ude that considerably more research must be done in
order to find both comprehensive and specific reasons for
the d.evelopment of general education in the American under-

graduate curriculum.



CHAPTER X

SIGNTFICA}ICE OF THE STUDY

FOR FIIRT}IER INVESTIGATION

Sienifícance of the Study

The findings of this study are significant only as

they relate to a particular frame of reference, and only as

they a¡swer a particular kind of question. The frame of

reference referred to is the generalization about "the"

American university (and hence the American curriculum)

that was made explicit at the beginning of the work. The

kinds of questions that this thesis addresses are not

minutely specific ones (e.9., why did Hutchins' general

education scheme fail at.Chicago, yet succeed at St. John's),

nor grandiose ones such as, "hlhat are the essential elements

of human existence and how might these be translated into

general educatioÍt?", but rather they are questions that

operate between those two extremes in order to make such

kind of enquiry as: "How was the notion of general

education (as expressed., for example, by Robert Hutchins or

Joseph Tussman) irnplemented through the mainstream of

American higher education?" The utility of this thesis,

then, is that it answers a particular kind of question with

respect to a particular frame of reference. As such, the

stud.y is significant more for historical- description, than ít

is for socio-historical speculation about future trends'

rgB
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For Further Investieation
The greatest importance of this study' from the

writer's perspective, lies in its ability to furnish a base

for extended work. This it has d.one, for although the study

d.oes not answer many questions, it asks a multitud.e. "Fifty
percent of scíencer" said Einstein, "is being able to ask

the right sorts of questions." If such a formula is al-so

true for the study of educational foundatíons' then the

thesis has been helpful indeed.

Part of the incentive for the writer to engage in this

particular stud.y was for the information that it might

yield regarding related work within a Canadian context. At

some point the wríter would like to enquire into the matter

of "general" or "liberal" education in the Canadian under-

graduate course of stud.y. The American experience with

general education was stud.ied both as a precedent for what

might occur in Canada (for American ed.ucatj-onal "innovations"

have a way of seeping north aeross the border) and for the

methodological clues that the research process would

divulge

The literature reviewed for preparation of this thesis

has revealed that there are three broad areas of study

required in order to add.ress' comprehensively, the question

of general or liberal education.within the Canadian under-

graduate curriculum. Simplistically put' they might be

described as historical, theoretical and practical' but arl

examination of their proposed content reveals that they
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contai-n more than their l-abel-s suggest.

Historically, there ís possibly a two-phase, four-step
progression that rnight be utilized in order to provid.e a

reasonable historical base to the problem. Step one of the

first phase--a slrrvey hístory of general educati-on in the

American undergraduate curriculum--has been completed with
this thesis. Its purpose was to provide an outl-ine and a

beginning. Step two of phase one woul-d require a

comprehensive history of general education in the American

undergraduate curriculum. This "comprehensive" history
would have to take a closer look at a larger range of

factors that may or may not have influenced the development

of general education in the curriculum. Among the elements

that would have to be exami-ned are: the rise of the

academi-c departments, the effect of, philanthropies on

universities, the "tra-nslation" of the knowledge explosion

to the university curriculum, student's reactions to, and

influence on general education, universi-ty governance and

the effect of "great presid.ents," the effects of ethnic

make-up of students on the curriculum, the relation of the

role of high schools to the development of colleges and

universities, the influence of student activism groups in

the l-960's, and the significance of admissions requirements

on the curriculum. These, and other factors, would have to

be examined and weighed in order to be able to discover why

particul_ar general education progra$s worked, and why

others did not. The economic status of the nation would
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have to be explicitly considered.

The third step in phase one woul-d haúe to involve the

construction of some sort of historical-analytical typology

which could be used to evoke some sort of pattern out of

this history. One example might be a typology that
suggested a distínction between something called a "trend"

a.rld another thing calIed. a "factor." "Trends" could be

those large-scale pervading infouences that (if demonstrable)

affect an entire nation. "Factorsr" on the other hartdt

coul-d be posited as those smal-ler el-ements that operate

either in harmony withr or against, the "trends." The rise

of industrialism, the "knowled.ge explosionr" and "creeping

egatitarianistr," might all- be considered as "trends" whil-e

such things as federal support for universities, college

enrol-Iments, a-nd student reactions might all- be considered

factors that either operate in conjunction with, or against

those trends.

As an asi_de, of particular interest to the writer is

the possibility of how "great me.n" might fit into this

typology. Frederick Rudolph claims, for example, that

Cornell, White, Gilman, and Eliot' were not magicia¡s, in

reference to the academic surge of the IB70's' but rather

were the "orgartizers" of a "d.eveloping rationale that made

its appearafrce because it coul-d no longer be delayed."l

Laurence Veysey, though, suggests that "until about IB90'

I. Rudo1ph, gp. ü., P. 99.
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academic efforts burgeoned largely in spite of the public'
not as the result of popular acclaim."Z The question to

assess here, then, is whether these men could be call-ed

"factors" that went against the predominant trend.i or

whether they were elements of the trend itself. Equally

cornpelling would be to try a-nd assess whether it was the

efforts of individual men that might have accounted for
certain periodic revivals of general education. If it
could be shown that "trends" tended to .limit general

education, while individuals (e.g. Hutchins) helped facili-
tate their periodic revival, then it might be suggested

that from 1850 onwards general education was an ideal

eoncept that required' among other things' the temporary

ignoring (on the part of an individual or insti-tution) of

the realities of the social- environment in favour of an

ideal ed.ucational environment. (fn one sense, general

ed.ucation attempts to appty a communal, homogeneous and

intell-ectually hj-erarchical conception of knowl-edge and man'

upon a society that is essentially diverisified, heterc-

geneous and egalitarian. Perhaps only living men caj^l

counter such odds. ) At afry rate, the typology, if it was a

good one, might begin to be able to get at these kind's of

questions. The crux, of course, would be in being abl-e to

justify conclusively that the "trends" and "factors" stood

in relation to one another as posited.

he ence of er sl-2, L. Veysey,
(Chieago: U

erl_can
VETS tyo cago Press' L9 5 r P.
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A fourth, and rel-ated, step in the first phase of the

historical inquiry would be to engage in some sort of
"historícal speeulation." hlhat is meant here is speculation

about the future in reference to the past. A thorough

examinatíon would have to be made of "recent developments"

in the field of curriculum in order to try to assess if, and

how, frames of reference (models) might have changed. To

speculate on the future on the basis of the past requires

that one know the precise d.ifference between the two. This

is particularly true in the modern worl-d where change appears

to occur as rapid.ly. Historical speculatÍon, then, woul-d

have to take cogni za-nce of such f actors.

t¡Iíth the first phase being an historical progression

that examines the American educational system, the second

phase woul-d involve a repetition of the first applied to the

Canadian scene. Presumably the lessons learned from the

first study would assist in creating a more intelligent
assessment of the second.

Another broad area necessary for consi-d.eration woul-d be

the theoretical premises that underlie general anð'/or

l-iberal ed.ucatíon. The first challenge would be to define

the two terms. This could end up being a monumental work in

itself. There are, of course, many approaches. The content-

analysis method might al-l-ow one to "deduce" from the words

their meaning. Alternatively' an examination of usage might

produce some acceptable distinction between the two terms.

In a somewhat related way Boyer and Levine have attempted to
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get at the various meanings of "general education" by

cataloguing its "purposes" during Ïlüorl-d. vrtar r, hlorld vùar rr,
and the present. vrtrhatever the approach, it is inevitable
that the study of "general" and ,,Iiberal', education requires
that some precise definitions of the terms be advanced.

A paralleI theoretical stud.y would be the survey of the

varj.ous phílosophical justifications for a core curriculum.

Here one woul-d have to refer to the arguments of J. p.
?b

l¡trhiter and Hirst and Peters,* who state, in various ways,

that there are particular kinds of things that have to be

taught, with particularly good. reasons for doing so. A

rebuttal a¡d extension of the argument can be found in Tim

Devl-in and Mary Vrlarnock's hlhat Must We Teach?5 Using these

as ínitial sources the investigation coul-d probably carry

one from E. F. Schumacher to Alfred North l¡Ihitehead. The

objective of the investigation, however, would remain

constant: t¡lhat constitutes an essential (perhaps liberal)
education?

As a variation or extension of this work it would

probably be most advantageous to take a broad look at

theories of knowledge. In the history of the curriculum, ít

3, J. P. White,
Routledge and

saC lso Curri um (T,ondon:
Kegan Paul- , l-97

4 P. H. Hirst and R. S. Peterst
(London: Routledge and Kegarr

T. Devlin and M. hlarnock 
'Debate (London¡ TemP1e S

he Lo cofE l_ n
Pau

5 ust we e The Gre
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is a common practice to proclaim that the "knowledge

explosion" led to fragmentation which in turn led to
speeialization. Since this premise is asserted with such

frequeney and confidence it would most likely be worthwhile

to enquire into what constitutes a "knowledge explosion,"

and how such an "explosion" occurred. Is it an "innate"

function of "knowledge" periodically to rnultiply rapidly' or

is it more our manipulation of data that creates

"explosions?" If there was an explosion that "fragmented"

knowledge into ma::Iy subsections' is there the possibility of

an implosion that might effectively integrate the fragments

back together again? The recent increase of interest on the

part of both grad.uate and und.ergraduate educators in inter-

disciplinary studies might be examined in this light. At a-ny

rate, all- of these questions have a bearing on how

institutions of higher education package and present

"knowledge" to the conmon ma-rì..

The theoretical considerations are ' of course, the most

difficult about which to become definitive. Perhaps the

greatest value in examining them ]ies not in the "solutions"

that they produce, but rather in the complexity of the

question that they force an investigator to acknowledge.

The third broad area to be examined with respect to

"general,, or "l-iberal" education in the Canadian under-

graduate curriculum, is practical studies. Gresham Riley,

in a-n article entitled "Goals of a Liberal- Education:

Making the Actual and the ldeal Meet," suggests that:
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Recent studies have provided
empirical evidence that a liberal
arts education, more than any other,
produces those qualities of mind and
character which are required of
responsible citizens in an open, Ácomplex, and technol-ogical society. "

One of the first "practical" studies to undertake, then, is
to follow up the claim by reading Riley's refer"rr""",7 and

engaging in extended studies. If ít were possible to inter-
view graduates of St. John's and Joseph Tussman's

Experimental College, some worthwhile data might be

collected. It might also be beneficial-, in this vein, to
consider Douglas Heath's longitud.inal- study of students at

Haverford College.B The objective here would be to try to

get some empirical evidence on the aövantages of particular

kinds of educatj-onal experiences.

A second and related practical study could involve the

coll-ection of data on Canadian professors' attitudes about

liberal- or general education. Prerequisite references woul-d

include Vanderman and Lyons,g D""="el and l,orímer,l0

6, G. Riley, "Goals of a liberal Education¡ Making the
Actual and the Ideal Meet' " Li-beral Education L979,
65, 431+-44.

Stewart and D. C. .McClelland'
s of a Liberal Arts Education,"
ept. I9?8), 69.

B. D. Heath, "hlhat the Enduring Effect
Tel] Us About a Liberal Educatiotl,"

s of Higher Education
ournal of r

Education, L9?6, 47, PP. I73-L90,
"Professional Fields

7 D. G, Vùinterr A. J.
"Grading the Effect
Psvchology Today (S

o A. M. VanderMeer and M. D. LYons'
and the T,iberal- Arts¿ 195B-I978,"
rg?9, 6o (z), L97-20L.

10. P. Dressel and M. F. Lorimer, Atti ES f iber
Facul-t Members Towar d iberal a-nd rofes onal

uca on New o

Educat i-onal Record

Uníversity, L960).
: Teac ers ol ê8ê 
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11 I2Dressef, Mayhew and McGrath, Boyer and Ahlgren, and

Flexner and Berretti.ri. 13 The study proper then woufd

invol-ve conducting a single surveyr or series of surveys, on

Canadian campuses in order to acquire, empirically, current
perceptions on the issue. The resul-ts would be expected to

provide the researcher with an understanding of how a

designated population might respond to suggestions of

"Ìibsal education" in the Ca¡radian undergraduate curriculum.

The last "practical" study that could be considered is
in the area of implementation. If the objective (after al-l

this research) was to implement general or tiberal education

in Canada's post-secondary system, then presumably some work

would have to be done on how this might actually be achieved.

Of the many experimentat colleges that the literature has

identified, almost atl of their experiments have turned out'

in practice, to be something quite different from what their

inventors had inagined them to be in theory.

1l P. D¡:essel , L. B. Mayhew a¡rd E, J. McGrath, lhe iber
as Vi Facul Profes

Schoo Þ New York¡ Te s CoIIege, o um aUniversity, L959).
C. Ivl. Boyer.and A. Ahlgren, ,,Visua] priorities inliberal Education, a¡r Empirical Assessment.,, Journalof:Higher Education , L982, 5), (z) , zo? -2I5. 

-
R. Berrettini and H. Fle:cner, General Education¡ Concept
a¡rd Practise (trrlashington, D.C.r Association for the
Study of Higher Education, 198I, ERIC Reprod.uction
Services Document No. ED 2O3 817.

r.1

13.
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The examination of historicaì-, theoretical and

practical considerations with respect to general education,

then, should provide, in totality, a substantial base from

which to study comprehensively the matter of general or

fiberaf education in the Canadian undergraduate curriculum.

(ffre precise connection between "generaI" and "liberal"

education would have to be made explicit within the course of

that examj-nation. ) f fris thesis, as has been stated,

provides the first step for that progression.
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